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ABSTRÀCT

Rotter's ( 1975) Iocus of control, Crandall's ( 1963 ) perceived task-values x expectancy x discrepancy between Iowest
and highest standards se! for achievement, and Atkinson's
(1974) motive x incentive x probability of success have been
frequently utilized to study adolescent achievement behavior.
While these views explain adolescent achievemenL i.n
the mainstream North Àmerican white population, they fail to
explain that in ethnic minorities for not including the
impact of their culture on achievement. This study identifies the rol,e of cuLture and other reLated variabLes on
ach i evement

.

605 adolescents, 13 to

I years of age, from three cultural groups -- Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se (uxc), Chinese-Canadian
(CC), and Euro-Canadian (pc) -- were studied. euestionnaires coLlected information on socialization, Iocus of control-, causal attribution, perception of family-honor, and
degree of future-certainty in adolescents. Copying two
sol-vable and two unsolvable puzzles, each in 4 minutes, lras
uLilized to assess achievement behavior. Data were subjected to three-way (ethnicity, gender, age) analysis of variance. Àn Omega Squared was calculated on each significant
finding to ascertain the strength of association between the
'l

independent and dependent variabLes.

Significant ethnicity
effects were followed up by the Scheffe post-hoc g-test to
identify groups which significantly differed from each other.
The Chinese groups reported less parental acceptance and
more psychological control than the EC group. Most adoles-

cents had a bilocal locus of control.
The Chinese groups
attributed other-success to ability and the EC group to low
task-difficulty.
The Chinese groups attributed self and
other failures to lack of effort and the EC aroup to high
task-difficulty.
CC perceived family-honor as of most
importance, followed by EC, and lastly by HKC. HKC expected
to have most social.-political changes in their future, EC
were intermediate, and CC expected leas!.
HKC set highesL
mini¡na1 standard, 1evel of aspiration, and expectancy in
achievement tasks than the Canadian groups. Males.and older
adolescents showed higher achievement-oriented tendencies
than females and younger adolescents, respectively.

This study shows that achievement behavior is a highly
conplex phenomenon and is governed by cultural values, societal expectations, socialization,
and attribution styles.
l.lhen adolescence is reached, achievement behavior is further
governed by future social-political
stabitity and job
oppprtunities. Although these factors are irnportant for adolescent achievement, it does not eliminate other factors
¡+hich await future research.
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Chapter I
ÀCHIEVEMENT BEHÀVIOR, ÀTTRIBUTION OF CAUSALITY,
ÀND CULTURE

1.1

ACHIEVEMENT BEHAVIoR: THE THEoRETICAL MoDELS

Àchievement behavior has been studied from various per-

spectives. Às achievement behavior is partly determined by
the nature of the achievement task (e.g. easy vs. hard) and
the situation in which the behavior takes place (Smith,
1969), different achievement rnodels have been developed to
explain achievement behavior that occurs in different situations. In explaining task persistence and approach/avoidance tendency of an individual in a given achievement task,
Rotter' s ( 1966 ) locus of control , Crandall , Katkovsky, and
Preston's (1960) value x expectancy, and Àtkinsonrs (1964)
motive x incentive x probability of success or failure models appear to be more relevant than other models such as
Hill and sarason's (1966) model on the impact of anxiety on
achievement. À detailed examination of these achievement
models and research findings that support or go against
these models are presented below.
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1.2

ROTTERIS LOCUS OF CONTROL MODEL

Extending from the social Iearning theory that behavior
is a function of the value of the .reinf crcement that is

offered in the situation and the expectancy that the behavior r¡iII lead to that reinforcement (Rotter, 1960), Rotter
(1966) saw the generalized expectancy for the internal versus externaL locus of control of reinforcement as an impor_
tant personality construct that would facilitate our under_
standing of hurnan behavior and our prediction for the
potentiality of a behavioral outcome of an individual.
Individuals with a generalized expectancy that their behavior can effect reinforcement are categorized as internals;
and those who believe that reinforcement outcomes occur
independently of their behavior are categorized as exter_
na1s. Because of differences in daity Iife experiences and
socialization, individuals may vary from having an extreme
internal control to having an extrene external control; and
1ike1y, human beings can be both an internal and an external
depending on the nature of the situation. Unlike internal-s
who believe that their ability and ski1l can determine the
outcome of their behavior and are more concerned about their
abilities,
successes, failures, and those aspects of the
environment that serve to provide useful information for
their well-being, externals are 1ike1y to have a passive
world view, exhibit passivity on tasks that require their
ability,
and attribute failures to bad Luck or lack of control of the situation.

1

.2.1

Works on Locus

Research reviews (e.9.

of Control and Achievement

Joe, 1971) and works on achievement behavior and locus of control suggest the fotlowing
trends. First, within the North Àmerican white male popuJ.ation, comparisons betvreen internal and external-s find that
externals persist in chance determined tasks, show signs of
irresponsibility
on their performance, and neglect to
improve their performance after failure; and internals place
high values on and persist in skitl determined tasks,
approach these tasks cautiously, and raise their expectations and aspirations in these tasks after each success
(..9. Midl,arsky & McKnight, 1980; Lao, 1g7O). Second,
females are more 1ikely to have an external locus of control
than ma1es. Because of the differences in cuLtural pressures
and socialization, studies on gender differences found that
most females achieve and perform for the approval of others
and for the reinforcements offered in their environments
(e.9. Horner, 1968; Intons-peterson and Johnson, 19gO).
Third, unlike most older chil.dren who adjust their standard
of excellence to that of thè external and challenge their
capability in most achievement situations, younger children
are 1ike1y to perform according to the external standard and
fail to observe the difference between ability and effort
and to relate them to success or failure in achievernent
(veroff, 1969; Ruble & Rholes, 1981). Fourth, locus of con-
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trol is culturally specific. Cultures which encourage independence and individuation (e.g. white-Americans) are likely
to have internally oriented individuals; and cultures which
value group goals and affiliation (e.g. Mexican Àmericans)
are likely to have externally-oriented individuals (e.g.
Scott & phelan, 1969; Hsieh, Shybut, & Lotsof, 1969). Fifth,
the development of locus of control is related to parentparenlal nurturance, sanctioning, the
child relationships.
granting of personal freedom, and the presence of consistent
firm control are the elements for the development of internal locus of control . Rejection, deprivation of privileges,
overprotection, and excessive use of punishment are the elements that foster a belief in external control in children
(e.9. Katkovsky, CrandaLl, & cood, 1967; MacDonald, Jr.
1971). In sum, the findings of research have suggested a
relationship between locus of controL and achievement behav_
ior; and in this relationship, gender r a9ê, culture, and
parent-chiId interactions play a crucial role in determining
the development of locus of control in children.
1.2.2
1.2.2.1

Weaknesses

of this

Mode]

Studies from Cross-CuItural Research

While an abundance of empirical findings support the
above five trends, results contradicting these are also
found. For example, in comparing achievement behavior and
locus of controL between Euro-Canadian (a culture which fos-
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ters independence and autonomy) and Chinese-Canadian (a cuLture which fosters family-goa1 conformity) adolescents, Mak
(1983) failed to observe the difference in locus of control
between these two groups regardless of the significant culture-a nd-ac h i evement -behav i or differences obtained between

them. Based on her resul-ts, Mak (1993) comrnented that this
model had overemphasized the role of expectancy (i.e,
the
belief that a behavior will lead to a specific reinforcement
or outcome) and neglected a host of other variables (e.g.
parental expectation on children achievement ) that might be
responsibJ.e for the elicitation of achievement behavior of
other cultural groups. Sinilar to Mak's (1993) comment,
Lefcourt (1976) pointed out that Locus of contror and
achievement simply could not be seen in terms of a simplistic one to one relationship and that "unti1 researchers who
are concerned with achievement take into account the host of
other variables associated !¡ith achievement. . . , there wiIl
not be a sufficient increase in comprehension in this area
to justify their continuing efforts" (p.147). Ànong these
variabLes, social, cuLtural, and parental factors may possess greater strength in accounting for achievement behavior
than Locus of controL. To this end, Lefcourt (1976) empha_
sizes tha! locus of control can only be seen as ',a circumscribed seIf-appraisaI" (p.141) which human beings perform
to assess their chances of gaining control over specified
events and not as an omnibus trait 1ike intelJ-igence that

6

to explain alnost aII aspects of human behavior,
As "opportunities or restrictions present in given situations often obtain greater saLience" t.han 1ocus of controL
in determining the occurrences of certain behaviors (tefcourt, 1976, p. 142), it is suggested that 1ocus of control
must be used along with other situational factors to explain
the criteria under investigation.
may be used

1.2.2.2

Studies from Hea]th Research and Lack of
Correlational Studies on Locus of Control
Literature reviews on the predictive value of locus of controL on people's attitudes and behaviors in health condi_
tions (e.9. Lor¡ery, 1981) and on weight control in obese
people (e.9. Rodin, 1981) suggests that the use of a simpl-istic internal-external dichotomy has limited power in
predicting human behavior. Summarizing the research on obesity, Rodin (1981) pointed out that obesity occurred in both
internals and externaLs; and that Iike obese externals,
internally-oriented obese people did not. do rnuch to control
their weight for the well-being of their health. Às obesity
is found to be determined by many factors such as metabolic
rates, size of fat cells and insulin IeveIs, Rodin (19g1).
concludes that the mere use of locus of control to study
obesity is inappropriate. Extending fron this reasoning,
the validity of the empirical findings that. internalty-oriented hospital patients seek more infornation about themselves to improve their heaLth conditions (e.g. Seeman &
Evans, 1962) becornes questionable. In supporL of this view,
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Lowery (1981) indicates that

health conditions of hospital
patients can be divided into fanitiar and longslanding conditions,
Unlike the familiar conditions in which the outcomes of the illnesses are predictable, the conditions of
most longstanding iLlnesses are vague and ambiguous. Consequently, the degree of novelty and ambiguity of a health
condition must first be considered if the relationship
between Locus of control and patient behavior is to be studied in an iLlness situation.
However, such a procedure is
rarely performed in the investigations on the effect of
locus of control on patient's attitudes towards illnesses.
Observing the shortcomings of the Locus-of-controL construct and researches in understanding human behavior, Wein-

êr, Nirenberg, and Goldstein (1976) express the view tha.t
the predictability of Locus of controL on expectancy shifts
f ollow'ing success and failure in achievement situations is
supported by expe r imen ta l ly-man i pulated sÈudies and not by
correlational studies. Indeed, as Weiner et aI. (1926) specified, the Lack of pubtished investigations on the correlational studies in locus of control and expectancy shifts
"may be an indication of research failures" in the area
(P.54). Reviewing those studies which did not obtain the
behavioral patterns of the internals and the externals as
predicted in the theory (e.g. Guring, Guring, Lao, & Beattie, 1969), Shaver (1975) indicates that locus of control
may not exist as a unitary dimension. In support of this
view, Weíner, Frieze, KukIa, Reed, Rest, and Rosenbaum

I
(1972) state that the attribution of causaLity results f rorn
an interaction between tvo dimensions; namely: (a) Iocus of
control ; and (b) stability. In this interaction, the causes
(i.e. ability, effort, luck, and task difficulty)
for success and failure are derived. Ability (skil1) is perceived
as an internal and stable cause; effort, internal and unstabIe; luck, external and unstabfe; and task difficulty,
externaL and stable. Examining 1ocus of control in terms of
these causal perceptions, Weiner eL al. (1972) point out
that "the locus of control and stability dimensions have
frequently been confounded in past research" (p.96). Consequently, it becomes impossible to "examine independently the
motivational consequences of ascriptions to these two dimensions of causality" (p.97).
In conclusion, Iimitations of 1ocus of control as a predictor of hunan behavior have been noted and empirical findings in conflict with the postulations of the theory have
also been found. Specifically, the construct 1acks support
from correlational studies in the area of achievement behavior and its internal-external dichotomy has been seen to be
confounded with the stable-unstable factors such that the
exact nature of perceived causalit.y in an achievement situation is not clearly known.

(Note: À nore detaiLed examination on Weiner et aL.'s
(1972) position on attribution theory is found on pages 51
to 55. )

1.3

944!PÀL!., KATKOVSKY, ANÐ PRESTON'S (1960)
EXPECTÀNCY MODEL

Seeing children

VÀLUES A

as active . processors of environmental
information, CrandaIl et a1. (1960) postulate that achievement behavior develops as early as one's infancy when the
formation of cognitive structures begins. Àt the infancy
stage, the caretaker's childrearing behavior (i.e. responding contingently or non-contingently to the infant's needs)
is believed to have a strong impact on the child's perception of lhe causal relationship betveen behavior and reinforcement outcomes. Contingent behavior-reinforcement relationships may give rise to the development of an inlernal
Locus of control; and non-contingent, to an external control.
According to CrandaIl et al. (1960), high achievers
are generally more internally-oriented than low achievers.
Àlthough Locus of control is seen as the basis of achievernent behavior, Crandall (1967) indicates that the performance of an achievement task is also determined by other factors, which include: (1) the discrepancy between mini.mal
standard (the lowest goal in the continuum of potential
reinforcenents which wiIl derive satisfaction) and expectancy (the probability that achievement efforts nill lead to
goal attainment); (2) attainment vaLue (this can exist in a
relative form nhen the importance of a given task is per*
ceived in relationship to other tasks or in an absolute form
when an individual perceives the task r¡ith absolute irnportance nithout considering other tasks);
and (3) vaLue for
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othersr evaluation (lhe perceived importance of receiving
social. reinforcement in an achievement task).
AII these
factors come into play in an achievement situa!ion. Since
these factors are learned, it is postulated that achievement
behavior for a skiLled area of achievement is an automatic
behavior that has developed over time. Conversely, achievement behavior for an unfamiliar task requires careful calculations that involve a two-step process. Àn ipsative comparison between expectancy and minimal standard is to be
performed in the first step; and a multiplication between
attainment value and the discrepancy of the minimal standard
and expectancy in the second. In examining the motivational
determinants of task persistence, Battle (1965) points out
t.hat the degree of consonance between minimat standard and
èxpectancy has an important impact on task persistence and
goal certainty. Àchievement strivings and positive feetings
wiII be attained if minimal standard is set slightty below
expectancy; and frustrations and negative feelings wiIl be
the result if mininal standard is set above expectancy.
These feelings, al-ong with the attainment value set for the
achievement task, will determine the strength of achievement
behavior. Strong achievement approaches wiLl result if both
positive feelings and attainment value are high; strong
avoidance if both negative feelings and attainment value are
high; and an absence of both approach and avoidance tendencies if the attainment value is low or absent. The rneaningfulness of a task is further determined by the individual's
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locus of control. Because int.ernally-oriented individuals
believe thaL reinforcements are within their control , their
approach tendencies are betieved to be stronger than those
with an external orientation (CrandalI , 1967). Consequent_
ly, it is also postuLated that individuaLs who demonstrated

a strong need of social reinforcements (as opposed to those
who favor reinforcements that are generated from r,¡ithin
themselves) will have a r¡eak approach tendency. In sum, the
essential aspèct of this model Iies not onLy on the achievement factors ( i.e,
Iocus of controL, minimal standard,
attainment va1ue, expectancy, and value for others' evaluation), bul also on how these factors interact to generate
approach and avoidance tendencies in an achievernent situ_
ation.
1.3.1

EmpiricaL Works on CrandalL et al's Model

Research f oJ.lowing this model has generally supported its

postulates and yielded the following characteristics.
First, task persistence is a result of the ipsative discrep_
ancy between expectancy and minimaL standard. Studies manip_
ulating expectancy and minimal standards, showed that task
persistence increased if minimal standard !,¡as set below
expectancy and decreased if set above (e.g. Batt1e, 1965;
Crandall & Mcchee, 1968). Second, people constantly adjust
their expect.ancy estimates in terms of the result in their
immediate past performance. À good perforrnance leads to a
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higher expectancy i.n the subsequent task; and a poor performance, to a lower expectancy (e.9. Midlarsky & McKnight,
1980). Third, attainment value plays a significant role in
task persistence and task selection in choice situations,
Most studies found that 1ow achievement scores were a result
of low attainment values (e,g. parsons , 1gB2; Mak, 1993).

Fourth, developmental studies showed that expectancy was
determined not only by one's previous experiences with failure and success but also by the cultural demands on achievenent. Because of the gender difference in achievenent
demands and socialization,
rnales tended to have higher
expectancies than females even when their past perforrnance
was similar to that of the f ernales (e.g. Stein & Bailey,
1973) Parsons, 1982). In sum, the research has suggested
expectancy, minimal standard, attainment values, socialization,
and cultural. demands on achiever¡ent as important
dèterminants of achievement behavior.

1.3.2

Weaknesses

of this

Model

Àlthough this model has been supported by various studies, considerable ernpirical findings, have found that other
environmental determinants (e.g. probability of success) in

an achievement situation do play a significant role in
achievement behavior. For example, by asking high school
students to pick out a maximum of 25 words from a word
sleuth in a five-ninute period, Mak (1983) found probability
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and attractiveness of success in an achievement situation to

be as important as expectancy, minimal standard, and attainment value in achievement behavior. In addition, task diffi_

culty,

repulsiveness of failure,

and the motive to achieve

success or avoid failure are also found to
ments for achievement (e.g. Feather, 1962).

be crucial ele_

In presenting a comprehensive review on achievement
behavior, Heckhausen (1967) indicates that this model views
achievement behavior strictry from an achíevement situation
viewpoint. According to Heckhausen (1967), achievement
behavior occurs not only under arousal conditions but aLso
under neutral conditions where achievement demands are not
present. To this end, Heckhausen (1967) specifies that the
effect of some institutionalized sociocuLtural person-envi_
ronnentaL relationships, such as the concept of roLe expec_
tationr
fiay provide a better explanation of achievemenL
behavior than the specific concept of the demand characteristícs of an achievement situation. Additional to Heckhausen's (f967) view, and observing the fact. that this model
conceives attainment value to be singularly important in
achievement behavior, parson and Goff (j99O) state that an
individual's long range ì.if e goals and the utility
vaLue
(not the attainment value) of a given task in aiding the
achievement of the Iife goals may account for the achievement behavior of an individual in a given achievement task.
Consequently, this model ,s vies that perceived attainment
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value of an achievement task is a major element in motivating an individual to achieve is seen as a najor argument
against the model.
¡¿orrl¿e x rNcENrrvE x pRoBÀBrl,lry
ÈI-6!!99\._ilPi4)
SUCCESS/FAILURE MODEL

oF

Agreeing that a response tendency is a result of the
anticipated consequence of the response (e.g. Lewin, l93g;
Tolman, 1932), Atkinson (19?4) observes achievement behavior
as a multiplicative function of motive, expectancy that the
response will lead to the anticipated outcome, and the
incentive value offered in the achievement situation. In
Àtkinson's (1974) view, achievement motives are stabl-e per_
sonality dispositions which can broadly be divided into 2
cl-asses; namety: the niotive to approach success (Ms) and the
motive to avoid failure (Maf). Using Murray's (193g) Themat_
ic Apperception Test (TÀT) to assess the motive to achieve
and Mandler and Sarason's (1952) test Anxiety euestionnaire
(feQ) to assess the motive to avoid failure, Atkinson (1g74)
believes that "a11 persons have some capacity for interest
in achievement and some capacity for anxiety about f ailure',
(p.18); and that the summation of these motives yieJ-ds the
resultant tendency in an achievement situation. persistence
and approach tendencies in an achievement task occur when
the motive to achieve is dominant (i.e. strong Ms along with
a weak or an absence of Maf). Conversely, avoiding or Leav_
ing an achievenent task occurs when the notive to avoid
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failure is strong. However, while individuats with a fear of
failure orientation may avoid most achievement tasks, Atkinson (1974) warns that "except in rare cases, there are
always a number of different 'extrinsic'

components in the
by an observer, as

positive tendency...that are vieved,
achievement-oriented activities" (p. 19). Conseguently,
"transient situational influences" (Feather , 1961, p.5b2)
become crucial elenents in an achievement situation.
In
Àtkinson's (1974) view, expectancy (i.e. probabiJ.ity of success or f ai.Iure) and incentive values (i.e. attractiveness
of success or repulsiveness of failure) in an achievernent
situation are the extrinsic factors that may change an
avoidance or inhibitory tendency to an approach or excitato_
ry tendency. Conceptualizing success (ps) and faiLure (pf)
in terms of their subjective probabilities that may range
from zero (the Ioeest) to one (the highest), Atkinson (1974)
assumes expectancy as the sum of these probabiJ-ities (i.e.
Ps+Pf) and incentive values as the inverse of the subjective
probability of success (i.e. I=1-ps). within a multiplica_
tive framework, these extrinsic components interacting with
the achievement motives (i.e. Ms and Maf) are believed to
yieLd the following c ha rac t e r i s t i c s . First, an individuals'ith a strong rnotive to approach success (i.e. Maf=0) is
most attracted to tasks of intermediate difficulty where the
subjective probability of success is .50 and where the person rnust challenge the capabilities to maximize the likel-i_
hood of success. Second, an individual with a strong avoid_
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ance notivation (i.e. Ms=o) would find alr achievement tasks

unattractive, particularly those of intermediate difficulty.
When given a choice, the person would choose either the eas_
iest task (i.e. Ps='l ), where success is guaranteed or the
hardest (i.e. ps=O), r¡here failures can be blamed on the
nature of the task. In sum, unlike fear-of-failure individu_
als, those who set out to avoid competitions and to look for
environmental cues to externalize their failure, achieve_
ment-oriented individuals seek or utilize achievement oppor_
tunities to try their abilities.
In Àtkinson,s (1974) view,
the approach tendency of the achievement-oriented individu_
a1s have considerable effects

on the subsequent development
in their achievement behavior. Since incentive value and
expectancy are assumed to be inversely related, successful
completion of a task leads to an increase in the probability

of success and a decrease in the incentive value associated
with the task. When this occurs, the desire to achieve the
o1d tâsk diminishes and an interest Lo perform an objective_
Iy more difficult task occurs. Conversely, failures lead to
a decrease in the probability of success and an increase in
the incentive va1ue. With these changes, the indi.vidual
would move to other tasks in which the likelihood of success
is perceived as higher and the completion of the tasks is
seen as rewarding.

1.4.1

Empirical Research on Àtkinson,s

Model

Research has general.ly supported the postulations of this
model and shos'ed the following characteristics. First,
in

situations where t.asks of various difficulty Ievels are presented, people generally shift to a more difficult
task
after each success (e.g. Kuhl & Blankenship, 1979a). Second, failure-oriented individuals are Iikely to avoid intermediately difficult
task and show ambivalence between the
easiest and the most difficult tasks in initial trials. The
tendency that they choose either the easiest or the hardest
task becomes clear in subsequent trials (e.g, KuhL & BLankenship, 1979b). Third, aJ.though both males and females move
to more difficult tasks after success, males tend to choose
tasks that are substantially more difficult than on which
they succeeded and femaLes choose only those which are
(e.g. Cooper, 1993). Such a gender
sl j.ghtly more difficult
difference in risk preference j.n achievement situations can
be accounted for by the differences in socialization and
cultural demands between maLes and females (Horner , 19?2).
This explanation is supported by the high anxiety scores of
females in evaluative settings (e.g. HiIl,
197 1i
Kuhl &
Blankenship, 1979b) and the fact that their perforrnance is
rnost affected (e.g; inconsistency in performance between
tasks) in sex-linked tasks and in situations shere the standard of exceLlence is unclear or where norm-referenced
social comparisons are made (".g. Lenney , 1977). Fourth,
notivation and situational factors (i.e.
probability of
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success and incentive values) are important determinants for

task persistence and Levels of aspiration irt achievement
situations.
Presenting insoluble figure-tracingtasks to
undergraduate students and instructing then to compete
against the false norm associated with each task in a time

Iimit of 40 seconds, Feather (1961) found that achievementoriented subjects persisted on tasks in which they believed
that they could succeed and faiLure-oriented subjects per_
sisted on those that were defined as difficult or where a
probability of success equaled zero. These results were supported by the findings of a 1ater study (Feather, 19671 in
which undergraduate students v¡ere told to raise a cradle
that was controlled by the experimenter and not to move the
ball that was resting on it. In this study, Feather (1967)
found that unlike failure-oriented subjects who showed
inconsistent shifts in the performance and Levels of aspiration,
achievement-oriented subjects persisted in their
tasks, raised their aspirations after success and Iowered
them af t.er failures,
and made smaLt shifts rather than
unreasonable jumps in the adjustment of their aspiration
levels.
In sum, approach and avoidance tendencies in an
achievement sibuation are results of the interaction between
one's disposition to achieve and the perceived probability
and attractiveness of success of the situation; and within
this interaction, the perceived probability and attractiveness of success are largely deternined by one's orientation
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to achieve. That is, achievement-oriented individuals see
achievernent situations as opportunities that allow then to
challenge their abilities r,¡hile failure-oriented individuals
see achievement situations as threats that bring them shame
and humiliation. When forced to perform, failure-oriented

..--will r,¡ork as hard
lndlvtduaJ.s
as they can to attain success.
To them, it is the press rather than the need to achieve
that motivate them to perform (Airney, Burdick, & Teevan,
1969)

1

.4.2

.

Weaknesses

of Atkinson's

Model

Àlthough this rnodel has received empirical support from
many studies, it does contain some shortconings. In
response to the postulation of this model that risk prefer_
ence in an achievement situation is partly a function of the

relative strengths of approach and avoidance tendencies,
Maehr ( 1974b) argues that such a conception of achievement
behavior has overlooked the influence of cu1tu,:e. Since this
model uses the TÀT and the TAOI to assess the tendency to
approach success and the tendency to avoid failure,
this
model ignores these tendencies across cultures. Taking reading as an example and pointing out that children in a pro-

fessor's family may place a higher value on reading than
other tasks, Maehr (1974b) indicates that the approach ten-

t

These assessrnent technigues may be

culturaJ.ly
and
cannot accurately assess these tendencies in biased
some cul_
tures.
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of a task is heavily dependent on the culture in which
the individual is brought up. To this end, Maehr ( 1g74b)
emphasizes that "there is a necessity to attempt to scale
tasks in terms of some sort of cultural dimension" (p.g92)
and to examine the extent by which a given task may serve as
an appropriate antecedent !o a desired consequent.
dency

Sirnilar to Maehr's vier,¡, Heckhausen (1967) also agrees
that achievement-related dispositions are freguently embed_
ded in the value systens within which an individual is
expected to function;
and these systems in turn determine
the achievement tendency of the individual. In Heckhausen's
(1967) view, "goaIs involving task performance, self-esteem,
and social recognition appear side by side (p.36)" in an
achievement situation.
Thus, in some cases, achievement
behavior becomes an instrument by which members of a group
may be used Èo obtain accept.ance and approval from one
another. Consequently, many achievement goals can only be
understood by means of an analysis of the social process or
the value systern to which an individuaJ. belongs.
Examining the postulations of this model, Weiner (1920)
argues that the model "cont.ains conceptual difficulties"
(p.

73) and that "the model, like other contemporary theories of
notivation, is stinulus-bound" (p.73). In Weiner's (1970)

view, achievement behavior is goal-seeking purposive behav_
ior that persists even without any instigating, external
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stimulus. with this view, Weiner (1970) concludes that
Àtkinson's postulations that achievement behavior occurs
only in the presence of an achieving activity is a weakness
of the model. Indeed, this weakness was observed by Àtkinson
during the earlier years when the model was initially formuIated. Reviews of sone of the conceptions of achievement and
decision-making performances have shown the stimulus-bound
characteristics of responses obtained. In these conceptualizations, human beings are perceived as reactive organisms.
Atkinson and Cartwright (1954) commented that the activity
already in progress was a potent determinant of the performance of any subsequent. response. As such, they added the
strength of an on-going achievernent activity as a variable
to the initially
formulated achievement modeI. In other
words, they deveì.oped a model which sees achievement behavior as a multiplicative function of motive, expectancy, and
incentive va1ue. According to Àtkinson and Cartsrright
(1964), a1i. on-going achievement activities must be understood in terms of the language of Newtonian physics and be
sèen as "inertiaL tendencies" that erould not cease to persist until the achievement goals are attained. However, the
inertial tendencies of on-going activitiès received weak
empirical support and were finalty abandoned by Atkinson in
the subsequent development of his nodel . Using false norms
and controlling t.he probability of success and failure in
aII achievement tasks such that repeated failures and successes were experienced by a).1 subjects, Weiner ( 1965b)
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found that

the inertial approach model could only account
for the achievement tendency of the achievement-oriented
subjects when repeated failures occurred but not for those
of the failure-oriented subjects.
To irnprove the inertial
model and to incorporate it into Àtkinson's modeJ., Weiner
(1970) proposes that the inertial Èendency should be "conceptualized as a resultant tendency consisting of both
approach and avoidance components" (p.79); and that these
components differ
in strength bebween achievenent-oriented
and faiLure-oriented individuals. Unlike failure-oriented
individuals who have a strong avoidance conponent which
inhibits them from performing after faiLures but not after
success, achievement-oriented individuals have a strong
approach conponent which persists and instigates them to
perform after faiLures. Consequently, it is Weiner's (1970)
postulation that achievement-oriented individuals perform
better after failure than after success, and failure-oriented individuals perform better after success than after failure.

In conclusion, the view of Àtkinson that achievement
behavior is a function of expectancy, motives, and incentive
values has been criticized as too narrow. It is too stimulus-bound and does not incLude the effects of cuLture and
value systems in both the approach and avoidance tendencies
in achievement. Àlthough Àtkinson and Cartwright (1964)
added inertiat tendency to the originaL formulation, such an
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addition could only account for the achievement behavior of
those with high resultant achievement motivation in condi_
tions ¡rhere repeated failures were experienced. In view of
this shortcoming of the inertial approach, Weiner (1970)
postuLatèd that the inertial tendency should be seen as a
resultant tendency consisting of avoidance and approach components. Àlthough Weiner's (1970) position received support
from some empirical studies, these studies ¡rere restricted
to laboratory settings that were conducted in North America.
Consequently, further investigations and testings are stiLl
needed to confirm Weiner's position.
1.5

CONCLUS]ON ON

ON THE
ÀCHI EVEMENT

MODELS ÀND MÀEHR'S VI
IN THE STUDY OF

THE SEARCH

EW

Examining achievement behavior from different theoreLical

viewpoints, the three achievement modeJ.s agree that there
exists a relationshi.p between cognition and achievement
behavior and that the orienta!ion to achieve emerges only
when considerable cognitive maturity has taken place whereupon the chiLd can observe the relationship between his/her
own behavior and outcome and experience the feelings associated with successes and failures.
These models view that
older children will be more achievement-oriented than younger children as a result of their cognitive maturity. Furthernore, as cognitive deveLopment and socialization are
different for rnale and female children, these rnodeLs also
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view that there exist gender differences in achievement
behavior. Among these models, the locus of control model
posits achievement behavior as a function of one's perception of the degree of controllability one has in an achíevement situation and argues that internally-oriented individuaIs are ¡nore achievement orient.ed than the externals due !o
their beliefs that they have control over the oulcorne of
their behavior. The Crandall et aI. model observes achievement behavior in terms of two cognitive steps involving an
ipsative comparison between expectancy and minimaL standard
in the first step and a multiplication between the comparison and the attainment value of the task in the second sLep.
The attainment value is seen as a cruciaL eLement which
determines the approach and the avoidance tendencies of
achievement behavior. Finally,
the Àtkinson modeL sees
achievement behavior as a result of the interaction bet$een
the motive to achieve, expectancy, and incentive vaLue of
the task. According to this model, achievenent-oriented
individuals choose intermediate leveL of difficult tasks in
r¡hich there exist a fifty
percent chance of succeeding in
the tasks and in which the individuals must maximalLy challenge their abilities to attain success. On the other hand,
failure-oriented individuals choose either the easiest Èasks
in which success is guaranteed or the most difficult tasks
by which they can blame their failures on the difficulty of
the tasks. Conseguentlyr a9e, gender, socialization, cognitive maturity, Iocus of control , minimal standard, expectan-
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cy¡ attainment value, the motive to achieve or to avoid
failure, and incentive value of the task are aII seen as
crucial determinants of achievernent behavior.
While these three models receive support from most empiricaL studies, they are also found to have sorne weaknesses,
À major seakness of these models is their inability to
observe the orientation

t.o achieve within the limited context of the majority group of the North American culture and

do not include elements that may explain achievement behavior of other cultures (Maehr's 1974b). The Crandall model

places heavy emphasis on the attainment vaÌue of an achievenent task and assumes attainment val-ue is the final determinant of achievement behavior. By taking such a view, this
model analyzes achievement behavior as a situationally-deterrnined phenomenon. It does not acknowledge the possibility
that. other factors (e.9. the utility values of a task) may
account for achievement behavior and that achievernent behavior may also occur in neutral situations as observed in sorne
cultures.
Similar to the v¡eaknesses of the Cranda1I model,
the Atkinson nodeL also does not include the impact of culture and value system on the development of one's approach
and avoidance tendencies in achievement. AIthough the Atkinson model attempts to explain achievement behavior in terms
of a persona)-ity-situation interactional approachr. it does
so in terms of a very limited cultural context (i.e. the
majority group of the North Àmerican culture). FinalIy, like
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the CrandaLl and the Atkinson nodels, the Locus of control
model can only explain achievement behavior of those populations in which independence and individuatity are fostered.
To strengthen the explanatory power of this model, it has
been suggested tha! Iocus of cont.rol must be used along with
a host of other variables (such as social, cultural, and
parental factors) to thoroughly explain achievernent behavior. Indeed, to improve lhe locus of control model and to
enable it to explain achievement behavior more effectively,
Weiner & Kukl-a (1970) put forth an attributional analysis
approach to achievement. (À detailed examination of attribution theory and the attribu!ionaI approach to achievement
wiIl be presented in the following section).
on the weaknesses of these models and examining
achievement behaviors across cuLtures, Maehr and NicholIs
(1980) point out that aII these models are inadequate in
explaining achieve¡nent behavior. In their view, observing
achievement behavior purely as a personatity trait or a
situationali.y-determined phenomenon "certainty would not do
justice to achievement motivation in the case of Japanese"
and "it probably prevent.s a fuII understanding of the nature
of achievement behavior in the case of other groups, which
stress co-operative behavior" (p.224) .
Furthermore,
although the personality-situational approach of the Atkinson model could "provide a fuller understanding of achievement-related behavior" (p. 892) , it does not take into
account all situational variables that might elicit achieveBased
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ment behavior thereby having a limited applicabiLity in
accounting for achievement behavior of other cul-tures. In
Maehr's ( 1974b) view, developing an achievement model by
incorporating personality, situational, and cultural vari_
ables should be seen as ',the ultimate goal of the search"
(Maehr, 1974b, p.893) in t.he study of achievement behavior.
Such a goal nust be attained so as to obtain a cLearer
understanding of achievement behavior.
1.6 THE PROCESSES OF CÀUSAL ÀTTRIBUTIONS
UnIike the locus of control model which conceives the
perception of the causal relationship between behavior and
reinforcement as a determinant of behavior, attribution
theory postuLates the perception of hor¡ past events and
behaviors were caused as the determinant of the interpretation and occurrence of a behavior and event. In the area of
attribution research, there exists a diversity of approaches
to explain how one's understanding of the causal structure
of the ¡vorld may affect one's interactions with the wor1d.
In general, Heíder's (1958) theory of the naive analysis of
action, Jor)es and Davis's (1965) theory of correspondent
inferences, and KelIey's (1967) theories of covariation and
configuration have nost frequently been used to account for
the attribution data. Each of these theories is presented
and examined below.
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1. Heíder's (1958) AÞÞroach: In Heider's view, a1l human
beings have some sort of cognitive ateareness of their surroundings and are affected by events occurring in it.
Because of the intimate relationship bettveen human beings
and their environmenls, the attribu!ion of events and behav_
iors to causal sources becomes a part of the human nature.
As Heider (1976) specifies, "Attribution is part of our cog_
niLion of the environment. Whenever you cognize your envi_
ronment you will find attribution occurring" (p. 1g).
Using the language of perception, Heider (19Sg) postu_
Lates that all causal analysis begins with the perceptual
process which might be conceived of as a perceptual arc con_
sisting of the distal stimulus on one end and the proximal
stimulus on the other. The distal stimulus is t.he environ_

mental reality where properties are perceived as simiJ.ar by
all individuats. The proximat stimulus refers to the mean_

ings that are attached to the distal stimulus. Because the
perceived meanings of a distal stimulus may vary betv¡een
individuals, the way an environmental reality is handled may
also be different between individuals, In Heider's view,
hunan beings with their psychological processes such as
intentions and needs, function as distal stimuli in social
or person perception situations.
In these situations, the
perceiver interprets the characteristics that are manifested
by the distal sti¡nulus in terms of some principles, beliefs,
or knowledge of personality traits to form the proximal
stimuLus pattern. Once the proximal stimulus is formed, the
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perceiver reacts to the distaL stimulus in terrns of the
meanings that are derived from the interpretations rather
t.han the overt behavior of the actual psychotogical characteristics of the distal stimulus. Since aII hurnan beings can
relate a distal stimuLus to some stable structures and pro_
cesses, they feel that they can grasp reality and control
their environnent. According to Heider, it is by relating
behaviors and events to some invariant dispositional properties that one can make sense out of the world; and it is
these "dispositional properties...lhat make possible a more
or less stable, predictable, and controllable worId" (Heider, 1958, p. 80). Furthermore, since discerning the causes
and consequences of ongoing behavioral and environmental
events is seen as a part of the hurnan nature, Heider (195g)
expresses the view Lhat each human being is nol only a basic
unit in l¡hich the process of causal anaì.ysis is constantly
taking p1ace, but aLso is a scientist or naive psychologist
who attempts to obtain information of the world so as to
nake it predictable and controll,ab1e,
Às for purposive actions, Heider postulates that aIl
action outcomes are dependent on a combination of effective
personal force and effective environmental force. The personal force can be broken down into tr¡o contributing factors; namely: (i) the power factor which is often represented by ability; and (ii) the motivation factor (e.g. effort,
intention). the multiplicative combination of these two factors determines the effectiveness of an individual in accom-
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plishing a goal. For instance, if a person's power or moti_
vation toward a goal is zero, no progress tovrard the goal
will be expected from this person. The nultiplication
between the personaL and the environmental forces gives rise
to the concepts of "can" and "try". "Can" occurs when the
imposed environmental forces are smaller than one's own pow_
er; and "try" occurs when the wish or motivating force
exerts on the environment !o produce the equifinality.
The
concept "try" has a directional and a quantitative aspect.
The directional aspect refers to the intention or what a
person is trying to do. The quantitative aspect refers to
exertion or how hard a person is trying. Both intention and
exertion can be perceived directJ.y or through inference; and
the cognition of both intention and exerLion hâs important
bearing on our interpretation of action. Àccording to Heid_
êrr the cognition of intention may affect our judgment of
otherrs responsibility and the appraisal of other's ability;
and the cognition of exertion may have important repercus_
sions on the rneaning of an act. In Heider's view, both can
and try are the conditions of purposive actions. Thus, when
attributing causality to an action, the internal cause or
the personal forces and the external cause or the environmental forces that may be responsible for the action must be
perceived and identified. Such a process "permits statements
about the attribution of action, the cognition of its conpo_
nents, and the prediction and control of behavior" (Heider,
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1958, p.124).

In sum, with the naive anal-ysis of action and
perception, "man's meaningful association r¡ith his envitonment and control over it is...widened" (r¡eider, 1959,
p.124).

2. Jones and Davis's ApÞroach: In Jones and Davis's
(1965) view, there are choices behind each behavior; and
behaviors occur only when a series of decisions on the
choices has taken p1ace. Guided by t.his viev,
Jones and
Davis indicate that the choice an actor makes reveals both
the actor's intention and underlying personal dispositions.
To draw inferences from an actor's behavior so as to find
out the actor's motives behind the behavior and actual
nature, Jones and Davis believe that there are three conditions which a naive perceiver must consider. These conditions are: (i)
the principle of non-common effects; (ii)
social desirability; and (iii) hedonic relevance.
Since each behavior is seen as a choice among choices,
Jones and Davis state that the attributions which a perceiver rnake take into account include not only s,hat the actor
has actually done but also what the actor might have done.

attributions, the perceiver compares the consequences of the actor's action or behavior with those that
the actor might have done. According to the principte of
non-cornmon effects,
all choices share some effects that are
common to one another and it is the non-common effects
When making
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betr¡een the choice that determine an action. Thus, an
actor's intention in performing an act can be inferred from
those consequences that are not 3ommon to the alternative
actions. In Jones and Davis's view, the fewer lhe non-common
effects, the less ambiguous is the intention, and the greater the perceiver's certainty in making the attribution.

The second condition that affects attribution is the
observer's perceived social desirabiLity of the actorrs
behavior, According to Jones and Davis, observers frequently
judge an actor's behavior in terms of their betiefs about
!¡hat other actors would do in the same situation. The greater the behavior deviates from sociaL expectations, the
greater the behavior reflects the underlying personal dispositions of the actor.
Hedonic relevance is the third condition.

In this condi-

tion, the perceived impact of the actor's behavior on the
perceiverrs welfare is seen as a basis for attribution. In
Jones and Davisrs vie¡v, the tendency to search for the
actor's underlying dispositions and intentions behind an act
increases when the act is believed to have an effect on the
çìerceiver. Às the perceiver's own welfare serves as the
f ocaJ. point in the attribution, motivation, needs, and vaIues of the perceiver will then be included in the attribution process. When this occurs, distortion in the interpretation of the actor's behavior and intention will result.
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Thus, social expectation, information about the conseguences of each possible choice, and the perceiver's belief,
motivation and needs are a]l seen as import.ant factors in an
attribution process.
3. KelLev's Àooroach: In theorizing how attributions are
formed, KelIey (1967) states that attributes often attribute
the effect to the "condition which is present when the
effect is present and which is absent when the effect is
absent" (p.19a). tn Xetley's view, the way human beings analyze an effect is similar to that of a scientist who anaIyzes data by means of an analysis of variance technique.
When making attributions,
it is believed that human beings
examine if they should attribute an effect to a person,
stimuJ.us, or time and modality according to three dimensions; namely: (1) distinctiveness ? (e.9. if the actor
behaves in the same way to other stirnuli ); (2) consensus ?
(e.9. is the actor's behavior the same with that other
actors in the same situation); and (3) consistency ? (e.g.
does the. actor behave in the same v¡ay to the given stimulus
across time and circumstances). Àssuming that human beings
ascribe an effect to the causal factors with which it covaries, KeIIey asserts that different patterns of infor¡nation
lead to different attributions. Effects wi.th high consistency, distinctiveness, and consensus will be attributed to the
stimulus; Iow consensus, 1on distinctiveness, and high consistency to the person; and low consensus, low consistency,
and high distinctiveness to the time or circumstances. How-
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ever,

while the view that observers analyze an actorrs
behavior in terms of distinctiveness, consensus, and consistency has received support from empirical studies, KelIey
(1973) comments that such an approach "is undoubtedly somewhat on the idealized side', and that observers are "often
lacking the time and the motivation necessary to nake multiple observations" (p.113). In KelJ.ey's view, causâ1 schemata
will be used when observers have to make causal inferences
based on incomplete information or a single observation.
Defining causal schema as a "conception of the manner in
¡,¡hich two or more causal factors interact in relation to a
IgivenJ effect" (xe11ey, 1972, Þ.2), Ke]1ey specifies that
there are three types of schemata, nanely: (1) the tendency
to invoke multiple sufficient causes (i.e.
when different
causes can produce an effect, the roLe of a given cause in
producing the effect is discounted if olher plausible causes
are present); (2) multiple necessary causes (i.e.
if an
effect is a result of several different causes, these causes
nust be present if the effect is to occur); and (3) compensatory causes (i.e. when causal factors can inhibit and
facilitate an effect, certain factors wilI be augmented and
attributed to the effect ) . with these schemata, KeIley
explains how observers ¡nake sense out of other's behaviors
in terms of the information available to them. Àccording to
KelJ.ey (1972) when information is incomplete, observers tend
to assimilate other information to form a specific assumed
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analysis of variance pattern, and fron that to form a causal

attribution.
In sum, it is xelley's postuJ.ation that people attribute
causality to an effect according to the amount of information available to them. In the case of multiple observations, attributors observe and respond to the covariation
between the effect and its possible causes as if they were
anaJ.yzing data by means of an analysis of variance. In the
case of a single observation or when the information is
incomplete, observers util-ize other infornation and foIlow
the concepts of configuration to derive a causal attribution.
RESEÀRCH WORK ON CAUSÀL ÀTTRIBUTION

theoretical approaches mentioned above do share
some common grounds on their postulations on attributions of
causality. In general, these theories postulate that attribution of causalit.y as a cognitive process or a process
which occurs as a part of the human nature. In this process,
the perceiver actively processes and interprets all possible
information to construct a causal interpretation or commonsense explanation on the actor's behavior, to rnake inferences about the actor's underlying personal dispositions or
stable charact.eristics, and to predict the actor's behavior
in similar or other situations. A result of this process is
The three
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to enable the attributor to derive a guide to organize the
social environment, to plan actions, and to gain predictability and controllability
over the environment. Most
research work on causal attribution is focused on 3 areas,
namely: (1) empirical investigations on thè theories of cau(2) developmental studies on causal attrisal attribution;
bution; and (3) the impact of social change on causal attribution and people's perception of themselves, others, and
their environment.
1. Empirical. Inyestiqations on the Theories of

Causal Àttribution

Research f oJ_lowing Jones and Davis's Approach have gener_

a1ly supporLed their postulations and revealed that people
tend to see the cause of a behavior to be located in the
person. Such a tendency increases when the actor's behavior
or view deviates from social expectations or social demands.
In such a case, the atLributor wi1l see the actorrs act or
vien to be indicative of the actor's underlying personal
disposition or true intention. For instance, in a series of
experiments in which undergraduate students were asked to
write an essay on a designated position (e.g. pro-abortion
vs. anti-abortion) and were Later asked to read an essay
that took a view opposit.e to what they previously took, Snyder and Jones (1g74) found that a significant number of
their subjects perceived the content of the essay which they
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told to read to be a result of the r¡riter's true atti_
tude toward the position and not a resurL of the environmentaI constraints imposed on the writer by the experimenter.
In support of this finding, Miller (1976) found that attri_
butors tended to attribute other's behaviors to dispositiona1 rather than situational factors. In MiIIerrs study, a
person with a conservative outlook and a person with a lib_
eral outlook were chosen as target persons. Their role was
to choose a position and write an essay on the granting of
amnesty to draft invaders, to write an essay on the topic
but within the constraints imposed by the experimenter, or
to read an essay that was written by the experimenter. The
results of the study shovred that the attributors saw the
opinions in the essays and/or speeches as those of the tar_
get persons' arthough they were aware of the environnental
were

constraints imposed on t.he target persons.
Ke1Iey's approach also received support from empirical
studies which shor¡ed that in situations where attributors
can infer an actor's behavior from several observations, the
actorrs behavioral consistency, distinctiveness, and consen_
sus wilI be considered in the process of making attribu_

tions. Uajor (1980) asked undergraduate students to choose
general categories of information corresponding to consen_
sus, consistency, and distinctiveness of information in
order to attribute causality to an actor's behavior. He
found that most subjects used aII three types of information
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to obtain an understanding of the acLor and utilized consistency information signif icantJ.y more than other two categories of information when making attribution. With these
findings, Major (1980) indicated that attributors tended to
gather maximum information in making causal attributions.

Since consistency information provides more information
about both the actor and the entity, it is more 'economical'
(t"tajor, 1980, p.1020) than other two categories of information.
UnIike Major's (1980) study, well and Harvey (1927) found
that most of their subjects used consensus information in

attributions. WelI and Harvey (1977) asked
t!¡o groups of subjects to attribute causality on actorrs
behavior. One group was given sufficient information trhile
the other group was given insufficient information. The
authors showed that subjects with insufficient background
information tended to utilize consensus information to make
causal attributions and concluded that these subjects used
base-rate (consensus) information to make predictions about
the behavior of the target person.
making causaL

In sum, research works on causal attributions have 'shown
that attributors are sensitive to cues made available to
them and are sei.ective as to which cues they should use when
making attributional judgment. In general, the degree of
social desirabiLity of a behavior, the attributor's beliefs,
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motivations, and needs, the avaitability of information
about the background of the actor and the siLuation, and the
behavioral consensus, distinctiveness, and consistency of
the actor are aIl crucial elements for causal attributions.
Indeed, these elements also play an important roLe in chil_
dren's perception and attributions about their social world.
1.7.2

2. DeveLopmental Studies on Causal Àttribution

Developmental studies observe a direct relationship
betvreen chi ldren ' s cogn i t i ve matur i ty and the Hay they
understand, organize, and interpret causal evidence in their
environments. Indeed, most research shows children's perception and attribution about events and behaviors to be a

result of the children's ability to exercise logical opera_
tions that develop as a function of their social/cognitive
grov¡th. Literature reviews (e.g. Ruble & Rholes, 199.1 ) and
empirical studies on the development of children's attributions have shown the fotlowing characteristics.
First, children as yourig as three years of age show consistent use of cues (irnplicit and explicit) to identify the
cause of a problem. In general, children base their causal
judgments on temporal priority (i.e. causes preceed events)
and daily life
experiences. UnIike young children who use
predominantly concrete cues and rely on specific concrete
features or familiar aspects of the events to make causal
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attribution,
older children use abstract cues and apply
abstract reasonings to make judgments. Indeed, even among
preschool children, older preschoolers tend to use Iess concrete cues and are more Iikely to articulately reason out
how causes and events may occur together than younger preschoolers (e.g. Bullock & celman , 1979; Sophian & Huber,
1984).

Second, young children also use covariation information
to explain other's behaviors. However, in comparison to o1der children and adults !¡ho use all three kinds of covarying
information (i.e. distinctiveness, consistency, and consensus), young children fail to use consensus information to
rnake inferences about either the stirnulus (target) or other's behaviors. Such a developmental shift from a primarily
entity orientation in the early stage (i.e.
using chiefly

distinctiveness and consistency inforrnation) to a primarily
person orientation in the later stage (i.e. using a1I three
types ot information) indicates an increase in social
experiences and a breaking down of the cognitive egocentricism in young children (Piaget, 1969). Furthermore, this
shift also shov¡s that these chiLdren have developed a belief
system which they can rely on when making social judgments
(Ruble, Feldman, Higgins, & Karlovac, 1g7g). They have also
acquired the belief that they can exercise control. over
events and produce certain outcones (e.9. Shantz, 1975).
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Third, children use their expectancies to form schenata
and conduct causal analysis when they do not have sufficient
covariation information to make causal judgments. However,
unlike adults, children (especialty younger than seven years
o1d) usually lack the experience in relating effects to
causes which are not readily observable and are less Iikely
to co-ordinate multiple causes or use stimulus cues to make
attributions (e.9. Rholes and WaIter, 1gB2). These difficulties in making causal schemata in young children along with
their preferential use of concrete cues and features in making causal judgments could be due to: (a) their inexperiences resulting in failure to acknowledge the meanings or
implications associated with a stimuLus or an event and
resulting in failure to realize the fact that human behav_
iors are partty governed by environmental stimuli and rules
that control their physicaJ. and social environments (RhoLe
and Walters, 1982 ); (b) too smalL memory storage to accommodate a1I available information and inadequate informationprocessing capacities to grasp aIl information to make causal attributions (Austin, Rub1e, & Trabasso, 1977); (c) Iow
cognitive awareness that prevents them from attending to a1I
information; (d) and their irnmature cognitive capacities
that hinder them from developing truly distinct conceptuali_
zation of internal and external causal factors (tticholIs,
1978)

.
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Fourth: consistent with the developmental findings that
adolescents lack objectivity in their world views as
reflected in their identity-information process, conflicts
with parents, and perception of other (e.g. Waterman &
Geary, 1974i Lerner & Spanier, 1980); and supporting the
Piagetian position that adolescents do not have a flexible
and stable structure of intelligence regardi.ess of the fact
that they have some degree of formal operaLions and "can
make hypothetical deductions, think beyond the present, and
analytically reflect their own thinking,' (piaget, 1947;
p.148), research findings on adolescentst pattern of causal
attribution show that adolescents tend to attribute their
behaviors to situational rather than to dispositional causes. Although they may use both situational and dispositional
attributions to explain other's behaviors, they see their
own behavior as a result of the environment or the external
pressures that are imposed on thern (e.9. weIt, 1980).
In sum, empirical findings have shown developmentaJchanges in causaL attribution from childhood to adulthood.
UnIike adults who use abstract cues and aII covarying infornation to make causal inferences about events and people,s
behaviors, young children use predominantly concrete cues
and situational factors. In the transitional stage between
childhood and adulthood, adolescents tend to make causal
attributions that reflect their cognitive egocent.ricism or
inability to perform objective judgments.
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1.7.3

3.. _TÞu

l$Þact of Sgcial Chanqe on Causal Attribution

a¡d. Peop1q perception
Ene:.r envlronnent

sL@

The impact of social change on causal attribution

has

generated considerable research in psychology. Soc ial
change, a highly compJ.ex process (vasudeva , 19761, involves
significant alterations and modifications in a society's
social structure, established modes of behavior, and philosophical outlook (Moore, 1969). To the extent that social
change brings in new v¡ays of tife and requires adaptation,
Vasudeva (1976) comments that ',If ...a radical sociaL change
is imposed on or sweeps a cul-ture, the people are likely to
become tension-ridden, for they cannot readily adjust them_
seLves to the neb' patterns" (p.2). Às adjustment involves a
balance betseen modifying oneself to neeL environmental
demands and vice versa (Nag, 1977), McWhinney (19g4) indi_
cates that the readiness to accept social change is depen_
dent on the people's willingness to change, views on causal.ity, concepts of reality, and moral. judgment. In view of the
complexities involved in the reLationship betl¡een adjustment
and social change, vasudeva (1976) suggests that investiga_
tors should seLect only one personality construct at a time,
rather than many, so as to carefully examine the construct
in relationship to social change. In investigating the
effects of social- change on human beings, the concept of
causal attribution is frequently chosen. Specifically, the
impact of social change on adolescents' perceptions of

them_
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selves, others, and their environments has been frequently
examined.

before and after the yom Kippur War as a
"natural J.aboratory" (Lazarus, 1978 ) to examine the process
of social change and coping, invèstigators observed incidences of fear, worries, and stress in situations where
threats and unpredictable confrontations were prevaJ.ent.
Based on the data collected at the tine when the war of
attrition took place on the Syrian border in 1974, Levy and
cuttman (1978) found: (a) a direct relationship between the
irnminence of the forces endangering the safety or lives of
the Israelis and the intensity of the Israelis' f ee].ings of
fear, worry, and concern; and that (2) those who were overworried or under-worried at the time of social confusion
were 1ike1y to have poor strategies to cope with the environmental changes and stress.
Using Israel

In support of Levy and cuttnan's (1978) study, Spacapan
and Cohen ( 1983 ) indicated that stress-related negative
effects occurred not. only during but aLso before and after
stress exposures. By asking undergraduate students to
immerse their hands in ice-coId water, Spacapan and Cohen
(1983) found that most subjects reported feelings of pain
and higher blood pressures even before the experiment started and that their frustration tolerance level was aLso Iow
even after the experiment !¡as over. In explaining the
effects and aftereffects of stress exposure, Spacapan et aI.
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(1983) expressed the view that it ¡ras the perception of the
subjects that they had no control over the stressor in the
experiment, rather than the stressor per sù, that nade thern
produce feelings of helplessness and fear in the situation.
When such feelings occurred, these subjects lost their ability to cope and experienced an increase in pulse rate and a
deficit in performance. Observing the cognitive aspect of
the coping process in a stressful situation, Spacapan et aI.
(1983) specifíed that the anticipation of a stressfuL event
was sufficient to produce effects that were similar to those
produced by actual exposure to a stressor and that "the
expectation of control over stressor termination lessened
the negative impact of stressor expectation both during and
after the anticipaLion period" (p.1251).

In a review paper which examined the relationship between
subject's perceived control in stressful situations and subject's ability to cope with the situation, MiIIer and Norman
(1979) indicated that it was the interaction betr¡èen one's
expectancy of re spon se -outc ome independence and one's expectancy of failure to obtain desired outcomes that gave rise
to the feeling of Learned helplessness. Within this interaction, locus of control , attribution of causality, and the
perceived values and specificity of the event or situation
determined the intensity and generalizability of learned
helplessness. Reviewing studies on learned he)-plessness in
humans, MiIler and Nornan (1979) emphasized that "it should
be noted that attributions to causes that are internal,
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inportant, stable, and general are predicted to maximize the
severity and generalization of learned helplessness, whereas
attributions to causes that are external, unimportant, variable, and specific wilI minimize deficits" (p.111 ) . Consequently, those who undergo major life-stressful events (i.e.
most aversive) and have a belief system that environmentaL
events are within their control (i.e. internal and stable)
wiLl most likely develop feelings of helplessness in situations where consistent failures and re spon s e-outc ome independence are prevalent.
Indeed, research work with internally-oriented individu_
aLs found that these people manifested depressive attribu_
tion styles in response to uncontrollable stressful events
(e.9. Miller, KLee, & Norman, 1982). These people are Iikety
to be depressed and make ',negative seLf-attributions that
undermine motivations and/or disrupt on-going performance by
increasing anxiety, evaluation, sei.f-concern, etc." (Ickes
and Layden, 1976, p. 146). In response to the ,'learned help_
Iessness syndromer' (Ickes and Layden, 1976, p.146) in humans
(especially among internalJ-y-oriented individuals), Coelho
(1980) warns that. adolescents in contemporary societies must
be given extra att.ention (e.g. conplementing parental supervision wit.h love and affection) as they are "more or less
displaced persons" (Coelho, 1980, p.247) living "in Iimbo of
physiological and psychological and cultural development"
(Califano, 1978). with rapid changes that take place both
inside (i.e.
in the areas of physiological and cognitive
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development) and outside (i.e. social changes) an adolescent, coelho (1980) points out that adolescence in the modern world means "human biology, self-image, cultural rules,
and social roles are all in flux at the same time" (p. 2SZlr
and that "Adolescents seem, therefore, to be caught in
developmental dilemmas for which institutional

guidance is

either lacking or lagging behind" (p. 248). In response to
the problems associated with adol-escence in the modern
world, Osborne, Boy1e, and Borg (1984) reporLed that adolescents of rapidly growing societies r¡ere constantly undergoing stages of coping and adaptation as well as exposing to
uncontrollable social stresses. Àmong these adolescents,
adolescent migrants (CoeIho, 1980), adolescent refugees, and
adolescents in politically
uncertain societies (Looney,
1979) are the high risk groups. That is, in addition to the
vulnerability caused by the stress of their developmental
changes, Èhese adolescents are afso iJ-l-eguipped and iIIprepared by language, customs, and resources to function
effectively in unfamiliar societies or in a r¡or1d where
unknor¡n and unpredicatable changes are constantly occurring
(Coetho, 1980; Looney, 1979\. Because of their environrnentaI and developmental stresses, these adolescents are Iikely
to develop various forms of anxiety and depression. Consequently, as Coelho (1980) comments, "Environnental stress
poses unusually high risk conditions for adolescent nigrants

to-day, both within and across cultures (p.256)".
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In sun, uncontrollable stressful events do have a negative impact on the well-being of human beings. Specifically, those who are internally-oriented, alert to environmenta1 cues, and attribute events to stable causes are most
Iikely to be affected. In situations where perceived controllability is absent, it is hi9h1y Iikely that these individuals wiIl experience depression and feelings of heì.plessness. These feelings r¡i1I also generalize to other
situations where control is present.
Therefore, learned
helpJ.essness in human beings arises as a result of the
interacLion between the expectancies of successful responseoutcomes and inability to control these outcomes. In circumstances where individuals undergo uncontroLlable social
changes and life-stressful events (e.g. adolescents in a
socially changing or politically uncertain society), they
are likely to be victims of Learned helplessness. When this
occurs, these individuals not only will experience anxiety
and depression, they wiIJ. also form negative self-perceptions that may undermine their self-esteem and disrupt their
on-going performance (e.g. school achievernents). They wiII
make negative self-attributions,
exhibit passivity on tasks
that require their ability,
and a1low their environments to
dominate them.
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1.7.4

| Conclusion

Attributing causality t.o events and human behavior occurs
across aLl age groups has been recognized as a crucial element of sociaL interaction. It enables perceivers to organize information, maintain their beliefs about people r prêdict other's behavior, and explain away behavioral
inconsistencies of others. Àlthough chil-dren rely heaviJ,y on
concrete cues and situational factors in making causal judgments, developmental studies showed that children are active
participant,s in their environments, and even preschoolers
can use inferential rules to make attributions about behaviors.
In general, attributors are sensitive to cues that
are available to them and they carefully select those cues
that help them formulate a causal explanation on thè event
or behavior. When a behavior deviates from social norms,
attributors tend to see this behavior as a result of the
actor's true intentions, beliefsr
or stable dispositions.
Hovrever, while attributing causality to events may occur
naturally in human beings, such a process takes place only
when human beings believe that the event outcomes are within
their control. when such a belief is disrupted, human beings
will change from being active to passive. They wiIl develop
feelings of helplessness and experience various forms of
depression and anxiety, Àmongst these individuals, people
r¡ith an internal orientation along with a perception that
the event is both important and determined by some stable
causes ¡+i11 be most affected.
As the feeling of helpless-
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ness can be generalized to other situations, J-earned helplessness wilI be most detrimental to those adolescents who

are living in a rapidly changing or politically uncertain
society. Because of the impact of social and developmental
changes on causal attribution and because of the direct
relationship betvreen causal attribution and cognitive deveLopment, causal attributions have been extensively investi_
gated in the area of developmental psychology.
The goal is to gather information on people's perception

of their environment and to understand other aspects of
human development (Ruble & Rholes, 1991 ) .
Àmongst these
aspects, the nechanism of achievement behavior has most frequently been studied (Kelley & Michela, 19gO); and the relationship between attribution of causality and achievement
behaviors has generated much research in North America. However, while a wealth of research data has supported the
attributional approach to achievement behavior, the applicabiLity of this approach to explain achievement behavior of
other cuLtures remains a question. In Bond's (19g3) view,
the attributional approach is established largely on cuItures in which individuaLism is emphasized. To increase the
applicability of this approach, Bond (1983) suggests that
revising this approach where necessary must be perforrned.
Indeed, as Harvey and Weary (1984) specified, " Research on
the affective consequences of achievement-related attributions is in its infancy and is likely to be an active area

of future work.

There are

many

questions that remain,'
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(p.1 B). Consequently, further investigations on the relationship between cailsal attribution and achieve¡nent behavior
must be performed and a cross-cultural approach in these
investigations appears to be necessary.
1.8

ACHIEVEMENT BEHÀVIOR ANÐ CÀUSAL ÀTTRIBUTION

AbiIity, effort, luck, and task difficulty have been perceived as the causal factors for success and failure in
achievement sit.uations. In weiner, Frieze, KukLa, Reed,
Rest, and Rosenbaum's view, these causal factors can be
classified according tc the internal-external (1ocus of control) and stable-unstable (stability) dimensions. Ability is
an internal stable cause. Seeing perceived abitity at a
given task as a function of the degree of past success at
the same or similar tasks, weiner et aL. (j972) argue that
"consistency and generality of performance are salient cues
for abiiity attributions" (p.99). Effort is an internal
unstable cause. Because effort may vary between tasks and
can be conceptualized as a characteristic of a person's
underlying disposition, Weiner et â1. (19?2) comment. that
"the conditions necessary to attribute an outcome to effort
are somewhat more difficult to determine" (p.99). Àccording
to Weiner, Heckhausen, Meyer, & Cook (1972), muscular tension, task persistence, tendency to approach achievement
activities,
increased performance in the face of failure,
and heightened motivation at tasks of intermediate difficutty are indicators of effort. Luck is an external unstable
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factor. l.leiner et aL. (1972) state that attributors must
infer an evenl from its pattern of prior reinforcements
before they can attribute an event. to luck. In Weiner et
al.'s (1972) views, ',the more random or variable the pattern
of outcones, the higher the probability that tuck will be
perceived as a causal inf l-uence" (p.99). Task difficulty is
an external stable factor. Generally, the difficulty leveI
of a task is judged according to the task's norn. performance that is consistent with the norm will be attributed to
the nature of the task and performance that is not consistent ¡viII be attributed to the individual (Frieze & Weiner,
1971). Classifying these factors according to the locus of
control and stability dimensions, most researchers (e.g.
McMahon, 1973; Weiner & Kukla, 1970 ) find that expected performance outcomes are attributed to ability, unexpected outcomes to Iuck, success to internal factors (i.e. ability and
effort), and faiLure to external factors (i.e. Iuck and task
difficulty).
In view of the way causaJ. judgments are formed
in achievement situations, Weiner et. aI. (19?2) indicate
that causal f act.ors must be identified according to tbe
attributional dimensions so as to observe how achievement
behaviors are perceived and attributed.
The relationship between performance expectancy and ability/luck attributions has generated considerable investiga-

tions. Ànalyzing ability and luck in Lerns of the Ioèus-ofcontrol and stability
dimensions and examining how
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expectancy may be attributed to these causal factors, Eiser
('l 982) shows that expectancy is determined by the stability,

rather than the locus-of-control , dimension. With respect to
the difference in the attribution of causality between
expectancy confirmation and d i sc on f i rma t i on , Feather ( 1969 )
explains that because expectancies are predictions of one's
performance based on prior experiences in related situations
and on the estimates of one's ability,
it becomes naturaL
that a person would attribute expected outcomes to ability
and/or to factors that give rise to similar outcomes in the
past and attribute unexpected outcome to luck or unstable
factors such as effort.
To substantiate Feather's (1969)
explanation, McMahon (1973) comments that "the greater the
disparity betlreen the subject's expectancy and his actual
outcome, the greater weight he gives to effort änd Luck as
causal factors and the less weight he gives to ability,' (p.
112-113). Indeed, as each expectancy is confirmed, a ne!,
expèctancy is formed; and factors leading to the previous
expectancy confirmation become the causal elements for
subsequent expectancies (McMahon , 1973). In sum, performance expecÈancies are attributed to ability and 1uck; and in
these factors,
the stability dimension occupies a cruciaL
role in the process of attribution.

to attribute success to internal factors and
failure to external factors suggest that human beings are
more willing to accept causal responsibility for their posiThe tendency
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tive outcomes (e.g. success) than for the negative outcones
(e.9. faitures). An exanination of this tendency indicates
that self-attributions in the case of success serve to
enhance one's self-esteem and maintain the positive affects
such as pride that may result from success. Conversely,
external attributions in the case of failure serves to protect oners self-esteem and alleviate some of the negative
affects such as shame that may arise from failure (Weary,
1980; Harvey & Weary, 1984). ALthough the striving for
sel-f -errhancement appears to be the underlying motive for
making internal attributions and self-protection for making
externaL attribution
in achievement situations, empirical
findings indicate that such a tendency of accepting credits
for success and rejecting responsibilities for failure may
change across situations. Indeed, considerabLe reversals of
such a trend have been obtained from severaL investigations
(e.9. Àrkin, Àppelman, & Burger, 1980). with respect to
these reversals of the trend, Weary Bradley (1978) comments
that seemingly counterdefensive attributions wilI be made
when people attempt to make themselvès appear to be modest
about their abilities
so as to gain social approval and/or
avoid public embarrassrnent resulting fron others' invalidation of a seLf-enhancement that is too positive. Consequent1y, some characteristic patterns of causal attribution have
been gathered from investigations on the relationship
betrreen performance outcomes and internal/external attributions in achievement situations.
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First, the tendency to make high self-attributions folIowing success and Ìow self-attributions following failure
is most f reg.uent in situations where the performance is
evaluated by peers or by those whose standing is similar to
or lor¡er than that of the actor (e.g. Weary, 19BO). Indeed,
the relationship between affect and self-attributions for
positive and negative performance outcomes is clearly
observed in these situations. By asking undergraduate students to make attributions about their performances which
rere observed by someone with a lower standing, weary (1990)
reported that while students with positive outcomes reported
more positive affect and greater feelings of egotism than
students with negative outcomes durinq performance, "these
differences in levels of affect r.¡ere more pronounced during
the Þost perforrnance period" (p.355).

Second, the tendency to

about one's abilities and to make sel-f -ef f acing, rather than self-enhancing,
attributions about. one's positive performance outcomes
increases in situations where the individual knov¡s the perbecome rnodest

will be evaluated by experts or in situations where
social pressure is intense. In a study vrhich asked a group
of high social anxiety and a group of Low social anxiety
subjects to play the role of a therapist or an assistant,
Àrkin, Àppelman, and Burger (1980) found that most of their
subjects lended to portray themselves in a modest fashion
and made less self-presentation attributional bias when they
were informed that their performance ¡rould be evaluated by a
formance
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group of experts. In response to the finding, Àrkin et aI.
(1980) conclude that the unflattering modest attributions of

their subjects "are in part a refLection of self-presentation, or a desire to maintain or create a favorable impression" (p.34 ) .
Third, people tend to make causal attributions about
their perfornance according to the demands that are expected
of them from society. For example, by pointing out the success and faílure of the teachers' teaching method in a simuIated teaching experiment, Tetl.ock (1980) found that teachers tended to take responsibility for failure but attributed
success to their students. With respect to the counterdefènsive attributions of the teachers, Tetlock (1980) specifies
that the obligations and duties that one has to keep for
one's role or job can be a basis for causal attributions.
Since teachers are expected to transmit knowledge to their
students, the claining of causal responsibiLity for their
students' failures but attributing success to their students
becomes a way by which teachers can create an image that
they are responsible individuals.
Observing these three
trends as derived from causal attribution research, Kelley
and Michela (1980) express the view that attributions constitute an important part of human life. They enable human
beings to present themseLves in a favorable rnanner and to
positively reLate their activities and thernselves to others.
By doing so, they manage to enhance or protect their self-
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esteem, maintain social accept.ance, and avoid any embarrassment that may occur in situations that are beyond their con-

trol.
However, while the tendency of making self-serving attributions or making internal attributions under success but

external attributions under f ail-ure is replicated in most
studies involving North American majority groups, such a
tendency is rarely observed in studies invoJ.ving different
cul-tural groups. 1n a study which examined attributions of
success and failure between Àsian Indian and Canadian Caucasian elementary school children of upper-rniddLe class background, Fry and Ghosh (1980) found significant cultural differences in attribution of causaÌity between these tv¡o
groups. UnIike the Caucasian group which claimed personal
credits for success and attributed failure to external factors such as i.uck, task difficulty,
and inaccuracy of the
evaluator, the Àsian Indian group attributed success to luck
and took responsibility for failure.
In view of the fact
that these subjects were matched in terms of their family
and education backgrounds, Fry and chosh ( 1990 ) conclude
t.hat the differences in causaL attributions between the
Àsian Indian and Caucasian children could be a result of
their differences in religions and cultural backgrounds. In
support of Fry and Ghosh's (1980) finding, Bond, Leung, and
wan (1982) showed that humility and making self-effacing
attributions about one's abilities
were seen as favorable
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behaviors among the Chinese, ÀIthough the American majority
groups aLso make self-effacing attributions (e.g. Tetlock's

study) like the Chinese, Bond et aL (1982) point out that
the motives behind the attributions of the tno groups are
different. Observing the cultural differences between Chinese and Àmericans, Bond et aI. (1982) specify that self-ef-

facing attributions of the Àmericans are reflections of
their desire to gain recognition and enhance public image
while self-effacing attributions of the Chinese are reflections of their desire to maintain harmonious interpersonal
relationships. Indeed, the influence of culture on self-perceptions anong Japanese, Hong Kong Chinese, and Àmerican
college students is plainly revealed in Bond and Cheung's
(1983) study. In this study, Bond and Cheung presented Kuhn
and McPartland's (1954) Twenty Statements Tests to their
college subjects and found significant cultural differences
on self-esteem among their subjects s,ith the Àmericans perceiving highly of themselves foltowing by the Chinese and
the Japanese. With respect to their findings, Bond and
Cheung conclude that the self-effacement of the Japanese and
the relative neutrality of the Chinese serve important
social functions i'n their cuLtures. In Bond and Cheung's
view, 1ow seLf-esteem of the Japanese and modest self-evaluations of the Chinese are ways to naintain group cohesiveness in these cultures. Observing the effects of culture on
self-perception and the relationship between causal attribution and self-perception, Bond (1983) guestions the applica-
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bility of attribution theory in exptaining human behaviors
and attributions of causality in other cultures. Since
attribution theory is developed in a society where personal
independence and individualism are practiced, Bond (1983)
muses that most of the postutations of attribution theory
are "unexportable" (p.153) to cultures or structuratly tight
societies where group goals, inhibition of strong feelings,
and humility are fostered. In response to the weaknesses of
attribution theory, Bond (1983) emphasizes that alternate
models of the attribution process must be developed. To
accomplish this goa1, Bond (1983) indicates that Iess obtrusive techniques nust be used to exarnine the attributional
behavior and that the impact of cul-ture on attribution rnust
be observed. Fina1Ly, seeing the importance of studying the
attribution process cross-culturally and developing a universal model of attributions, Bond (1983) indicates that ',we
must move beyond simple comparisons between cul.tures and
focus on ferreting the personality variables common to both
cultures and which are mediating the cultural differences"(p.156). In Bond's (1983) vien, it is only by performing
such a procedure t,hat we can establish personality-attribut.ion linkages that. hold across cultural variation and these
linkages are "essential building blocks for a universaL
(pan-cuItura1) theory of social behavior (Bond, 1983. p.
156)."
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THE GOALS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Viewing the weaknesses of the achievement models in
explaining achievernent behaviors and the causal attribution
approach in accounting for the pattern of attributing causality in achievement situations in cultures or societies
where group-goal conformityand harmonious interpersonal
refationships are practiced, the goals of the present study
are:(1) to refine the achievement and the causal attribution
models so as to widen their applicability in explaining
achievement behavior in the non-Western cultures; and (2)
to investigate further the concept of achievement so as to
attain a further understanding on achievement behavior and
the pattern of causal attribution on achievement. These
goals will be attained by conducting part of lhe study in a
culture which differs distinctively
from the culture in
which these models originated and comparing these resuLts
with information that is to be gatherèd in a modal western
culture. Furthèr, to maximally observe the effect of environment on achievement behavior and causal attributions,
a
socially and politicallychanging
predominiantly Eastern
sub-culture wiLl be selectèd and results of such an effect
will be compared with those that are gathered in a concurrently politically and socially stable society. To carry out
this procedure, achievement behavior and causal attributions
of Chinese adolescents in Hong Xong (a predominantly EasÈern
culture in a politically-and-socially changing society due
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to the impending takeover of Hong Kong by Communist China in
1997) will be compared with Chinese adolescents in Canada
(individuals with a Eastern cul:ural background Iiving in a
predominantly Western, politicalÌy
stable society). The
results of these tv¡o groups wil,L then be compared with those
of the Euro-Canadian adolescents. By doing so, the effects
of culture and environmental changes on achievement behavior
and causal attribution wi.11 be observed. Furthermore, ihe
l¡eaknesses of the achievernent and the causal attribution
models in explaining achievement behavior wilL be identified
and ways Èo improve these models wiIl be presented.

Chapter II
CULTURAL CHÀRACTERI STI CS , PERCEPTION OF

cÀusALITy, AND ACHIEVEMENT OF THE CHINESE

THE CHINESE: TRADITIONS AND CoNTEMPQRARY

EVENTS

The Chinese culture,

one of the oldest cultures in the
world, has its roots extended back to the days of Confucius

(552- 479 B.C.). In presenting a historical view of Chinese
developnental psychology, Liu (1982) indicates that the Chinese culture and the inftuence of the Confucian thought in
the Chinese culture are plainly revealed from the way Chinese people viev¡ human gro!ùth and development and observe
their duties both inside and outside their families. Às Liu
(1992) specifies, the Chinese culture has formed "some of
the sources of the ideas in modern Chinese developmental
psychology, and indeed in psychology as a whole" (p.391).
Consequently, understanding the Chinese culture becomes the
first step in understanding the psychological development of
the Chinese people,
Although studying the behavioral and attitudinal pattern
of an ethnic group within its cultural context is seen as an

important step in understanding human behavior (e.g. pedersen, 1979) , Schrvartz ( 1981 ) emphasizes that psychologists
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should also attend to the immediate environment of an ethnic
group. By observing culture broadly so as to include ',contemporaneous innovation, productivity, and variation', (p.13)

into the meaning of cuLture, Schwartz (1981) indicates that
the pre-existing component of a culture along !¡ith the
events that âre structured by other enculturâted persons
must be observed in order to understand the cognitive and
personaJ.ity development of an individual. Thus, to meaningfu1ly study achievement behavior and causal attributions in
achievements among Chinese-Canadian and ¡long Kong Chinese

adolescents, the Chinese culture as weLl as the social and
politicaL scenes of the Hong Kong and the Canadian societies
must be observed.

))

THE CH]NESE CULTURE ÀND PÀTTERN OF SOCIALIZATION

The traditional Chinese society was agricuJ.tural in
nature and practiced beliefs and values that were crucial to
the maintenance of an agricultural way of Life. Today, many
of these beliefs and values are stiII observed by the traditionally-oriented Chinese even when modernization and urbanization have replaced their traditional agricultural Life
pattern.
Since the yield of a good crop was believed to be controlled by Èhe skies, ancient Chinese farmers observed the
heavens as

the absolute

power which determined

their posi-
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tions in society and reguLated everything on earth, incJ.uding rain and drought, life and death, and wealth and destitution. To please the heavens so as to avoid chaotic events
such as rainstorms or droughts that might destroy crops and
human lives,
the Chinese beLieved that strict social or
interpersonal harmony must be practiced and that they must
do good in their lifetimes so that their descendents would
benefit from their good behaviors. In their views, harmony
assured good fortune and disharmony brought misfortune. Consequently, the saying "prosperity in everything begins with
harmony in the fami1y" is constantly mentioned by the Chinese.

within a traditional Chinese family, every member must
address each other by ordinal position in the generation and
perform the expecLed role to preserve family peace and harmony. The way an individual should behave in parent-chiId,
husband-wife, sibling, superior-subordinate, and peer relationships (aIso termed five cardinal relations by the Chinese) as defined in Confucius' time is stilL observed and
practiced by the Chinese today. In a Chinese family, the
father is seen as the highest authority who plays the role
of the discipJ.inarian in the home (Ho, 198 1) and whose
behavior in relationship to other family members is general1y dignified, authoritative, renote, and aloof (Sue, 197g').
The mother has often been characterized as being kind. She
serves as an "intermediary" (Ho, 1981 , p.BB) between her
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and children and conveys her children's eishes to
her husband if the wishes may displease her husband. The
role of a son is to assure the continuation of t.he family
1ine, J-ook after his parents in their old age, and carry out
the duties of his father. The rol-e of a daughter is to perform domestic duties, get married, be an obedient daughterin-Iaw, and bear children, especially males. Since the
daughter will bear the surname of her husband after her marriage and will no longer be a member of the family into
which she ¡,¡as born, female children are generally less
favored than the males and the preference of having a male
child over a female is often openly expressed in a Chinese
fami ly.
husband

In the traditional Chinese famity, ancestors and elders
are viewed with great reverence. Conforming to lhe demands
of the parents and other family elders is expected of each
one in the younger generation, To carry out this commitment,
children must yield unquestioned obedience to the elder1y,
achieve nell, maint.ain a good family narne, and bring credit
to the family. Bad or unexpected behaviors such as misconduct, laziness, and disobedience are considered as shameful ,
will disgrace the entire family and thus, must be suppressed
by the ruthless use of shame. ConsequentLy, to become a good
son or a good daughter, an individual- must obey the parentaiwishes and mobilize thoughts and actions to conform to the
family goaIs. In sum, the Chinese are best described as
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"situation-centered" in contrast to "individual-centered"
(Tseng & Hsu, 1970).

In presenting a comprehensive view on the traditional
patterns of socialization in Chinese society, Ho (1981)
points out that because the term "childrearing" implies nurturance and the presence of an intimate parent-child felationship in the development of personality formation, the
term "educating the young" nay be a more appropriate term in
describing socialization in Chinese families than "childrearing". From the Chinese' point of view, education and the
development of a moral character are the key steps to make
chil-dren learn and understand their duties both inside and
outside their families and must be fostered as soon as children are old enough to understand, GeneraLly speaking, children at preschool ages are considered as too young to learn
and can be exempted from duties and punishments. At this
stage, children must be indulged and treated leniently without demands or expectations to be put on them as one would
with older children. Reporting the Chinese sociaLization
pattern, Sollenberger (l968) expresses that Chinese children
younger than four years old can eat and sieep according to
their wishes and not according to the clock. There is no
punishment for lapses in toilet
training and when they have
to be disciplined, the punishment employed is normally withdrawal from the social life of the family and deprivation of
special privileges or objects, rather than physical punish-
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ment. In response to the care and attention that young children receive from their caretakers, Sollenberger (1969)

indicates that the gentle treatments of the first
of life serve to establish a sense of securiLy
dence in the young children,
which may serve to
or reduce the frustrations of rigid disciptine
have to receive later on.

few years
and confi-

counteract

thaÈ they

Parent's attitude toward their children changes abruptly
when the children reach schooJ. age around six or seven years
old. At this stage, education is emphasized and pressures
are imposed on the children to achieve academic success, To
fulfil these goals, children are expected to reduce their
playing activities to a minirnum and spend most of their time
learning how to read and write, At home, parental tolerance
for poor performance decreases, and commands and prohibitions are rigidly enforced, At school , strict discipJ.ine
is inposed to make sure that schooL children would pay maximaI attention in class and devote themselves to their school
¡rork. Thus, both parents and teachers are responsibl-e for
educating the young; and thè saying "rearing without education is the fault of the father; teaching without strictness
is the negligence of the teacher,' is frequently heard among
the Chinese.
While classroom education takes place at school , family
education also occurs at hone. According to the Chinese,

family education is crucial to the formation of r¡oral char-
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acter and children nithout a proper family education can
ruin the reputation of their families and bring disgrace to
their parents. Practicing humility and self-respect, controlling aggression and unwanted impuJ.ses, and yielding
absoLute obedience to the parents and honoring the ancestors
(i.e. filiaL piety) are the major aspects that children must
observe in their family education. Traditionally, alI major
decisions in a child's 1ife,
including marriage and career
choice, were made by the parenls; and the child had to conform to these decisions in order to show respect for the
parents. Obèdience to parents was expected to continue
throughout one's 1ife. "While one's parents are still Iiving, one does not claim the status of old age", thus remains
as a popular saying among the Chinese of today.
Expressing anger openly and activeLy is strongly discouraged. Children are not to misbehave outside the home as misconducts are indicators of lacking in family education and
would bring disgrace to the family. Older children must set
an example for their siblings in acadenic excellence, obedience to parents and eLders, manners, interpersona). harmony,
and control of inpulses. AII children must learn to present
themselves humbly in front of others and attribute credits
and achievements to their parents or families.

Thus, while
children learn that they must perform welI and attain academic success, they learn not to brag about themselves but
to attribute their success to their parents. Because bringing honor to the family and acting according to parental
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aspirations are oners primary duties, acting contrary to
these duties is considered selfish and not showing gratitude
to the parents. In sum, humility pJ.ays a crucial role in the
formation of personality among the Chinese; and fi1iaI piety
serves as the guiding principle in their socialization.
Sunmarv: Àger' sex, and generation status determine

an

individual's position in a traditional Chinese family. I.lith
these determinants, an individual's role and behavior within
the family are fixed. Children younger than seven years of
age and people in the advanced years are exempt from punishment regardless of their wrong-doings. However, once children reach school age or the age of understanding things,
strict discipline is imposed on them to ensure that they
learn their duties and obligations both inside and outside
their families. They are expected to restrain and inhibiL
personal feelings, obey their parents, achieve academic
excellence, attain outstanding occupational status, bring
practice humility, and maintain
credit to their families,
interpersonal harmony. FaiLure to carry out these obligations will be strongly punished through the use of shame.
Grouping these together, Chinese are generally more deferential,
Iess autonomous and exhibitionistic than people of
other cultures (Sue & Sue, 1973). Às the family in effect
has set up a psychological boundary for its grorring children, misconducts in the children's later developmental
stages could be easily suppressed and the period of adoles-
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be less J.ikely be marked by turmoil and rebelliousness as one would expect from adolescents in many Western societies (Ho, 1981).
cence would

2.3 CHTNESE IN CÀNADA: THEIR PAST ANp PRESENT
In presenting his argument that the occupational struct.ure and ethnic stratification of Canada vrere not simply a
result of the cultural heritages of its ethnic groups but
also a result of the institutional racism that Canada prac*
ticed in the nineteenth and the éar1y part of the tÌrentieth
century, Li (1979) indicated that the occupationaL structure
of the Chinese in Canada was largely a resuLt of the institutional racism which "limited the range of choices available to the Chinese, and imposed constraints upon their economic instituLion" (p. 330). Consequently, Li (1979)
suggests that observing the specific historical experience
of each ethnic aroup is a precondition t.o understand the
ethnic stratification in Canada. Similar to Li's (1979)
view, Sue (1973) also expresses that cultural and historical
forces of racisn have shaped and defined the Àsian-Àmerican
identity and that understanding the impact of racism on the
behavior of ethnic minorities constitutes thè fundamental
importance in studying the persona1ity characteristics, academic abilities, and vocational interests of Àsians in America.

À. Chinese in the Historical past of
Chinese have been present in

Canada

for over one hundred
years. lnitially,
they came to Canada from California r,¡here
they had worked as laborers and niners in the GoLd Rush of
1849. Later, they came to Canada directly from China where
they were recruited by the agents of the coolie brokers of
Hong Kong. They were hired as cheap laborers to complete a
section of the Canadian pacific Railroad (CpR) and to return
to China at lhe end of lheir contracts. Thus, massive importation of Chinese labor did not take place until the early
'f 880s when
CPR was constructed between 1BB1 and 1Bg5 to link
British Columbia with eastern Canada (Krauter & Davis, 1g7g;
Lí, 1979; Chovr, 1976). According to the Report of the Royal
Commission on Chinese Immigration (1895), the total number
of Chinese arrived in Canada directly from China bet!¡een
1876 and 1880 was 2,326. However, this number rose to 2,939
in 1881 and 8,083 in 1882 resulting with 9,126 in 1891.
Together with other Chinese who came to Canada from the
U.S., the total number of Chinese laborers in the province
of British Columbia between 1881 and 1884 was over 5,200
(Roya1 Co¡n¡nission of Canada, f969). Open anger against the
Chinese occurred !¡hen British Colurnbia experienced economic
hardship and ¡vhen many Chinese could not accumulate enough
fortune or money to pay for their. return fare to go back to
China. Although some Chinese managed to return to their
homeland and joined their f amil-ies in China, many Chinese
remained behind. They were in port Harnmond, Victoria, and in
Canada

.1
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the coastal areas around Vancouver. In complete destitution,
they took jobs at almost any wage (Krauter & Davis, 1978).
Since economic conditions \{ere poor when the CpR r¡es completed in 1885, the presence of the Chinese laborers in the
job market t¡as seen as a threat to the white laborers. Chinese eere regarded as enenies who snatched away employment
and undercut wage agreements. Às anti-Chinese sentiments
intensified, union organizers and politicians used the issue
of anti-Orientalism as a means to consolidate union organization as welL as to win political support or to advance
political careers (Li, 1979). consequently, the parliament
of Canada enacted its first anti-Chinese Iegislation in l885
to prevent Chinese from entering Canada. With this enactmènt, a head tax of fifty dollars was levied on every Chinese enlering Canada. According to the reports of Canada
Year Book (1930), over 600 thousand dollars were colLected
from 12,197 Chinese who paid the head tax and entered Canada
betv¡een 1886 and 1894. In 1901, the head tax was increased
to one hundred dollars, and to five hundred in 1904. À11
Chinese immigrants had to pay the head tax except "consuLar
officers, merchants and clergymen and their families, tourists, men of science, students, and teachers" (Canada year
Book, 1930, p. 175 ) . Consequently, the Canadian government
collected nearly 919 million in head taxes from the Chinese
between the period of 1885 to 1923 (Baureiss, 1985). ÀntiChinese sentiment reached a cLinax in 1923 when the parlia-
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ment of Canada passed the Chinese Immigration Àct (aIso
knor¡n as the Chinese Exclusion Act) which prevented virtualIy all Chinese from entering Canada. This Act also prevented
the Chinese men in Canada to bring their wives and children
to Canada. with this Àct, the Chinese population in Canada
dropped with the sex-ratio of 7.8 maLes to one female in
1941 (Census of Canada, 1946). This Act was perceived as a
necessary measure to protect white Canadian 1aborers f rorn
the Chinese since the imposition of the head tax t¡as not
adequate to stem lhe flow of the Chinese immigrants into
Canada due to the political unrest, f arnine, and social and
natural calamities that Chinese peasants had to suffer in
China. The effectiveness of the Chinese Immigration Àct rras
apparent when one considered that betr¡een 1925 and 1947,
¡,¡hen the Àct was repealed, only 16 Chinese immigrants
entered the country (Baureiss, 1985).
The federal head tax, anti-Chinese lar,¡s, and public
hatred against the Chinese nade the lives of the Chinese in
Canada harsh and difficult.
Às Krauter and Davis (1979)
specified, "Prejudice, discrimination, and scapegoating dogged the Chinese" throughout the Canadian history (p.63).
They were stereotyped as "opium-smokers", ',heathens", and
"gamblers". Their mode of Iiving was seen as undesirable and
detrimental to the well-being of Canada (Chow, 1976). They
were denied voting rights, not allowed to seII liguors or
buy property, and not allowed to practice lar,' or pharnacy.
The legislative.controL of the Chinese forced many Chinese
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to leave the regular labor market and enter into the rnarginal or peripheral market (Li, 1g7g), In view of the fact
that Chinese were prevented from skilled occupations and
were forced into the unskiLled labor sëctor, Li (1979)
expressed that "The emergence of Chinese laundries and restaurants may be viewed as survival adaptations, on the part
of the Chinese, to develop alternate econornic opportunities
amidst a hostile labor market" (p.328). fn surn, the discrimination against Chinese had produced considerable undesirable effects. It restricted the rights of the Chinese as Canadian citizens,
crippled their ability to compete in the
l-abor market, promoted a system of inequality in the Canadian society, and encouraged the ideotogy of white supremacy/
oriental inferiority in Canada (Smith, 1920i Angus, 1937;
Lí, 1979') .
B. Chinese in

Canada Today

Chinese today are often stereotyped as obedient, introverted, and hardworking. Àlthough anti-Chinese sentiment

still exists in Canada, it exists in a much subtler form
than that of the past. According to Sue (1923), Chinese are
considered as a "model ninority" and they carry a "whiter
than white" image in North Àmerica (Daniels and Kitano,
1970). Indeed, the negative stereotypes of the Chinese began
to change to those of general approval by the 1930's and the
effort of the Chinese in Canada in fight.ing in the Second
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also

for themselves much respect and admiration from the people in North Àmerica (Chow, 1976).

World War

r¡on

Along with the attitudinat changes of the general public
toward the Chinese after World !.¡a r II, Chinese comnunities
and the composition of the Chinese in Canada aLso underwent

draslic changes. With the repeal of the Chinese Immigration
Àct and the relaxation of the Canadian immigration restrictions in 1947, new immigrants comprising of the r+ives and
children of Chinese residents of Canada entered the country.
The relaxation of immigration laws in the 1950's also permitted the entry of independent Chinese. Unlike earlier
irnmigrants who were nainly farmers, artisans, and workers in
rural China, these "newcomers", who possessed the occupational skiLls suitable for Canada, !¡ere largely former residents of cosmopolitan Hong Kong and other areas of China.
ÀIong with this flow of Chinese immigrants, the second generalion of Canadian-born and educated Chinese emerged in
Canada. These second-generation Chinese-Canadians struggled

to claim their birthright as first-cLass citizens and their
accomplishrnents in their scholastic careèrs brought in much
changes in the Chinese communities (Chow, 1976). By 1961,
while Chinese ¡{ere nost over-represented in service and recreational occupations, they were also sJ.ightly over-represented in professional and technical occupations (Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 1969) .
The
scholastic accomplishments of the Chinese in Canada became
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more prominent by 1962 when the "point system" was introduced in the Immigration Àct. Under the point system, immig-

rants of any nationality :ouLd come to Canada as 1ong as
they could pass the immigration assessnent in the area of
education and training, occupational skills and demands,
knowledge of English and French, personal assessment r â9ê,
arranged employment, and employment opportunities in the
area of destination (Statutory Orders and Regulat ions, 1962,
67-434). Consequently, most Chinese immigrants who entered
Canada after the change in Immigration Act in 1962 were professionals vrho possessed occupa!ional skills that r¡ere vaLued by the Canadj.an society. with the flow of Chinese professionals coming into Canada as a result of the change of
the Canadian imnigration policy, the educational prof iJ.e of
the Chinese in Canada also changes. Baureiss (1995) reported
that the educational profile of t.oday's Chinese-Canadi.an
differs from that of the general Canadian population in 3
aspects; namely: (1) there are more Chinese with less than
Grade 5 education than the general Canadian population (10%
of the Chinese vs. 4% of. tt.e Canadian); (2) the number of
Chinese holding trade certificates and diplomas is less than
that of the general Canadian population (17% Chinese vs. 23%
Canadian); and (3) the percentage of Chinese who have
attended university is higher than that of the general Canadian (nearly 29% Chínese vs. 16% Canadian). with such an
educational profile, the distribution of Chinese in the dif-
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ferent occupational categories of the Canadian job market
also differs from that of the general Canadian population.
Amongst the fields that required specialized training, Chinese in Canada are overrepresented in natural science, engineering, and medicine; and underrepresented in social sciences and teaching. In the unskilled labor market, Chinese
are overrepresented in the community and service industry,
especially in the areas of accommodation and food services;
and underrepresented in the construction and other primary
(e.g. fishing) industries (Baureiss, 1985).
2.4 ÀCH I EVEMENT-RELÀTEÐ BEHAVIOR OF THE CHINESE IN CÀNÀDA
The achievements and Lhe attitude toward learning and
teachers of the Chinese students in Canada reflect their
cuLtural background and their experiences as minorities in
Canada. In comparison to non-Chinese Canadians, Canadians of
Chinese descent tend to take more practical and applied
approaches t.o life problerns, do better in school and present
less problens in the classroom, be more subrnissive to
authority, and take nore positive attitudes tosard teachers
and learning (Wong, 1979; Ross, 1977; Leung and Foster,
1985). In general, Chinese-Canadians have "reputation for
patience, backbreaki.ng work, and meticulous results" (Ross,
1977, p.16) and the successes of the Chinese in North Àmerica have been seen as a result of their cultural values, obedience, hard work, and thrift (Sue ç Kitano, 1973).
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The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism

(1969) reported that of aIl immigrant groups that entered
Canada since 1960, the Chinese ranked as one of the highest
in the rate of upvard mobility. ÀIthough Chinese are overrepresented in the community and service industry of the
unskilled labor rnarket, they are also overrepresented in the
fields requiring specialized training (e.g medicine, engineering). Mccarthy and wolfe (1975) found that Chinese students were more likeJ-y to achieve academic excellence and
accomplish educational distinctions than other minority
groups in the United States. vernon (1980) found that three
times as many Chinese-Canadians in Calgary obtained university degrees than would be expected from their total number
in the population. Baureiss (1985) reported that over 17% of.
the Chinese in Canada have a bachelor's degree or higher in
comparison to 8% of. the total Canadian population. Similar
to the Àmerican studies (weyJ., 1969) ¡rhich found that Chinese tended !o choose academic subjects and exceL in occupations that required high analytic skiLls such as accounting,
archítecture, eng!.neering, and medicine, Vernon (1990) also
found that nost Chinese-Canadian graduates of the University
of Calgary were engineering and physical and biological sciences rna jors.
In vier+ of the fact that Chinese in North
Anerica tended to obtain higher scores in guantitative tests
and choose occupations predominately in the physical science
and engineering f ieJ-ds, watanabe (1971) indicates that both
the Chinese culturaÌ values and the economic hardships that
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most Chinese had experienced in the past must be observed in
understanding the vocational interests and academic performances of the Chinese. Àccording to Watanabe (1971), the low

verbal but high quantitative performances of the Chinese
reflect their bilingual background, limited communication
patterns in the home (especially between parent and child),
and parental guidance that physical sciences provide them
the skills that give them the greatest economic and social
mobility in North America. In support of Watanabe's (1921)
view, Sue (1973) indicates that because quantitative activities emphasize the ability to think logical1y and to apply a
structural and concrete approach to solve problems, they
become an area r,¡hich is most attractive to the Chinese. Às
Chinese are Iikely to be situationally-centered and stress a
concrete approach to Iife, quantitative activities becomå
desirable modes of expression for lhe Chinese (Sue & Kirk,
1972) while people-contact professions (e.g. real-estate
saLesman) that reguire some degree of forceful self-expression or verbal-linguistic occupations (e.9. author-journalist.s) become less desirable for them (Sue, 1973).
Like their vocational and academic interests, áchievement-related behavior and att itude toward learning and
teachers of the Chinese students in Canada are al-so heavily
inf l-uenced by their cultural values. In a study which investigated achievement behavior and perception of the importance of family name between Chi ne se-Canad i an and Euro-Cana-
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dian adolescents, Mak (1983) found that both young and old
Chinese-Canadian adolescents had internalized their family
goals as targets of achieve¡nent and observed failure to Iive
up to parental expectation as a source of shame that would
disgrace their families. In addition, Mak (1983) also found
that the Chinese-Canadian adolescents tended to be highJ.y
concerned about their family names and expressed the importance of fulfilling
duties and ob1 igations toward their families. Mak's (1983) findings are in agreement v¡ith yu's
(1980), who studied over 400 adolescents in Taiwan to assess
the cross-cultural validity of McCIeIland et al.'s (1953)
affective arousal model for achievement. In this study, yu
(1980) observed a strong sense of coLlective ego identity
among her subjects. UnIike most research findings on the
majority groups in North Àmerica that adolescents tended to
achieve and perform for personal satisfaction,
yu (1990)
found that Taiwan Chinese adolescents (especially maLes)
were rnost effectively aroused in cornpetitive situations when
their perf orrnances would be seen as a reflection of a larger
colLectivity than the self. In view of her findings, yu
(1980) states that "existence and aspirations solety for
individualistic purpose is meaningless in the Chinese context" (p. 189). In sum, Chinese âdolescents observed the
values of inter-dependence and affiLiation,
not those of
independence and individualism (yu, 1980).

8'1

Research findings on students' classroom behaviors found
that Canadian students of Chinese descent tended to be more

inhibited and less ready to express their impulses, less
socially extroverted, less individualistic,
and more obedient and conforming to aut.hority than non-Chinese students
(e.9. Wong, 1979), In an experirnent which investigated cuItural differences in attitudes tor¡ards teachers and J,earning
betr¡eenChinese-Canadian and non-Chinese Canadian gradeschool and junior-high-school sÈudents, Leung and Foster
(f985) found that Chinese-Canadian students had greater
respect for their teachers and ptaced higher values on
learning than their non-Chinese Canadian peers. Similar to
Leung and Foster's (1985) findings, Lee and Trimble (1992)
found that unlike non-Chinese Canadian university students
who were Iikely to be outgoing, adventurous, expressive,
talkative, and witty, Chinese-Canadian university students
(especially females) tended to be shy, submissive, restricted in outlook and interests,
and rnore disciplined and discreet in their manner. In a study which investigated the
educat.ional goals of Chinese-Canadian university students,
Wong (1979) found that Chinese students were proud of their
cultural background and bel-ieved that university education
v¡as necessary for a bright future. Indeed, such a view was
observed among most Chinese-Canadian students regardless of
the length of residency and parent's socioeconomic sÈatus in
Canada.
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In sum, research findings have shown that Chinese-Canadian students have a unique set of psychologicaL characteristics. UnIike students of other ethnic groups, Chinese-Canadian students tend to be submissive to authority and loyal
to their families, excel in studies that require quantitative skills, and place high values on learning and university education. Because of these characteristics, Wong (1979)
indicates that it would be useful for teachers and university personnel to observe and understand the cultural background and psychological characteristics of the Chinese-Canadian students; and that it is only by means of such a
process that both teachers and Chinese-Canadian students
wouLd widen their acceptance tor.¡ard one another. Similar to
Wong's (1979) view, Lee and Trimble ( 1982 ) observe educator's evaluation of students according to the studentst cuLtural vaLues as an important step to maintain muLticulturaLism in Canada .
2.5

HONG KONG:

Hong

ITS

PÀST AND PRESENT

Kong, a British colony situated on the south-east

coast of China, is composed of three major parts; namely:
the Hong Kong Island, the Kowloon Peninsula, and the New
Territories. Since t.he beginning of its colonization, Hong
Kong has been seen as a rapidly growing city. Indeed, its
growth has been seen as a unique unstopable process which
could Ì¡ithstand both internal and external conflicts (Lewis,
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1982). To understand the present situation of Hong Kong and
to predict Hong Kong's political future, Lewis (1982) suggests that "an understanding of Hong Kong's past is essential to an enlightened view of its prospects" (p.2). Thus,
to undèrstand the people and the way of life in Hong Kong
and to predict the future of Hong Kong, a history of Hong
Kong is pre sented.
2.6

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF HONG

KONG

The cession of Hong Kong2 to

the British empire in the
19th century was a result of Lhe eagerness of the British to
open China to trade. Throughout the Chinese history, Chinese
people thought highly of themselves, regarded China as a
seLf-sufficient country that vras fiIled ¡.'ith blessings from
the Heavens, and refused to treat people of other countries
on a level of equality. WhiIe the European traders were keen
to export their products to China and import products which
they valued from China (e.9. siIk, tea), the attitude of the
Chinese for European traders toward foreigners made it
exceptionalJ.y difficult to trade with china.
During the eighteenth century,

the commerce between the
West and China was done largely through Lhe hands of the
British. To maintain their trading priviteges with the Chinese, British merchants had to obey all Chinese laws and
2 Much

of the infornation on the history of Hong Kong is
cited in Endacott's (1973). À History óf Honq Konq. Hong
Kong: Oxford University Press,
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fol1ow alI restrictions that were directed towards them.
BasicaIIy, there are eight. regulations that the ¡ritish
merchants had to fo1low. They !¡ere: (1) aII commercial dealings had to be done through a loosely organized group of
Hong merchants or Co-Hong and could never be done directly
with the Chinese merchants. (2) All British merchants had
to stay in the factories that were owned by the Hong merc(3) Any communication
hants and could not enter the city.
v¡ith the emperor or Chinese officials had to be petitioned
through the Co-Hong. (+ ) the Chinese language was the only
language that !¡as accepted by the Chinese officials and
British merchants r,¡ere not al-lowed to learn the Chinese language. (5) The use of Chinese sedan chairs or Chinese servants was forbidden. (6) No European or British r¡omen v¡ere
allowed in the factories. (7) Possession of firearms was not
permitted and no warship was allowed to pass the Bogue, the
narrow channel leading to Canton. (8) The merchants were
aLlowed to go to the gardens three times a month only when
accompanied by a Chinese linguist.
Because of these regulations, British merchants were forced to lead a very restrictive life in China. They felt that their trade with China
not only should be extended but should also be subjected to
Iess restrictions and protected by commercial agreements.

3 The

aritish East India Company rnonopolized the British tea
trade and allowed private merchants to share other trades
with China. Ho¡.rever, these private merchants must be
under the control of the Company.
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In 1833, the British East India Company3 lost its monopoly. Seeing that they had more freedom to trade in Asia,
British rnerchants believed that they should get rid of the
restrictions that eere imposed on them by the Chinese government. In 1834, Britain sent Lord Napier to China as the
Chief Superintendent of Trade. His duties were to proceed
directly to Canton through the Bogue and to persuade the
Chinese government to establish diplomatic relations between
the trro countries so as to resolve any difficuJ-ties relating
Lo trade. Unfortunately, the announcement of Lord Napier's
arrival at Canton by letter and his direct contact lrith the
viceroy of canton were seen as violations to the chinese
ruLes. With these violations, the Chinese of f icial-s refused
to meet Napier and ordered all trades with the British to
come to a complete sLop. In anger, Napier ordered warships
to Canton and indicated that China would never improve the
conditions of trade except under force. To forcefully open
China to trade, the British government beLieved that a
Superintendent of Trade with an armed force must be sent to
an island outside Canton; and Hong Kong was the ideal place
to accomplish such a goal.
British desire to colonize Hong Kong was brought into the
open in 1842 when the Treaty of Nanking was signed to conclude the Opium War. In the oJ.den days, opium was seen as an
important medicinal drug and was used extensiveJ.y in Chinese
medicine. During the seventeenth century, opium was used
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outside medicine and the practice of opium smoking spread
across China and became a serious national problen. Because
of the addiction to opium, the morale and the producti.vity
of the Chinese people were low while their demand for opium
was high. During the eighteenth century, the supply of opium
carne mainly from India. Because of the ¡ritish control over
India at that time, the opium trade feII predominantly into
British hands and brought i.n an annual revenue of € 1 mil_Lion to the Indian government in 1832 (Endacott, 1973). In
view of the outflow of silver to pay for the imported opium,
the Chinese government prohibited the importation of opium
and passed edicts against the smoking of opium. With the
interference of the Chinese government, opium trade was conducted outside Canton; and Linlin Isl-and in the pearl River
estuary became the céntre of the trade.
Despite the fact
that opium-smoking was not alLowed in China, the importation
of opium increased dramatically from 200 chests of opium in
t.he early eighteenth century to 40,000 chests in 1839. To
st.op the iIlegal trade of opium, a special Irnperial Comrnissioner, Lin Tse-hsu, was sent to Cant.on by the Chinese government. in 1839 to stop the entry of opium into China compIeteIy.

Lin was highly devoted to the Chinese government. The
seriousness of his attitude in preventing the inportation of
opium and outflov, of silver came as a source of surprise to
the British opium merchants. On March 18, 1939, Lin ordered
all opium merchants to surrender all opium in their posses-
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sion and to sign a bond that they would not import any opium
in the future on penalty of death (Endacott, 1973). To
enforce these terms, Lin demanded that all British merchants
had to remain in the factories without any privileges that
were listed in the reguJ.ations. Although rnost merchants
surrender.ed thei r opium on Lin' s terms, Captain Charles
ElIiot, the British Superintendent of Trade, refused to obey
most of Lin's commands and imported opium into China through
Macao. He insisted that the opium in his possession belonged
to the British government and saw no reason why he should
sign the bond as demanded by Lin. Elliot's importation of
opium through Macao and Iater through Hong Kong made Lin
exceptionally determined to stop the entry of opium. The
conflict betveen Lin and EIIiot was Ì,rorsened when a Chinese,
Lin wei-Hi, was kiIled by a British shore party in Ju1y,
1839. To punish the murderer, Commissioner Lin demanded that
the murderer must be handed over to the Chinese judicial
system. The British refused. In response to the lack of cooperation of the British,
Commissioner Lin sent fire-rafts
to the coast of Hong Kong and attacked the British ships.
Being defeated by the British,
the Chinese governnent was
forced to sign the Treaty of Nanking !¡ith the British on
August 29, 1842. With the treaty, Britain acquired the co1ony of Hong Kong Island as a port. of access to the China
trade (wi lkinson, 1 983 ) .
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Àfter the colonization of Hong Kong, John Bovrring was
appointed as the Superintendent of Trade in China and covernor of Hong Kong betÌreen 1854 and 1859. While his policy was
Iiberat and humane to the Chinese in Hong Kong, he treated
the Chinese government in a most high-handed way and r¡as
ready to use threat to secure concessions (Endacott , 1973).
His hostilities
tovards the Chinese government brought to
the Second AngJ.o-Chinese War in October 1856 when the Arrolr,
a Chinese-owned lorcha that was registered in Hong Kong,
refused to haul down the British flag in the Chinese waters.
Without its master on board, the Chinese government imprisoned the whole crew on a charge of piracy. Bowring demanded
an apoJ.ogy from the Chinese government and insisted that the
whoLe crew must be released. When the Chinese refused the
demand, British forces rrere sent to Canton and a war began.
To stop the war, the Treaty of Tsientsin was signed in June
1858 and the Kor¡loon peninsula and the Stonecutters Island
were ceded to Britain.
Sir Henry B1ake, the governor of Hong Kong from 1g9g to
1903, requested in June 1898 that all lands north to the
Kor,¡Ioon Peninsula together with Lamna and other smaller
islands to be leased to Britain for a period of 99 years to
check the expansion of the Russians and the power of the
Franco-Russian alliance in the Far East during the turn of
the century. Such a request was granted in the Convention of
Peking in 1898 and the Ne!¡ Territories (i.e. Iands north of
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the Kowloon Peninsula and all istands reguested in the Convention) lras !o return to the Chinese government in July .1 ,
1997. With this agreement, the Br.itish acquired the Hong
Kong Island and the Kowloon peninsula and leased the New
Territories from the Chinese government.
To sum up,

the cession of the Hong Kong Island and the
Kowloon Peninsula as well as the lease of the Nel¡ Territories to the British in the 19th cenlury r¡ere results of the
military weakness of the Chinese government and the eagerness of the British to open China to trade. From the Chinese
government's point of vie¡.r, the treaties of Nanking and
Tientsin were unequal, treaties imposed by the imperial powers which the rulers in China in that period ¡,¡ere forced to
accept (Wilkinson, 1983). Because they were unequal treaties, they had never been formalty accepted by the Chinese
government (especiaIJ.y, the Chinese Communist government).
Since 1982, China's goal of terninating a1I unequal treaties
and regaining Hong Kong to the sovereignty of the Chinese
governmen! have been clear. To the Chinese government, the
year 1997 ís meaningless and the return of Hong Kong to China rshould be settled in an appropriate way when the conditions are ripe' (Miners , 1975. p.15).

2.7

THE SITUÀTION OF HONG KONG

TODÀY

Àfter the fall of the Gang of Four in China, the Chinese
government, headed by Deng Xiao-ping, observed the importance of improving China's economy and using Hong Kong as an
access to Western technology, marketing and financial methods, and other techniques that are crucial to China's economic development (wilkinson, 1983). To modernize China so
as to enable China to catch up with the technoJ.ogy in the
20th century, the policy of the Four Modernizations has been
adopted. In this policy, China bears the goals of improving
and rnodernizing agriculture, industry, national defence, and
science and technology. Because of the Four Modernizations,
China postponed aJ.I major decisions concerning the British
rule in Hong Kong and did not include the future of Hong
Kong on its immediate agenda until October 1982 (Cheng,
1982).

Diplomatic talks about the future of Hong Kong between
Brit.ain and China did not occur until September 1982 when
the British Prime Minister, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, visited
China after the British victory in the Falklands. With the
victory, the British prime Minstèr believed that the Chinese
government would renew the lease of the Nel¡ Territories and
a mutually satisfactory solution wilI be found to sett,le the
sovereignty problem over Hong Kong. However, such a belief
was met with severe rejections when expressed to the Chinese
government. Displeased with the British attitude, the Chi-
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nese government re-confirmed its position on October 1, 1982

and expressed that "China is not bound by these unequal
treaties and that the whole of Hong Kong area wiII be recovered r¡hen the conditions are ripe" (Reported in the Ðailv
Teleoraph, October 1, 1982), Observing the military
strength of China and the lack of support fron the U.S.
government ra the British government waited silently for China's decision on the future of Hong Kong and adopted the
strategies of making fulI use of Hong Kong white Hong Kong
was still under its control and preparing for the vrorst t¡hen
Hong Kong is to be returned to China (Cheng, 1982).
the position of the British government was f inaì.Iy modified when the crisis of confidence rocked the entire society
of Hong Kong in September 1983 (Tsim, 1984). Not knowing lhe
long-term future of Hong Kong, the stability and prosperity
of Hong Kong were severely affected at that period of time.
The stock market panicked, the value of Hong Kong doLlars
dropped, and the rich r¡ithdrew their wealth to ot.her countries ¡rhere political security was guaranteed (wilkinson,
1983; tsim, 1984). In view of the crisis and China's violent
objections to a "British presence" after 1997, Britain modi4 UnIike the conflict betv¡een Britain and Argentina in which
U.S. generously supported her British aliy, the U.S. government could not do so in the British-China conflict. For
many years, the U.S. government has been trying to improve
its relations with China for its narket and for checking
Soviet expansionism in Àsia. Thus, her support for the
British government would jeopardize the relations vrith
China and the benefits that may be derived from the rela-

tions.
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fied her position and co¡nmitted only to secure the best deal
for the people of Hong Kong in the negotiation so as to
maintain the stebility and prosperity of Hong Kong even
after her withdrawal in July 1997.
À series of negotiationss on the political
and economic
future of Hong Kong after 1997 took place in peking during

the first eight months of 1984. Sir Geoffrey Howe, the British Foreign and ConmonweaLth Secretary, also made tvo trips
to Peking during that time to help form drafts of agreements
that were to be signed by both the British and the Chinese
Ieaders by the end of the year. On September 26, 1984, a
Joint Declaration betvreen China and Britain on t.he future of
Hong Kong was established and was approved by the Hong Kong
Legislative Council on October 18, 1984; the Standing Committee of the Chinese NationaL People's Congress on November
14, 1984; and the U.K. Parliament on December 5, 1984. With
these approvals, the Ðeclaration was f inaIJ.y signed in
Peking by the Chinese Premier, Mr. Zhao Ziyang, and the
British Prime Minister, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, on Decenber
19, 1984. On May 27, 985, both British and Chinese officials held a ceremony in Peking to ratify the agreements
listed in the declaration.
'1

Most infor¡nation on the negotiations between China and
Britain is contained in Keesinq's ContemÞorarv Àrchives,
1984, Ð, 33093-33097; and 3l|, 33655-336C1 .
Most information on the Joint Declaration betçeen China
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With the Ðeclarationr6 Hong Kong will be a special administrative region of the Peop1e's Republic of China after
June 30, 1997; and the laws that are currently in force in
Hong Kong wiII remain basically unchanged for 50 years. During this period, Hong Kong can retain the social and economic systems as welL as the lifestyle that its people enjoy
today. It will also retain its stâtus as an international
financial centre and the Hong Kong dollars will continue to
circulate and remain freely convertible. Furthermore, Hong
Kong citizens siII have the rights and freedoms that they
have today; and these include the freedoms of speech and the
press, assembly, travel, strike, religious belief, choice of
occupation, and academic research. To rnaintain economic
prosperity and social stability, the British government will
administer Hong Kong during the transitional period between
the date when the Joint Declaration is in effect and June
30, 1997 t and the government of the people's RepubLic of
China wilI give its cooperation if needed.
The gloom that prevailed Hong Kong since the negotiations
between China and Britain in October 1982 appeared to dispet
on the day that the Prime Minster of Britain and the premier

of China signed the Joint Declaration in December 1984. In
general, the Joint Declaration was calmly accepted by the
citizens of Hong Kong and trades in Hong Kong also gradually
returned to normal.
The Hang Seng index (an indicator of

and Britain

is contained in

Àrchives, 1985, {

33655-33661.

Keesinq's Contenporary
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the trading on the Hong Kong stock exchange) recovered from
746 on July 13, 1984 to over 1,000 on September 20, 1984. LL
continued to rise to 1r200 by the end of .1984 and eventually
to 1,650 in mid-May 1985 (feesing's Contemporary Àrchives,
1985). Many large-scale investment and construction projects
also began and the peopJ.e of Hong Kong also reþained their
confidence and optimism in the future of Hong Kong.
2.8

FACTORS RELATING TO THE ACHI EVEMENT-RELATED BEHAVIOR

sE HgNq EgNq scHoor

CHTLDREN-

2.8.1

!: Preparinq for the Chanqe in 1997 and the
educational Svstem of Honq 5g¡q
Although China has promised the citizens of Hong Kong
that their present life-styIe would be maintained after
1997, considerable changes have taken place in Hong Kong to
prepare for the takeover by the Chinese government on July
1, 1997. Informal observations and casuaL conversations rvith
parents in Hong Kong have found that the curriculum of the
schools in Hong Kong have undergone changes. For example,
the Chinese language has replaced English in the instruction
of some subjects in elementary schools. ÀLthough the educational system remains the same, the use of the Chinese language in schools has substantially increased. Indeed, Mandarin (the official
language in China) is taught in rnany
schools.

Àt present, the educational system in

that of the Sritish.

SchooLs are

Hong Kong follows

divided into governnent,
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grant-aided, subsidized, and private.
The primary course
covers a period of six years, usually from age 6 Eo 12; and
the secondary school covers a period of seven years, usually
from age 12 to 19. There are two universities that provide
post-secondary education: the Chinese University and the
University of Hong Kong. To struggle through the educational
system of Hong Kong, children must prepare to pass both pub1ic and schooL examinations; and passing aII examinations is
the chief concern of both parents and school- children. For
the sake of passing the entrance examination for Grade One
of some good schools ,
most parents send thei r 2
1/2-years-old chitdren to private nurseries and kindergartens to learn to read and errite at an early age. As soon as
children enter primary school , they are prepared to sit for
and to pass three major examinations which they must face
before entering university.
Àt the end of Grade Six, al1
students must write the Secondary School Entrance Examination; at the end of form Five (equivalent to crade 11 in
Canada), they nust write the ceneral Certificate of Education Exanination (equivalent to the "O" Level of the British
ceneral Certificate of Education Exarnination); and at the
end of Form Seven (Equivalent to Grade I3 in Canada), they
must participate and excel in the matriculation examination
(equivalent to the "À" level of the British General Certificate of Education Examination). À1I these examinations are
held city-wide and passing these examinations Hith outstanding performances is the only sure way to enter good schools.
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In the case of the matriculation examination, students must
achieve distinctive performance in order to be accepted into
one of the tr¡o universities in Hong Kong. For those who cannot or are unwilling to struggle through the examinations or
the educational system, studying abroad becomes the alternative. In sum, surviving and excelling in academic competitions is the goal of the school children in Hong Kong.
children in Hong Kong are being described or
nicknamed as "book-worms". In Canada, visa and immigrant
students from Hong Kong are often described as ',wel]-discipLined" and are seen to have "superior work habits" (Ross,
1977, p.14). To investigate the reasons for the devotion to
education and the industriousness of the Hong Kong students,
Ross (1977) indicates that the British educational system
and hhe effects of the Chinese cultural values in a highly
competitive industralized society are the elements that convince children in Hong Kong that they must excel in school.
To observe the impact of Chinese values on the children of
Hong Kong, the family structure in Hong Kong must be examMany school

ined.
2.8 -2

The FamiIy Structure in Honq Konq

an urban sample of 21270 families from the j971
census, wong (1975) found that most fanilies in Hong Kong
were nuclear in nature. Unlike Barnet,s (1961) study which
Using
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found that only 62.9% of the families in Hong Kong were conjugal in nature, Wong (1975) found that 73.5% oÍ. his sample
were conposed of conjugal families which contained a married
coupJ-e and unmarried

children.

Although

of his sanple
r.rere stem families, composing of grandparents, parents, and
unmarried children, wong (1975J found that the extended family structure was almost non-existent in Hong Kong ( 1.7%).
Within the nuclear family, the father is the breadearner of
the family and makes all major decisions concerning the family.
Sons are expected to follow the footsteps of the
father; and children of both sexes "inherit from the father
in the form of educational opportunity, the placement of
social status, or even a direct. transference of family property and rights" (Wong, 1975, p.994). Furthermore, contacts
wilh reLatives (especia).1y paternal relatives) are rnaintained by making frequent visits. Thus, while nuclear families have IargeJ-y replaced the traditional Chinese family
structure in Hong Kong, the traditional way of maintaining
the family ties in the Chinese culture is sti11 practiced.
In general, maintaining family cohesion and solidarity,
placing familial interest above alI things, conforming to
parental expectations, and bringing credits'to the family
are stilI
observed by the Chinese children in Hong Kong.
consequentLy, with both the pressure to survive in a competitive society and the need to observe their own cultural
values, Chinese children learn the importance of attaining
academic excellence and occupational success in their 1ives.
24%

2.8.3

Q. PsvcholoqicaL Characteristics of the Chinese
Students in Honq Konq

In a cross-culturaL study on locus of control among Hong
Kong Chinese, Chinese-Àmerican, and White-Àmerican high
school students, Hsieh, Shybut, and Lotsof (1969) found Hong
Kong Chinese students to be more external in .their belief
orientation t.han their Chinese-Àmerican and White-American
students. Observing the cuLtural differences, Hsieh et a1.
(1969) indicated that the belief orientation of the Hong
Kong Chinese students was a reflection of their culturaL
beliefs which viewed Life as being fixed and determined by
factors beyond their control . In addition to their external
orientation, Chinese students also learn to control aggressive impulses so as to retain order and harmony !¡ithin the
group or family (Bond & Wang, 1981). Hor¡ever, when the harmony and order of the group is disrupted by an outside
group, col-lective acts of aggression will be exercised
loward the outside group. Àccording to Bond and Wang (1981),
col-lective acts of aggression are group serving and wiLl be
used when the existing hierarchical arrangement and ihtactness of the family are disrupted among the Chinese..
Group-goal conformity and collectivity
of the Chinese
students in Hong Kong have been observed empirical.Iy. In a
cross-cultural study belween American and Hong Kong Chinese
students, Leung and Bond (1984) found that Chinese students
were more likely

to follow the equity norm in dividing the
group reward than the American students. Such a trend r+as
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particularly obvious ¡,¡hen the pressure of social evaluation
was removed and when the subjects were toLd that they were
sharing Lhe reward with someone whom they would no! meet. In
view of the findings, Leung and Bond (1984) indicate that by
f olJ.owing the eguity norm in all situations,
the Chinese
maintain group solidarity and a srnooth relationship with
both friends and strangers. To maintain harmony in interpersonal relationships, Chinese students aLso make self-effacing attributions in the case of success and such a tendency
increases when they are in public situations. In a study
which investigated the pattern of causal aLtribution in Hong
Kong undergraduate students, Wan and Aond (1982) found that
most of their subjects accepted personal responsibilities
for failure and rnade self-effacing attributions about their
success. Grouping thesË studies together, it appears that
the Chinese cuLtural val-ues are reflected not only in the
social behaviors of the Chinese in Hong Kong but also in
their academic and achievement behaviors.
In sum, Iike the Chinese-Canadian students, Chinese students in Hong Kong also place high values on education. They
are expected to conform to authority and be loyal to their
families. In the highly competitive industriaLized society
of Hong Kong, these values enable them to survive most of
the pressures (e.g. theexamination-oriented educational
systern) that are irnposed on then. In general, Chinese students in Hong Kong are hard-working and have good work hab-
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its in comparison to students in other countries

(Ross,

1977 ) .

2,9

CONCLUSION

observe and practice their traditional values and beliefs, they also rnake changes in their
styles of living so as to enable themselves to favorably and
maximally adjust to their environments. In Canada, ChineseCanadians choose and excel in majors and occupations that
reguire analytic abilities and quantitative ski11s. In Hong
Kong, parents prepare their children to read and write at an
early age so that their children can do well in the educational system and to acquire the occupational skiIIs that
are needed by society. In both Canada and Hong Kong, Chinese
parents appears to have carefully examined their environments and have prepared their children for their future.
However, in the case of Hong Kong, an interesting question
remains to be answered. Since Hong Kong witl be returned to
China in 1997, one must ask, hov do parents of Hong Kong
prepare their children for the changes that both they and
their children have to face in eleven years time? Àlthough
China has promised Hong Kong citizens that Hong Kong wiIl
renain unchanged politically,
social-ly, and economi.cally,
other changes (such as using the Chinese rather than the
English language) must be perforned in order to graduaì-J-y
integrate Hong Kong into the system of China. Conseguently,
WhiIe most Chinese stiII
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question, how will parents in Hong Kong help their
children cope with these changes? To answer this question,
the present study will examine the pattern of socialization
of Hong Kong today. Thus, investigation of children,s perception of their parents' behaviors and how their parents
prepare Lhem for the change of government in 1997 becomes a
goal of thi s study.
one must

Chapter III
THE PRESENT

STUDY

The goals of the present study are threefold.

They are:

first,

to investigate the generalizability of the achievement modeLs so as to improve their applicability in explaining the achievement behavior of the Chinese people; second:
to observe the effect of culture on causal attributions; and
third: to observe the differences in sociaLization on children's perception of parent behavior among Hong Kong Chinese, Euro-Canadian, and Chinese-Canadian adoLescents. To
carry out these goals, the following hypotheses are included
in thi s study.
3.1 PREDICTIONS ÀND HYPOTHESES
Informa!ion on questionnaires that are used to test the
hypotheses of the present study is contained in Àppendix A.
Hypotheses 1 ,2, and 3: Socialization

Both maternal and paternal socialization practices are
studied. The ChiLdren Report of parent Behavior Inventory

) Form À is used to measure maternal socialization,
and Form B to measure paternal socialization. CRpBI yields
three aspects of information on socializat.ion from adoles(CRPBI
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cents. The information includes: ( 1) perceived acceptance;
(2) perceived psychological control; and (3) perceived firm
control.
HvÞothesis !: SociaLization and Ethnicity

À. Maternal

Soc

ial ization:

(a) Perceived ÀcceÞtance from mother
(i) nuro-Canadian adolescents wiIl score higher on perceived
acceptance from mother in Form À of CRPBI than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on per-

ceived acceptance from mother in Form À of CRPBI than HongKong-Chinese ado1escents,

(b) Perceived Psycholoqical Control from mother
(i)

Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents

than

Chi ne se-Canad i an

wiIl score higher on perceived psychological control from mother ín Form À of CRPBI
(ii)

adolescents.

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on per-

ceived psychological control from nother in Form À of
than Euro-Canadian adolescents.

CRPBI
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(c) Perceived Firm Control from mother
(i)

adolescents r¡iII score higher on perceived firm control from mother in Form A of CRPBI than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

an adolescents will score higher on perceived firm control from ¡nother in Form À of CRPBI than
Ch

i ne se-Canadi

Euro-Canadian adolescents.

B. Paternal Socializa!ion:
(a) Perceived ÀcceÞtance from father
(i) nuro-Canadian adolescents wilI score higher on perceived
acceptance from father in Form B of CRPBI than Chinese-Canadian adolescènts.
(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will

score higher on perceived acceptance fron father in Form B of CRPBI than HongKong-Chinese adolescents.

(b) Perceived Psvcholoqical Control from father
(i)

g-Kong-Chi ne se adolescents

¡ril-I score higher on perceived psychologicaL control from father in Form B of CRPBI
Hon

than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will- score higher on per-

ceived psychological control from fat.her in Form B of
than Euro-Canadian adolescents.

CRPBI
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(c) Perceived Firm Control from father
(i)

se adolescents wiII score higher on perceived firm cont.rol from father in Form B of CRPBI than ChiHong-Kon g-Ch i ne

nese-Canadian adoLescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiIl score higher on per-

ceived firm control from father in Form B of CRPBI than
Euro-Canadian adolescents.

Hypothesis 2: Socialization and Gender

A. Maternal Socialization:
(a) Perceived AcceÞtance from mother
Male adolescènts wiIl score higher on perceived acceptance
from mother in Form A of CRPBI than female adoLescents.

(b) Perceived PsvcholoqicaL Control from mother
wilL score higher on perceived psychological control from mother in Form A of cRpBI than male ado-

FemaIe adolescents

lescents:

(c) Perceived Firm Control

f rorn mother

MaIe adolescents will score higher on perceived firm control
from mother in Form À of CRPBI than female adolescents,
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B. Paternal Socialization:
(a) Perceived ÀcceÞtance from father
MaIe adolescents l¡il1 score higher on perceived acceptance

fron father in Form B of

CRPBI

than female adolescents.

(b) Perceived Psvcholoqical Control from father
Femal-e

adolescents will score higher on perceived psychotog-

ical control from father in Form B of CRPBI than male adoÌescents.

(c) Perceived Firm Control from father
Male adolescents tri11 score higher on perceived firm control
from father in Form A of CRPBI t.han female adolescents.
Hypothesis 3: Socialization and

Àqe

A. Maternal Socialization:
(a) Perceived Acceptance from rnother
Older adolescents wilI score higher on perceived acceptance
from mother in Form À of CRPBI than younger âdoLescents.

(b) Perceived Psvcholoqical Control from mother
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on perceived psychological control from mother in Forrn À of CRPBI than younger adolescents.
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(c

)

E-æ.i_ye-d. Firm

Control f rom mother

wiIl score higher on perceived f irm control from mother in Form A of CRPBI than older adolescents.

Younger adolescents

B. Paternal Socialization:
(a) Perceived ÀcceÞtance from father
OIder adolescents wiIl score higher on perceived acceptance
from father in Form B of CRPBI than younger adolescenls.

(b) Perceived Psvcholoqical Control f rorn father
Older adol-escents will score higher on perceived psychological controL from father in Form B of CRPBI than younger adoIescents.

(c) Perceived Firm Control from father
younger adolescents will score higher on perceived firm con-

trol from father in Form B of

CRPBI

than older adolescents.

4: PerceÞtion of the ImÞortance of Farnilv Honor
and Ethnicitv, 9.9¡CÊ_!., and Àqe-GrouÞ Differences
Hypothesis

A ouestionnaire on ÀdoLescents perception

of the Importance of Family Honor is used to neasure lhe perceived
importance of family-honor in adolescents i.n the present
study.
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(À) Perceotion of the ImÞortance of Family Honor and Ethnicitv
(i)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on the
perceived importance of family honor in the euestionnaire on
Adolescent Perception of the Importance of FamiJ.y Honor than
Euro-Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

adolescents r¡il1 score higher on the

perceived irnportance of family honor in the euestionnaire on
Àdolescent Perception of the Inportance of Famity honor than
Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(B) Perception of the ImÞortance of FamiIv Honor and
MaIe adolescents wiIl

Gender

score higher on the perceived impor-

tance of family honor in the Questionnaire on Adolescent
Perception of the Importance of Family Honor than female
adoLescents.

(C) PerceÞtion of the InÞortance of FamiIv Honor and Àqe
Group Difference

Older adolescents will score higher on the perceived importance of family honor in t.he Questionnaire on Adolescent
Perception of the Importance of FamiIy Honor than younger
adolescenls.
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Hvoothesis å: CorreLation betHeen Locus of Control and
Socialization, irrespective of ethnicity, qender and aqe*
qroup di f ference
Locus of Control is measured by the Multicontent Locus of

Control Measure (¡arC) which classifies adolescents belief
orientations into two caLegories, namely: (1) internality;
and (2) externality.

A.
Cont

(i)

Correlation between Maternal Socialization and Locus of
roI

.

Perceived maternal acceptance will correlate positively

with internality.
(ii)

perceived maternal psychological control will correlate

negatively with internality.
(iii)

Perceived maternal firm control wilL correlate negativeLy with internality.
B.

Correlat.ion bet¡¡een Paternal Socialization and Locus of
Control

(i)

Perceived paternal acceptance will correlate positively

with internality.
(ii)

perceived paternaL psychological control r¡i11 correlate

negatively with internality.
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(iii) Perceived paternal firm control wiII correlate
at ively r¡i t.h internality.

neg-

HyÞothesis 6: Locus of Control and Ethnicitv

(i) Euro-Canadian adolescents wiLl score higher on internality in MLC than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
) Chinese-Canadian adolescents l¡iI1 score higher
internaLity in MLC than Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents.
(

ii

on

HyÞothesis Z: Locus of Control and Gender
MaIe adolescents wiLl score higher on internality

in

MLC

than female adolescents.
Hypothesis 8: Locus of Control and Aqe Difference

Older adolescents will score higher on i.nlernality
than younger adolescents.
Hypotheses !,

in

MLC

10 and 11: Àdolescent PerceÞtion of Future

Certainty
Adolescent perception

of future certainty is neasured by
A Ouestionnaire on Àdolescent perception of Future-Cerlainty. This questionnaire examines adolescent perception of
future-certainty fron four aspects; namely: (1) the degree
of certainty in attaining the chosen occupation ten years.
from the present; (2) expectation of major social and political changes t.en years from the present; (3) taking social
and political changes into consideration when planning for

'1
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the future; and (4) how social and political changes affect
adolescents' overall future-planning. Ethnicity, gender, and
age-group differences on each of these aspects are examined
in order to obtain a clearer understanding of adolescent
perception of f uture-certainty.
Hyoothesis 9: Perceived Future-Certainty and Ethnicitv

(A) Certaintv in Àttainino

Chosen Occupation

(i) Chinese-Canadian adolescents witl report higher certainty in A Questionnaire on Àdolescent perception of FutureCertainty attaining chosenoccupation than Euro-Canadian
adolescents.

(ii)

Euro-Canadian adolescents will report higher certainty

in À Questionnaire on Adolescent perception of Future-Certainty attaining chosen occupation than Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se
adoLescents.

(B) Expectation of Social-political
i)

Chanqes

se will expect more social-political
changes in A ouestionnaire on ÀdoLescent perception of
Future-Certainty than Euro-Canadian adolescents.
(

Hong-Kong-Ch i

ne

(ii) Euro-Canadians will expect rnore social-political changes in A Questionnaire on Àdolescent perception of FutureCertainty than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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(C) Considerinq Sociat-Political Chanqes in Future-planninq

(i)

Hong-Kong-ch i ne se

wiIì. report that they have considered

social-political changes in future-planning in À Quest ionna i re on Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty than

more

Euro-Canadian adolescents,

) Euro-Canadians wi I1 report that they have considered
more soc ial-po1i t ical changes in future-planning in À ouestionnaire on Adolescent Pe rc ept i on of Future-Certainty than
(

ii

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(D) The Deqree that Social-political
overall Fut ure -Plann i nq

Chanqes have affected

(i) Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se wiIl report that their overall futureplanning is more affected by sociaJ.-political changes in e
Questionnaire on ÀdoLescent Perception of Future-Certainty
than Euro-Canadian adolescents.
(ii) Euro-Canadians wiII report Lhat their overalL futureplanning is more affected by social-political changes in À
oueslionnaire on Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty
than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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Hypothesis 10: EgLæIlj_g¡. of Future-Certainty and Gender

(A) Certaintv in Àttaininq

Chosen OccuÞation

will report higher certainty in À Ouestionnaire on Àdolescent perception of Future-Certainty attaining

MaIe adoLescents

chosen occupation than female adolescents.

(B) Exoectation of SociaI-Political

Chanqes

Males will expect more social-political

changes in

À eues-

tionnaire on Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty than
female adolescents.

(C) Considerinq SociaI-Political Chanqes in Future-planninq
MaIes wilI report that they have considered more social-political
changes in future-planning in À euestionnaire on

Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty than female adoLescents.

(D) The Deqree that Social-Political
overall Future-Pl-anninq

Chanqes have affected

Males will report that their overall future-planning is more

affected by social-political changes in À Questionnaire on
Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty than female adoLescents

.
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Hypothesis 11: PerceÞtion of Future-Certainty and Aqe D:!¡l ference

(A) Certaintv in Attaininq

Chosen Occupation

OIder adolescents wiIl report higher certainty in À Ouestionnaire on Àdolescent perception of Future-Certainty
attaining chosen occupation than younger adolescents.

(B) Expectation of Social-political

Chanqes

Older Àdolescents will expect more social-political changes
in A Questionnaire on Àdolescent perception of Future-Certainty than younger adolescents.

(C) Considerinq Social-PoLitical Chanqes in Future-planninq
Older Àdolescents wilI report that they have considered more
social-political changes in future-planning in A Ouestionnaire on Àdolescent Perception of Future-Certainty than
younger adolescents.

(D) The Deqree that SociaI-Political
overall Fut ur e-PLann i nq
O1der adoLescents wiLl report

Chanqes have affected

that their overall f ut.ureplanning is more affected by social-politicat changes j.n À
Questionnaire on Adolescent Perception of Future-Certainty
than younger adofescents.
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HvÞothesis 12:

Ethnicitv, q1Ê!, and Aqe-Ðif f erence on çeg-

saI Attribution
Causaf attribution
is measured by the Trent Attribution
Profile (TÀP). This profile examines causal bel.ief s in terns
(2)
of four conditions. The conditions are: (1) ability;
(3) luck; and (4) task difficulty.
effort;
The causal
(3) otherbeliefs are: (1) self-success; (2) self-failure;
success; and (4) other-faiIure,

I.

CausaI Attribution and Ethnicitv

(À) Attributinq SeIf-Success to:

1.
(

i)

Àbi I i

tv:
score higher on
in TÀP than Ch i ne se-

Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents wilL

attribution of self-success to abiLity
Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents nill-

attribution of self-success to ability

score higher on
in TÀP than Euro-Can-

adian adolescents.

2, Effort:
se adolescents witl score higher on
attribution of self-success to effort in TÀp than Chinese(

i)

Hong -Kong-Ch i ne

Canadian adolescents.
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) Chinese-Canadian adolescents r¡ilI score higher on
attribution of self-success to effort in TAp than Euro-Cana(

ii

dian adolescents.
J.
(

LUC

i)

X:

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

adolescents will

attribution of self-success to luck in

TÀp

score higher
than

on

Chi nese-Can-

adian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will

attribution of self-success to luck in

TAp

score higher

on

than Euro-Canadi -

an adolèscents.

4. Task Difficulty:
i)

Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents wilI

score higher on
attribution of self-success to task difficulty in TÀp than
(

Chinese-Canadian adolescent.s.
ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiII

score higher on
attribution of self-success to task difficulty in TÀp than
(

Euro-Canadian adolescents.
(B)

Attributinq SeIf -FaiIure

1.

èEUll¿:

t.o:

) Hong-Kong-Ch i nese adolescents will score higher on
attribution of self-failure to Lack of ability in TÀp than
(

i

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents r¡ilI

score higher on
to lack of ability in TÀp than

altribution of self-failure
Euro-Canadian adolescents.

2. &r!:
se adolescents r¡i lI score higher on
attribution of self -fail-ure to lack of effort in TÀp than
(

i)

Hong-Kong -Ch i ne

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiII

attribution of self-failure

score higher on
to lack of effort in TÀp than

Euro-Canadian adolescents.

3. !uc.!.:
(

i)

Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents r¡i LI

attribution of self-failure

to bad luck in

score higher

on

TÀp than Chinese-

Canadian adolescents,

) Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on
attribution of self-failure to bad luck in TAp than Euro(

ii

Canadian adol-escents.

4. Task Difficultv:
se adolescents will score higher on
attribution of self-failure to high task dif f icui.ty in TÀp
than Ch i ne se-Canad ian adolescents.
(

i)

Hong-Kong-Ch i

ne

:

l
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ii ) Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiLl score higher on
attribution of self-failure to high task di f f iculty in TAP
(

than Euro-Canadian adolescents.

(c) ¡ttributinq Self-Success to:
1

. Àbilitv:
i)

Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se

Il score higher on
attribution of other-success to ability in TÀP than Chinese(

adolescents

wi

Canadian adolescents.

) Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on
attribution of other-success to ability in TÀp than Euro(

ii

Canadian adolescents.

2,
(

i)

Ef f ort:

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

adolescents H'i1I

attribution of other-success to effort

score higher

on

in TÀP than Chinese-

Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will

attribution of other-success to effort in

score higher

on

TÀP than Euro-Can-

adian adoLescents.

3. Luck:

) Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents wiII score higher on
attribution of other-success to luck in TÀP than Chinese(

i

Canadian adolescents.
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) Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiLl score higher on
attribution of other-success t.o luck in TÀp than Euro-Cana(

ii

dian adolescents.

4. Task Dif f icultv:
se adolescents wil-1 score higher on
attribution of other-success to task difficulty in TAp than
(

i)

Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

) Chinese-Canadian adolescents wi Il score higher on
attribution of other-success to task difficulty in TAp than
(

ii

Euro-Canadian adolescents.
(D)

Attributinq Othèr-Failure to:

1.

Abilitv:

(i)

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

adolescents wiII

score

attribution of other-failure to lack of ability

higher on
in TÀP than

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

) Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiIl score higher on
attribution of other-failure to lack of ability in TAP than
(

ii

Euro-Canadian adolescents.

2.

Ef

fort

:

) Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se adolescents will score higher on
attribution of other-failure to lack of effort in TÀp than
(

i

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents will

attríbution of other-failure

score higher on
to lack of effor! in TÀp than

Euro-Canadian adolescents.

3. Luck:
i)

Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

adolescents will

score higher on
attribu!ion of other-failure to bad luck in TÀp than Chi(

nese-Canadian adolescents.

) Chinese-Canadian adolescents will score higher on
attribution of other-failure to bad luck in TÀp than Euro(

ii

Canadian adoLescents.

4. Task
(i)

Di f f

icultv:

se adolescents will score higher
attribution of other-failure to high task di f f iculty in
Hong-Kong-Ch i

ne

on
TAP

than Chinese-Canadian adol-escents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiIl

score higher on
attribution of other-failure to high task difficulty in TÀP
than Euro-Canadian adoLescents.
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II.

CausaL

Àttribution and Gender

(e) ¡ttributinq

SeIf-success to:

1, Àbilitv:
Male adolescents will
success to ability

2.

Ef

score higher on attribution
in TÀP than female adoÌescents.

fort:

adolescents will

score higher on attribution
success to effort in TÀP than female adolêscents.

MaLe

3.

of self-

of self-

Luc k :

Male adolescents wiIl

score higher on attribution
success to luck in TAP than female adolescents.

of

sel-f

-

4. Task Di f f icultv:
wiIl score higher on attribution of selfsuccess to task difficulty
in TÀP than female adolescents.

Mal.e adolescents

(¡) ettributinq Self-Failure to:
1. Àbilitv:
MaIe adolescents wiIl

score higher on attribution

failure to lack of ability

of self-

in TAp than female adolescents.
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2.

Ef

fort

:

Male adolescents will

score higher on attribution

of self-

failure to lack of effort in TÀp than female adoLescents.
3. Luck:
Male adoLescents wiLl

score higher on attribution of selffaiLure to bad luck in TÀP than female adolescents.

4. Task Difficulty:
Male adol-escents HilL

score higher on attribution

failure to high task difficulty

in TÀp than

of self-

f emal-e

adoles-

cents.

(c) ¡ttributinq
'1

other-success to:

. Abilirv:

adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of othersuccess to ability in TAp than female adolescents.

MaLe

2. Effort.:
Male adol-escents v¡i11 score higher on attribution of othersuccess to effort in TAP than femaLe adolescents.

3. Luck:
Male adoLescents wilI score higher on attribution of othersuccess to luck in TÀP than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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4. Task Di f f icultv:
Male adolescents rviIl score higher on attribution of othersuccess to task difficulty in TÀp than f ernale adolescents.

(D) Àttributínq Other-Failure

Èo:

1. Àbilitv:
MaIe adolescents vrill score higher on attribution of other-

failure to lack of ability
2.

Ef f ort

in TAp than femaÌe adofescents.

:

Male adolescents !¡i11 score higher on aLtribution of otherf ail-ure to Lack of effort in TÀp than femaLe adolescents.

3. Luck:
ni11 score higher on attribution of otherfailure to bad luck in TÀP than female adolescents.

MaLe adolescents

4. Task Difficultv:
MaIe adolescents will score higher on attribution

faiLure to high task difficulty
cents.

of other-

in TÀp than f ernale adoles-
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III.

Causal Attribution änd Àoe-crouÞ Difference

(a) ¡ttributinq

Self-success to:

1. Àbilitv:
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of selfsuccess to ability in TAP than younger adolescents.

2.

Ef

fort

:

Older adolescents will score higher on attribution of selfsuccess to effort in TÀP than younger adolescents.

3. r.E:
Older adolescents will score higher on attribution of selfsuccess to luck in TAP than younger adolescents.

4. Task Difficultv:
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of seLfsuccess to task dif f icuJ.ty in TAp than younger adolescents.

(¡) ettributinq Self -FaiIur:e to:
1. Àbilitv:
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of self-

failure to lack of ability

in TÀp t.han younger adolescents.
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2.

Ef f o.E!.:

Older adolescents will score higher on attribution of selffailure to lack of effort in TÀp than younger adolescents.

3. Luck:
OIder adolescents wilL score higher on attribution of selffailure to bad luck in TÀP than younger adolescents.

4. Task Difficultv:
Older adolescenLs wiIl score higher on attribution of selffailure to high task difficulty
in TAp than younger adolescenLs.

(C) Attributinq Other-Success to:

1. Àbilitv:
Older adolescents wilI score higher on attribution of othersuccess to ability in TAP than younger adolescents.

2. Effort:
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of othersuccess to effort in TAP than younger adolescents.

3. Luck:
O1der adolescenLs will score higher on attribution

of other-

success to Iuck in TAP than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
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4. Task Dif f icultv:
Older adolescents wiIl score higher on attribution of othersuccess to task difficulty in TÀp than younger adolescents.

,

(Ð) Àltributino other-Failure to:

1. Àbiliry:
Older adolescents will score higher on attribution of otherfailure to lack of ability in TAp than younger adolescents.

'.

2. Effort:
Older adolescents wi.Il score higher on attribution of other-

.

failure to lack of effort in TÀp Lhan younger adolescents.
3.

.
I

Luc k:

QLder adolescents wilI score higher on attribution of other-

failure to bad luck in TÀp than younger adolescents.

j

:

4. Task Difficultv:

¡

O1der adolescents will score higher on attribution of other-

failure to high task dif f icu).ty in TÀp than younger adolescents,
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Hypothesi

s 13:

Ethn iq

itr,

Gende r ,

and Àqe Di f ferences on

Minimal Standard
MinimaL standard is the most amount of tirne an adolescent

would reguire to complete an achievement task. In this
study, adolescents will be asked to conplete four achievement-related tasks in a time-limit of 4-minutes each. Thus,
the more time an adolescent needs to complete an achievement-related task, the lower the minimal st.andard. Conversely, the less time required, the higher the minimal standard.
(À) Minimal Standard and Ethnicity

(i)

Hong-Kong-Ch i nese adoLescents

wilÌ set higher minimal
standard in the achi evement -re lated tasks than Chinese-Canadian adolescents.
(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wi Ii set. higher rninimal
standard in the achi evement- re lated tasks than Euro-Canadian
adolescents.

(s) ¡,rinima1 Standard and

Gender

Male adolescents will set higher minimal standard in
achieve¡nent-related tasks than female adolescents.

the

(c) Minimal standard and Ase Difference
Older adolescents i l1 set higher mini¡naI standard
achievement-related tasks than younger adolescents.
r,¡

in the
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Hyoothesis 14: Ethn ic itv,
Level of Aspi rat ion

Gender,

and Aqe Di f ferences

on

Level of aspiration is lhe least amount of time an ado_
Iescent would require to complete an achievement task.
Thus, the nore time an adolescent needs !o complete an
achievernent-reLated task, the lower the level of aspiration;

the less time required, the higher the Level- of aspiration.
(e) level of Àspiration and Ethnicitv
(i)

wiIl set higher level of
aspiration in the achievement-related tasks than ChineseHong-Kong-Chinese adolescents

Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiIl

set higher leveL of
aspiration in the achievement-relaled tasks than Euro-Canadian adolescents.
(B) tevel of Aspiration and Gender
Male adolescents will set higher leveI of aspiration in the
achievement-related tasks than f ernale adolescents.
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(C) f,evel of Aspiration and Àqe Difference
Older adolescents wilI set higher level of aspiration in the
achievement-related tasks than younger adoLescents.
Hypothesis 15: Ethnicitv,

Gender, and Aoe Differences

on

ExÞectancv

Expectancy is the exact amount of

time an adolescent
would require to complete an achievement task.
Thus, the
more time an adolescent exactly needs for the conpletion of
an achievernent-reLated task, the Iower the expectancy; the
Less time, the higher the expectancy.
(À) Expectancv and Ethnicity

(i)

Hong -Kong-Ch i ne

se adol-escents wilL have higher expectan-

cy in the achievement-related tasks than Chinese-Canadian
adolescents.

(ii) Chinese-Canadian adolescents wiLl have higher expectancy in the achieve¡nent-related tasks than Euro-Canadi.an adolescents.

(B) Expectancv and

Gender

MaIe adoLescents will have higher expectancy in the achievement-related tasks t,han female adolescents.
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(C) Expectancy and Àqe Difference

Older adolescents will have higher expectancy in the
achievemenL-related tasks than younger adolescents.
Hvoothesis 16: Ethnicitv,
ReaLism

in ExÞectancy

ge¡_d.e

r.,

and Àqe Differences

on

Est imates

Realism in expectancy estimates is the discrepancy
between level of aspiration and expectancy. Thus, the lesser the discrepancy, the higher the realism; and greater the
discrepancy, the lower the realism.
(¡) Realism in ExÞectancv Estimates and Ethnicitv
(i)

will be more realistic in
expectancy estimates in the achievement-related tasks than
Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents

Chinese-Canadian adolescents.

(ii)

Chinese-Canadian adolescents wilL be more realistic

expectâncy estimates in the

ach i evement

in

-re Ia ted tasks than

Euro-Canadian adolescents.

(B) Realism in ExÞectancy Estinates and
Male adolescents r¡i'II be more realistic

Gender

in expectancy estirnates in the achievernent-related tasks than f ernale adolescents.

(C) Realism in Expectancy Estinates and Àqe Difference
OIder adolescent.s will be more realistic

in expectäncy esti-

mates in the achievement-related tasks than younger adoles-

cents.
METHOD

3.2

SUBJECTS

The entire samp].e was composed of 605 adolescents from l3

to 18 years of age from three ethnic aroups; namely: (1)
Hong Kong Chinese; (2) Chinese-Canadian; and (3) Euro-Canadian. AdoLescents bet!¡een the ages of 13 and 15 were classified as younger adolescents; and adolescents between the
ages of 16 and 18 were cl-assif ied as oLder adolescents. À
total of 294 fe¡nales and 310 males were studied in the
present research. In this study, subjects from single-parent
families were excluded; and questionnaires with missing
information or inconsistency in answers (e.g. fixed responses) were discarded. In the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se sample, EngIish words in the guest.ionnaires that nere beyond the level
of the subjects were interpreted by the experimenter during
the administration of the questionnaires. The exact meaning
of each word was ensured firstly
by translating the word
f rorn English into Chinese by the experimenter and by retranslating the word from Chinese into english by persons
who had no knowJ.edge of the study. Changes were rnade until
100% consistency between translations was achieved.
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The Honq-Konq-Ch i ne se SamÞle: Respondents were students
attending summer schools, youth centres and the Boys' Scouts
Associalion in Hong Kong. ÀII subjects in this sample were
born and raised in Hong Kong. There was a total of 114 rnales
--- 62 of the younger age group and 52 of the older; and 102
females --- 56 of the younger and 46 of the older.
The Chinese-Canadian SamÞle: Respondents were from the sub-

urban areas of Greater vancouver in aritish

Columbia. The
majority of this sample was born and raised in Canada and
the rest had also resided in Canada since early childhood.
Parents of this sample were Chinese and were born and raised
in China or Hong Kong. There was a total of 98 males --- 52
of the younger age group and 46 of the older; and 98 females
---.50 of the younger and 48 of the older.
The Euro-Canadian Sgrnplç.: Respondents were coLlected from

4

schools in a rural school division located in north-Hestern
Manitoba due to the failure of obtaining permission to perform data-collection in the urban school divisions in Winni-

peg. Thus, approxirnat.ely 60% of the sample were of the
Ukrainian origin.
Àlthough Ukrainian-Canadians, who have
their distinct culture, do not belong to the majority Canadian culture, they are recruited as subjects for the EuroCanadian sample as a result of necessity rather than choice.
In this sample, aL1 subjects nere born in Canada with EuroCanadian parenÈs. There was a total of 99 males --- 50 of

.1
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the younger age group and 49 of the older; and 94 females
--- 49 of the younger age group and 45 of the older. Table
1 gives the age and gender distribution of the three sampIes.

Table
Distribution of Subjects in the present Study
1

Ethnic ity

Kong
Chinese
Hong

Chinese
Canadian
EuroCanadian

Gender

Age
Younger

15

and

Older

Total

1e

62

52

114

FemaIe

56

46

102

MaIe

52

46

98

Female

50

48

98

le

50

49

99

Female

49

45

94

TotaI

320

287

Ma

Ma

Note l Younger age group cornposes

to

Groups

older age group, f rom 6
'1

605

of adolescents from ages

t.o 18.
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3.3
3.3.1

VARI ABLES

IndeÞendent Variables

1) Ethnicity --- HonÇ Kong Chinese, Chinese-Canadian,
3rd generat ion Euro-Canadian;
2

)

gender

and

;

3) age group differences (younger adolescents: ages 13 to
15; older adolescents: ages 15 to 18 ) ,
3.3,2

DeÞendent Variables

1) socialization practice --- (a) adolescent's perception
of maternai. acceptance, psychological autonomy, and firm
control; and (b) adolescent's perception of paternal acceptance, psychological autonomy, and firm control;
2) Locus of control --- internalilty

and externality;

3) causal attribution --- the degree of attributing selfsuccess, self-fai1ure, other-success, and other failure to
ability, effort, luck, and task difficulty;
4) adolescents' perception of Èhe certainty or uncertainty of their future in terms of 4 aspects: (a) certainty of
attaining chosen occupation ten years from present, (b)
expectation of social and political changes ten years from
present, (c) considering sociaJ--political changes in futureplanning, and (d) the degree that social-political changes
have affected overall future-planning;
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5) adolescent percept ion of the importance of family honor;

and

(a) minimal standard, (b)
6) achievement behav i or
level of aspi rat ion, (c) expectancy, and (d) realism in
expectancy estimates.

3.4

T

3.4.1

NSTRTIMENTS

Socialization

(1970) version of Children's Report of parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI), emp].oyed
to measure socialization,
was designed to assess both
parent's behavior from the child's point of view.
This
scale has 3 factors; namely: 1) parental Àcceptance vs.
Rejection; 2) Psychological Àutonomy vs. psychological Control; and 3) Firm Control vs. Lax Control. The economy and
dernonstrated applicabitity of this version of the CRPBI
scale (Appendix B) on independent samples and cross-culturaL
studies formed the rationale for choosing it to measure
soc ial izat ion in this study.
Schludermann and Schludermann's

3.4.2 Locus of Control
Àbrahamson's (1977) Multicontent Locus of Control Measure
(t"tLC)

carries an equal number of personal, general, internal, and external statements. It Has designed specifically
to assess locus of control in adolescents. This scale
(Appendix C) has a test-retest reliability
of .834.

3.4.3 Causal Àttribution
Wong, Watters, and Sproule's

) Trent Attribution
ProfiLe (TAP) was chosen to assess causal attribution
because it considered the impact of culture on the development of causal attribution and locus cf control and identified the betief systems of human beings in terms of a dualdimensional view of control (i.e. the locus of causality--assignment of causaLity to various loci; and locus of control--- assignment of responsibility regardless of behaviora1 instrumentality).
This scale contained 12 questions
identifying how human beings attribute self-success, selff ail-ure, other-success, and other-failure to fâctors including: (a) ability, (b) effort, (c) 1uck, and (d) task difficuLty. The Internal-ExternaI dimension of this scale is
correlated positively with Rotter's I-E Scale (r=.51,
p<.001) and its test-retest reliability coefficient ranged
from .572 to .742 ( p<.001).
( 1978

(See appendix D for the complete scale.)
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3.4.4

Perception of the ImÞortance of the FamiIy Honor

Questionnaire on thè perception of the Importance of Family Honor (Appendix E) was designed to assess subjects' per-

ceptions of their family honor. À total of 5 questions were
asked to assess hov¡ adolescents observed their family honor
in different situations. À maximum of 28 points would be
attained if adoLescents perceived their family honor with
extreme importance. A score of 5 points would indicate
unconcern of fanily honor.

3.4.5

Àdolescent Perception of Future-Cèrtaintv

The degree of certainty

adolescents per:ceived in their
future was assessed by "À euestionnaire on Adolescent perception of the Certainty of their Future" (Appendix F). In

this questionnaire, information on adolescents' percèption
of future-certainty is gathered mainly from four aspects;
namely: (a) degree of certainty in attaining chosen occupation ten years from the present; (b) expectation of socialpoliticaL changes ten years from the presenti (c) considering social-political changes in future-p)-anning; and (d) the
degree that social-political changes have affected overaLL
f

uture-plann i ng.
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3.4.6

Àchievement-Related Behavior

In this study, achievement behavior r,¡as measured by asking subjects to copy 2 solvable and 2 unsolvable figures
without lifting the pencil from the paper and without tracing a line twice (Appendix G contains these figures) These
figures vere individuatty presented and each subject vras
given a practice trial
(Appendix H contains the pracÈice
trial). In this study, the 2 solvable figures were presented
first followed by the 2 unsolvable figures. Each subject was
given 4 minutes per figure.
Information pertaining to success or failure condition was presented prior to the presentation of the 2nd solvable and 2nd unsolvable puzzles. Each
subject was interviewed prior to each figure presentation so
as to obtain information relating to achievement behavior
(i.e. minimal standard, leveI of aspiration, expectancy, and
attainment vaLue). When each puzzLe was completed, each
subject was al.so be asked to attribute the performance outcomes.

Administration of the ExÞeriment: This experiment was
individually administered to each subject after the subject
had cornpleted all questionnaires (i.e. CRPBI , MLC, TÀp,
Ouestionnaire on Àdolescent Perception of Future-Cert.ainty
Questionnaire on the Perceplion of the Importânce of Family
Honor). Subjects were subjected randomly to either a success

or a failure

condition in the 2nd soLvable and the

2nd
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unsolvable puzzles. Thus, a tot.al- of 4 conditions were
derived from the combination (i.e.
1. Success-Success:
subject received success condition in both solvable and
unsoLvable puzzles; 2.

Success-FaiLure: received success
condition in the solvable puzzle but failure condition in
Èhe unsolvabì.e puzzle; 3. Eailure-Success: received failure
condition in the solvable puzzle but success condition in
the unsolvale puzzle; and 4.
Failure-FaiIure: received
failure condition in both solvable and unsolvable puzzles. )

A) Set-uÞ: À tabLe and chair were set up in the experi
mental situation.
B) ExÞerinental Sequence: After the subject had seated on
the chair, the following procedure lrere performed.
Practice Trial: Instructions were as f oIlo¡,rs:
"It is a general intelligence task that I am going to ask
you to do. Because how well you perform is important, I am
going to give you a chance to pract.ise it first.
(eointing
at the figure on the table) I wiII like you to copy this
figure onto this paper (pointing at the blank paper) without
lifting the pencil from the paper and without tracing a Line
twice. You are given 4 minutes to do so. Do you have any
quest.ions

?

2, The Solvable-Fiqure Session:
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that you have an idea of how to perform this kind of
task, I wiLl give you more figures to do. (pointing at a
solvable figure) Here.is a figure that I would like you to
do. Àgain, you wiJ.I be given 4 ninutes to do so. But before
ycu start, I would like you to ansl¡er some questions.
"Now

1.

What

2.

What

is the

maximum

is the

rninirnum amount

of time that you think you'11
need to complete this task ? (fne answer wiII be used as an
indicator of the subject's minimal standard. )
anount

of time that you think you,1l
need to compl.ete the lask ? (The answer wiLl be used as an
indicator of the subject's leveI of aspiration).
3. Please tell me how many minutes you think you actually
need to conplete the task. (The answer will be used as an
indicator of the subject's expectancv. )
4. Since this is a form of intelligence test and is seen as
important by many people, please tell me how important this
task is to you. (The answer will be used as an indicator of
the subject' s attainment value.)"

High level of aspiration, high expectancy, high attainment value, high minimal standard, and IittIe discrepancv

leveI of aspiration are indicators
that the subject is a high achiever. Minimal discrepancy
between expectancy and leveI of aspiration indicated that
between expectancy and
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the subject was realistic in the level of aspiration in
achievement situation.

Àfter the answers were recorded, the subject was asked to
perform the task. The actual amount of tine the subject used
for the completion of the task vras recorded.
I

nterviet¡/ExÞer imenter-Man iÞulat ion Staqe :

In this stage the following procedures v¡ere performed:
À)

. Interview on Subiect's Àttribution of performance:

the subject finished copying the figure or when the
subject reached the 4 minute time 1imit, the fo1lowing questions were asked:
When

1. How satisfied are you with your performance ? (Subject's comnents on his/her performance wiIl be recorded. )
2.

Hov, much

do you think your performance is due to:

a) Luck ? (The answer witl indicate hor¡ much does the
subject attribute his/her performance to luck.)
b) your skil1 in doing this kind of task ? (The answer
will indicate how much does the subject attribute his/her
perfornance to abi 1i ty.

)

c) your effort in performing the task ? (The answer witl
indicate how much does the subject attribute his/her performance to effort. )
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d) the nature of the task ? (The answer gill indicate how
much does the subject attribute
his/her performance to task
di f f iculty. )
B).

Experimenter-ManipulaLion:

Solvable

F

Presentat ion of the 2nd

i qure

Success Condition:
The experimenter said:

"I am happy to tei.l you that your performance is above
average. I would like you to perform again for the second
time. (eointing ar the 2nd solvable figure) NoÌr, I am going
to give you another figure. It is similar to the one that
you have just done. Again, you will be given 4 minutes. Do
you have any questions

?

Before you start, I want you to lelL me what is the maximum amount of time that you think you'11 need to complete

the task ? (The ansr¡er wi).J. provide inforrnation on how much
the subject shifts his/her mininal standard as a result of
previous success. )

is the minimum anount of time that you think you'1I
need to complete the task ? (The answer wilt provide information on hor¡ much the subject shifts his/her level of aspiration as a result of previous success. )
What
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Please

tell

many minutes you think you actually
need to complete the task. (The ansHer will provide information on how much Lhe subject shifts his/her expectancy after
previous success. ) "
me how

Àfter all the ans\,rers were recorded, the subject
sented with the 2nd solvable figure and the subject

was

pre-

was aLso

t i.med.

Failure Condition:
The experimenter said:

"I am sorry that your performance is below average. I
vould like you to perform again for the second time.
(eointing at the 2nd solvabLe figure) Nolr, I am going to
give you another figure. It is similar to the one that you
have just done. Àgain, you wiJ.l be given 4 minutes. Do you
have any questions

?

Before you start, I want you to teII me what is the maximum amount of time that you think you'IL need to complete
the task ? (rhe answer will provide information on how much

the subject shifts his/her minimal standard as a result of
previous

fa i lure .

)

what is the ninimum anount of tine that you think you'11
need to complete the task ? (The answer will provide information on how much the subject shifts his/her level of aspi-

ration as a result of previous failure.)
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Please tell

me how many minutes you

think you actually
need to complete the Lask. (The answer wiJ.I provide information on how much the subject shifts his/her expecta:ìcy after
previous failure. )',
Àfter all the answers were recorded, the subject !¡as presented with the 2nd solvable figure and the subject was also
t imed ,

Intervie!¡: Subiect's Attribution of performance after the
Success/Failure ManiÞulation

Interviet¡ after the Success Condition:
When

the subject finished copying the figure, the fol1ow-

ing was asked.
"How much

do you think your successfuL perfornance is

due

to:
a) luck ? (The answer ¡vilL indicatè hor.¡ much does the
subject attribute his/her performance to luck after success.

)

b) .your skilI in doing this .kind of task ? (The answer
wiII indicate how rnuch does the subject attribute his/her
performance to ability after success. )
c) your effort in performing the task ? (The ansr¡er will
indicate how much does the subject attribute his/her performance to effort after success. )
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d) the nature of the task ? (The answer r¿iLI indicate ho¡t
much does the subject attribute his/her performance to task
di f f iculty after success. ) "
Interview after the Failure Condition:
"Hon much do you

think your below-average performance is

due to:

a) luck ? (The answer wiII indicate how much does the
subject attribute his/her performance to luck after failure.

)

b) your skill in doing this kind of task ? (The answer
will indicate how much does the subject attribute his/her
performance to ability after failure,)
c) your effort in performing the t.ask ? (The answer will
indicate how much does the subject attribute his/her performance to effort after faiture.)
d) t.he nature of the task ? (The answer wiII indicatè how
much does the subject attribute his/her performance to task
di f f iculty after failure. ) "
3.

The Unsolvable-Fiqure Session: The instructions and

t.he guestions asked in this session were the same with those

in the Solvable-Figure Session.
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Summarv: Achievement behavi or was measured by the number of

ninutes the subject used for the completion of each task
presented. The procedures of this e:rperimental- session can
best be expressed as follows:
1. The practice t.riaI stage.
2. The solvable figure session.
a) Subject was presented with the 1st solvable puzzle (4
ninutes were given ) .
b) Subject was asked to perform the 2nd solvable puzz1e
after the presentation of the success or failure condition.
3. The unsolvable figure session.
a) Subject

vras presented

with the 1st unsolvable puzzle.

b) Subject was asked to perform the 2nd unsolvabi.e puzzle
after the presentation of the success or f ailure condition.
3.5

PROCEDURE

Two experimental sessions were conducted.

À) Paper-and Pencil Test: Respondents were given a face
sheet (appendix I) requesting them to fill out the nane,
grade, sex, age, and place of birth. In the case of ChineseCanadian subjects, their place of origin and J.ength of resi-

dency in Canada will be asked.
CRPBI

Àlong r¡ith the face sheet,
, MLC, Questionnaire on the perception of the lrnpor-
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tance of Fanily Honor, À euestionnaire on Adolescent perception of thè Certainly of their Future, and the TÀp lrere also
presented.

B) Àchievement-Behavior Session: This session was carried out after the presentation of the first session. Às
time and space arrangements had to be set up before this
session could be performed, a loss of subjects occurred.
Some subjects refused to participate
due to their disinterest in the research after the first session. Consequently,
535 of the entire sanple participated in the achievement-behavior session. ÀI1 subjects participated in this session
were debriefed after their participation in the experiment.
They were informed of the true nature of the achievement
tasks (i.e. the fact that the unsolvable puzztes were impossible to soLve) and were reassured of their capability. They
were also thanked for their participation.

Chapter IV
RESULTS

4.1

qgçLèlJ_zèIJ_ON, PERCEPTI ON OF FÀMr LY-HONOR- r MPORTÀNCE,
!o9lJ5. Or CONTROL, ÀDOLESCENT PERCEPTTON gE EUTURE_
CERTÀINTY, ÀND CAUSÀL ÀTTRI BUTI ON

Data of socialization practice (CRPBI), perception of the
importance of family-honor (f¡lt) , Iocus of controL (MLC),
adolescent perception of future-certainty, and causal attribution (TAP) were subjected to a series of three way (eth-

nicity,

r ã9e) analyses of variance procedures. In
these analyses, the factors or independent variables were:
(1) ethnicity (Hong-Kong-Chinese, Chinese-Canadian, and
Euro-Canadian); (2) gender (female, male); and (3) age-group
(younger adolescents, older adolescents). Because of the
large sample size, a p-val-ue of <.001 (i.e.
p<.001) was
used as a criterion of statistical
significance. Furthermore, an Omega Squared was also calculated on each significant finding so as to ascertain the strength of association
between the independent and dependent variabLes. Omega
Squared is an index of the amount of variance accounted for
by the significant effect (e.9. Omega Squared of ethnicity=.0¿ indicates that about 4% of t|ne variance is due to
ethnicity). For each significant ethnicity difference (i.e.
gender
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ethnicity F-ratio), the Scheffe post-hoc q-test ( thereafter
referred to as t-test) was performed in order to ident i fy
specific groups which significantly differed from each othe r
at the p<.001 level.
1,4, snd 3, Ethnic, Gender, and
in Socialization

HvÞotheses

À) Maternal

Soc

Àqe

Differences

ial izat ion pract ice

(a) rhe ÀcceÞtance-Reiection oinension (¡-R)
Results relating to this dimension are in Table

2.

Of the three main effects (i.e. ethnicity, gender, and
age-group), only the ethnicity effect was significant with
F(2r604)=13.67, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.04. Euro-Canadian
adolescents reported fhat they are receiving the most acceptance from their mothers, Chinese-Canadian were intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Chinese the least. Of the three comparisons, only the Euro-Canadian group and the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
group differed significantly r,¡ith t(362)=a.9a, p<.001.

(b) Psvcholoqical Control-psvcholoqical Àutonomv (pÀ-pc)
Table 3 contains results re).ating to this dimension.

TÀBLE

2

Perceived Àcceptance-Rejection by Mother

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

FEMÀLE

(CRPBI )

YOUNGER 20.36

? o?

OLDER 22.15

2.48

OLDER

21 .27

3.00

21 .54

2.52

G

c
H

I

c

À

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

N

OLDER 22.97

E

D

I

YOUNGER 20.49

S

3.22

E

A

.07

2.22

YOUNGER 21 .98

3.87

2

.37

N

22

N

E
U
R

o

A
FEMÀLE -__----N
oLDER 22.67
A---------D
YOUNGER 23.33
I
MÀLE --------OLDER 22.89

4

.09

2.99
2.50

N

Ngte: The À-R dimension has a rninimum score of 1O (Rejection), a neutral point of 20, and a maximum score oi gO
(Àcceptance ) .

ANOVÀ's Result s

Ethnicity

Squared=.04

main effect:

F(2,604)=13.67 p<.001

Onega

Euro-Canadian adoLescents reported most acceptance, ChineseCanadian were intermediate, Hong-Kong-Ch i nèse wére least.
Olfy Euro-Canadian .and. Hong-Kong-Ch i ñe se groups differed
significantly with !(367)=4.94, p¿.001.
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TABLE

Perceived Psychological

3

Àut onomy-con t

ro1 by Mother (cRpBI

S.
HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

19

.43

2

)

D.

.40

OLDER 19.92

2.78

YOUNGER 20.36

2.36

OLDER 20.97

3.09

G

c
H

I

c

A

FEMÀLE

N

N

E

D

S

I

E

A

MÀLE

YOUNGER 18,26

2

.65

OLDER 18.96

2

.64

YOUNGER 19. 33

2.50

OLDER 19.96

2.58

N

c
À
E

YOUNGER 17.81
FEMALE

3.44.

N

OLDER 17.27

3.55

Ð

YOUNGER 17.96

2.75

A

OLDER 16,32

3.25

U
R

o

I

N

a rninimum score of 10 (psychological autonomy), a neutral point of 20, and a ñraiimum
score of 30 (psychological contiol).

l=,lotg: The PÀ-PC dimension has
ANOVÀ |

s Results
Ethnicity main effect:
Squared=. 14

E(2,604)=50.82, p<.001,

Onega

reported rnost psychological control, Chiwere intermediate, and Euro-Canadian teere
Ieast. AII three groups differed significantly from one
another at p<.001. Hong-Kong-Ch i nese vs. Euro-Cañadian with
E(370)=9.a2, ChineselCanadian vs. Euro-Canadian r¡ith
t(366)=5.82, and Hong-Kong-Ch i nese vs. Chi ne se-Canad i an with
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

nese-Canadian

!(408)=a.01.
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Of the three rnain effects, on].y the ethnicity effect was
significant ¡vith F(2,604)=50.82, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.14.
The Euro-Canadian group reported to have the least psychological control from their mothers, Chinese-Canadian were
intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se the most. The !-tests
showed that alI groups ( Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se vs. Chinese-Canadian with g(408)=4.01 Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se vs. Euro-Canadian
with !(370)=9.42 Chinese-Canadian vs. Euro-Canadian with
g(366)=5.82) were significantì.y different from one another
at the p<.001 level.
(c) nirm Control-Lax Control

(FC-LC)

Table 4 contains results reJ.ating to this dimension.

Of the three main effects, only the age effect was significant v¡ith F(1,604)=162.44, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.21.
Younger adolescents reported more firm control from their
mothers than did older adolescents.
B) Paternal

Soc

ial i zat ion Practice

(a) Àcceotance-Reiection oimension (¡-R)
Tab1e 5 contains results relating to this dirnension.
Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant with f(2,604)=8.50, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.02.
Euro-Canadian adolescents reported ¡nore acceptance by their
fathers than did the two Chinese groups.

TÀBLE

4

Perceived Firm-ControL/Lax-Control by Mother

HC
OH
NI
GN

FEMÀLE

os
NE

MÀLE

^l!

(CRpaf

)

YOUNGER 22.19

2.29

OLDER 19.30

2.13

YOUNGER 22.23

2

.32

OLDER 19.29

2

,20

G

c

A

H

I

FEMALE

N

A---------D

N

E

I

s
E

MÀLE

À

YOUNGER 21 ,30

2.94

OLDER 18.77

1.47

YOUNGER 21 .03

2.22

OLDER 18.86

N

YOUNGER 21 .69

À
FEMÀLE -------N
oLDER 19.42
A---------D
YOUNGER 21 .96
r
MALE ---------

E
U
R

o

À

OLÐER 18.77

3.08
3.31

3.34
2.91

N

Note: The FC-LC dimension has a minimum score of 10 (lax
control), a neutral point of 20, and a maximurn s"or" oi 30
(tlrm control ).
ÀNOVA

'

s Results

Àge-group main effect:
Squared=

. 21

E(1,604)=162.44 p<.001

Younger adolescents reported higher
lescents lower.

Omega

firm control , older

ado-

TÀBLE

5

Perceived Àcceptance/Rejection by Father

(CRPBI

)

MEAN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

'I O tÊ

YOUNGER

3

OLDER 20.95

.08

3.05

YOUNGER 19.78

2.7

4

22.29

¿. )+

19.96

2

,49

21 .38

2

.30

G

A

H

I

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

OLDER

N

N

E

D

I

s

YOUNGER 1 9.81

2.91

21 .49

2.23

YOUNGER 22.28

3.70

OLÐER 20.81

4.75

MALE

E
N

FEMÀLE

À
E

N

U

A

R

D

YOUNGER 22.80

I

OLDER

A

3

21 .07

.81

3.88

N

Note: The A-R dimension has
a
Ei;;), a neutral point or -0,
(acceptance).

ÀNOVA's

Re

Ethnicity

minimum

score of 10 (rejec-

ãÃã-á ru"irum score of

30

suLt s

Squared=.02

main effect:

f(2,604)=8.50

p<.001

Omega

Euro-Canadians reported most acceptance from fathers, HongKong-Chinese and Chinese-Canadian reported similar levels óf
acceptance..The g-tests shor,¡ed that none of the three groups
were- significantly different
from each other at the p<.0ö1
l-eve 1 .
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receive more acceptance from fathers. Both Chinese-Canadian
and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se groups reported similar level of
acceptance from fathers. However, q-tests showed that none
of the three ethnic groups were significantì.y different from
one another at lhe p<.001 level.

(b) PsvchoLooical

Aut onomy-psvc ho loq i ca 1

control (pÀ-pc)

Table 6 cont'ains results relating to this dimension.

Of the three nain effects, only the elhnicily effect was
significant with F(2,604)=45.53, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.13.
Euro-Canadian adoLescents reported to have the Ieas! psycho-

logical control , Chinese-Canadians intermediate, and HongKong-Chinese the most. The t-tests shor,¡ed that the HongKong-Chinese group differed significantly
from the
Euro-Canadian group with t(390)=9.61 , p<.001, and the chi_
nese-Canadian group differed significantly
from the EuroCanadian group with !(365)=6.93, p<.001.
(c) nirrn Control-Lax Control (fC-f,C)
Table 7 contâins results relating to this dimension.

Of the three main effects, only the age effect was significant with r(1,604)=111.17, p<.001, omegâ squared=o.15.
Younger adolescents perceived nore paternal control by phys-

icaL means than did older adolescents.
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TÀBLE

Perceived Psychological

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

6

Àut onomy/Con t r o1

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

by Father

(CRPBI

19.34

3

)

.49

OLDER 19.27

2.90

YOUNGER 19.65

2.73

19.46

2.92

18.09

3.08

G

c

L

À

H

I

YOUNGER

FEMALE

N

OLDER 18.98

E

D

s

YOUNGER 19.49

T

E

À

2

N

2.95

18.92

2

.30

YOUNGER 1 5.83

2

.67

3

.99

3

.42

3

.64

N

c
A
E

N

U

À

R

D

FEMALE

I

.54

OLÐER 16.34
YOUNGER I6.95
OLDER 17.48

N

fne PÀ-PC dimension has a rninimum score of 10 (psychoIotg.:
Iogical autonomy), a neutrai. point of.20, and a maiimum
score of 30 (psychological control).
ANOVÀ's ResuL t s

Ethnicity main effect I
Sguared=.

13

L(2,604)=45.53, p<.001,

Omega

ne se reported most psychologica). cont.rol from
father, Chi ne se-Canad i an were intermediatè, and Euro-Canadian were Least.
Hong-Kong-Chinese differed significantly
from Euro-Canadians with !(380)=9.61, p<.001. Chinese-Canal
dians differed signifi-antIy from - Euro-Canadians ¡{ith
t(365)=6.93, p<.001.

Hong-Kong-Ch i

TÀBLE

7

Perceived Firm-control/Lax-ControI by Father (cRp¡r
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NE

FEMÀLE
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YOUNGER 21 .62

3. 18

OLDER 19.51

2.07

YOUNGER 22.61

OLDER 19.15
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.71

1.74

c
H
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I

E

À---------Ð

E

A

N

c

N

YOUNGER 22.00

oLDER

N

À

OLDER 19.81
17

.72

YOUNGER 20.81
FEMÀLE -------_

oLÐER 19.85
A---------D
YOUNGER 22.39
I
MALE ---------

E
U
R

U

Ä

OLDER 19.61

2.88
1

.98

3.70
3.64
3.35
3.98

N

Note: Th. FC-LC dimension has a minimum score of 10 (lax
control), a neutral point of 20, and a rnaximu^ s"oru oi-jô
(trrrn controL ) .
ÀNOVÀ |

s Result s
Age-group main effect:
Squared=.

1

5

F(1,604)=111,17 p<.001

Omega

Younger adolescents reported more paternal firm control than

older adolescènts.
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Table I contains a surnmary of atl statistically signi fi-

cant results of

CRPBI

Relations between

CRPBI Fac

tors

To gain a cLearer understanding on the way adolescents

perceived socialization practice, factors of the CRPBI ques-

tionnaire were correlated. Three correlationaL trends
obtained in the present study.

were

1. The exercise of psycholoqical control al-onq with firm
control:
There was a positive correlation between psychological Control and Firm Control in this study. The correlation of r=.37 between maternal psychological Control- and
maternal Firm Control; and the correlation of r=.36 between
paternal Psychological Control and paternaL Firm Control
indicated that adolescen!s who perceive to have received
more psychological autonomy from their parents also tended
to perceive that they received less firm control from them.
Conversely, adolescents who perceived to have received more
psychological controL from their parents also perceived to
have received more firm control from their paren!s.

1s9

Table I
F Values of all CRPBI Factors

Variables

À-R

FC-LC

PÀ-PC

Mo

Mo

Fa

age

F=162.

F=111 .2

=.21
=.15
(y=HiSh Fc; o=
Iow FC for both

Mo

Ethnicity
'

4

.

Fa

F=13.67 F=8.5
=.04
=.02
(Most Mo & Fa
Accep for EC;
least for HKC;
CC in middle )

and fa)

F=50.82 F=45.53

=.14
=.13
(¡¿ost t'lo & Fa Pc
for HKC; least
for EC; & CC in
mrcldLe.)

Noqs: Only significant F-vaLues at p<.001) are reported. The
number under the F-val-ue is the corresponding Omega Squared
value.
Àbbreviat ions: EC=Euro-Canad i an ,
HKC=Hong-Kong-Chinese,
CC=Chinese-Canadian. Mo=Mother, Fa=Father. y=younger ado-

lescents,

O=OIdèr adolescents.

PC=Psychological Control , FC=Firm Control

Accep=Acceptance,
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2. The exercise of psycholoqical control from both Þarents:
A positive correlation of r=.45 between the maternal and the
paternal PsychologicaJ. Controf dimensions showed that adolescents r,¡ho reported to receive high psychological control
from their mothers also reported to receive high psychologicaI control from their fathers.
3. The exercise of firm control from both Þarents: A positive correlation of r=.41 betv¡een the paternal and the
maternaL Firm Control-Lax Control dimensions showed that
adolescents who reported to receive firm control from their
nothers also reported to receive firm control from their
fathers.
HyÞothesis 4: Perception of the ImÞortance of FamiIv Honor
TabLe 9 contains

results relating to this hypothesis.

Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
signif icant with F(2,604)=54.69, p<.001, Omega Squared=O.15.
This result shovred that of the three ethnic groups, the Chinese-Canadian group perceived the family-honor as of most
importance, the Euro-Canadian group intermediate,
and
Hong-Kong- Chinese least. The t-tests showed that
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TÀBLE

9

Perception of the Importance of Family Honor
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NE

YOUNGER 1 9.35
FEMALE

MALE

OLÐER 20.79

3.68
3

.46

YOUNGER 18.24

3.69

OLDER 20.23

2.73

YOUNGER 23.20

4.34
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À

FEMÀLE

N

OLDER 24.46

D

YOUNGER 22.52

3.96

À

23.33

2.92

22.43

3.54

2

.69

N

E

s
E

I

N

c

E
U
R

YoUNGER

A
FEMÀLE --_--_-N
OLDER 22.46
A----------

U

3.57

YOUNGER 22.22

3.24

OLDER 19.82

5.32

N

Note: In this scale, 28 is the maximum score and indicates
high concern of family honor. 7 is the minimurn score and
indicates unconcern of family honor.
ÀNOVA's Rèsults

Ethnicity main effect:
F(2,604)=54.69, p<.001, Omega
Squared = .15
Chinese-Canadians perceived family-honor as of most important, Euro-Canadians were intermediate, Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se
were least.. ÀII three groups differed significantly from one
another at the p<.001 1eve1. Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se vs. Chinese
canadian with g(405)=10.79, Hong-Kong-ch i ne se vs. Euro-canadian ¡rith g(380)=5.67, and Chinèse-Cánadian vs. Euro-Canadian wirh t(379)=a.16.
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all three groups differed significantly from one another at
the p<.001 Ievel. The Hong-Kong-Ch i nese group differed sig*
nificantly
from the
Chinese-Canadian group with
t(405)=10.79, and from the Euro-Canadian group r,¡ith
!(380)=5.67. The Chinese-Canadian group differed significantly from the Euro-Canadian group with t(329)=4.16.
Hyoothesies !:
Soc ial i zat i on

Correlation between Locus of Control

and

Table 10 contains results on locus of control in the
present study. Tab1e 10À contains information on sample size
and age groups of the Euro-Canadian and Chinese-Canadian
subjects in a previous study (i.e. Mak, 1983). Tab]e 108
contains results on locus of control in that study.
t correlation analysis was conducted
on the Multicontent Locus of Control Measure (MLC) and
CRPBI . This analysis reveafed that there was an absence of
significant correlation betv¡een locus of control and socialization.
MLC neasured adolescents' Iocus of control f ro¡n
the areas of: politics, achievement, education, interpersonaL relationships, and social responsibility; and CRPBI measured socializaÈion in terms of parent-child interactions in
di f ferent home-life situations.
Pea r son

-produc t -momen
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TÀBLE 10

Scores

H

o
N
G

ô
N

of the MuIti-Content Locus of Control

c

r

E
S

E

MALE

(MLC)

46.84

7.50

oLDER 46.34

7. 10

YOUNGER

N ---------

Measure

YOUNGER 44.03

oLDER 44.65

7.85
7.08

G

c
H

I

À

YOUNGER 48.72
FEMÀLE

N

E

A---------D

S

T

N

OLDER

47 .54

YOUNGER 46.42

6

.14

6

.49

7

.42

4

.40

MALE

49.00

E
N

c
A
E

N

U
R

À

o

FEMÀLE

YOUNGER 45.12

8. 95

OLDER 47.33

8.53

D

YOUNGER 44.46

À

OLDER 46.94

I

9.24

N

Note: 50 was the cut-off point. Scores above 50 r,¡as indicative of internality, and below 50 ç¡as externality.
ÀNOVÀ's Resul t s

There were no significant effects obtained.
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Table 104
Age croup and Sample Size in the previous St.udy (Mak,

Age

1993)

Groups

Ethnicity

Gender

Chinese
Canadian

Male

20

22

42

Female

23

¿3

46

le

30

20

50

Female

23

25

48

96

90

186

EuroCanadian

Ma

Tota

I

Younger

Older

Total

age group included adoLescents from ages 13 to
rygtei_Younger
15. Older age group included adolescents from ages 16 to lg.
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TÀBLE

Scores

c
H

of the Multi-Content Locus of Control Measure (MLC)
in the previous Study (Mak, 1993)

YOUNGER 48.91

c

À

FEMALE

N

N
À----------

E

D

I

1OB

s

I

E

À

oLDER 44,87
YOUNGER 44.65

MALE

OLDER 46.39

N

c
À

FEMÀLE

YOUNGER

----_---

48.17

6.54
8.28
9

.17

6.33
8.81

OLDER 48.72

I .02

D

YOUNGER 44.23

o El

À

OLDER 45.

E

N

U
R

A

N

15

9

.40

Note: 50 ¡,¡as the cut-off point. Scores above 50 was indicative of internality, and below 50 r,¡as externality.
ÀNOVÀ |

s Results
There were no significant effects obtained.
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Hvpotheses q to
Con

t r ol-

Ethnicity, Gender, and lge on Locus of

The analysis-of-variance procedure on the MLC data showed

that there was no main effects in locus of control . An examination of the data showed that although a1J. three ethnic
groups were bilocal in the locus of control , considerable
differences in the extent of bilocaJ.ity existed amongst
them. ln the presen! study, Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescenLs
v¡ere most external, Euro-Canadian adolescents v¡ere in lhe
middle, and Chinese-Canadian adolescents were least.
À comparison between the present MLC results and those in
the previous study (Mak, 1983) showed a difference in the
extent of externality between Chinese-Canadian adol-escents
residing in winnipeg (previous study) ând in creater vancouver (present study); and between Euro-Canadian adolescents
residing in Winnipeg (previous study) and in rural Manitoba
(present study). The comparison showed that Chinese-Canadian
adolescents in Greater Vancouver were less external
(Mean=47.92 S.D. 6.11) than their counterparts in Winnipeg
(t'tean=46.21 S.p.=7.58); and Euro-Canadian adolescents in
Winnipeg were less external (Mean=46.57 S.D.=8.93) than
their counterparts in rural Manitoba (Mean=45.96 S.Ð.=9.22).
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HyÞotheses

9, 10, and 1 f:

Àdolescent perceotion of Future-

Certaintv
The Perception-of-the-Future questionnai re was used to
gain an understanding on how certain adolescents are in fuLfiLling their future goals in the city/tov¡n they are currently living in and how certain. they are in leaving the
city/town they are living in ten years from now. Table 11
shows the number of adolescents who would like to live in or
leave the city/town they are living in ten years from now.
Table 114 shows the degree of certainty of those who expect
to leave.
In the present study, approximately 1g% (i,e. 3g out of
216 respondents) of the

, ?.7% (i.e. 14 out
of 196) of the Chinese-Canadian, and 83.7% (í.e. 162 out of
193) of the Euro-Canadian adolescents reported that they
nould not expect to live in the ciLy or town that they are
living in ten years from now. In the Hong-Kong-Ch i nese
group, 15 (i.e.7%) reported that they wouLd ]eave Hong Kong
v¡ith a high leve1 of certainty;
16 (i.e. j.5%) with some
degree of certainty; and 7 (i.e.
3.5%) with low certainty.
In the Chinese-Canadian group, 2 (i.e. 1.2%) reported that
they would leave Greater Vancouver with a high level of certainty; 5 (i.e. 2.6%) wi|h some degree of certainty; and 7
(i.e. 3.9%) with 1ow certainty. In the Euro-Canadian group,
69 (i.e. 36%) reported that they would leave rural Manitoba
r¡ith a high level of certainty, 71 (i.e.
37%) ¡vith some
degree of certainty, and 22 (i.e. 10%) !rith low certainty.
Hon

g-Kong-Ch i

ne se
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Table

11

TotaI number of respondents Iiving in/Ieaving the tot¡n/city
currently living in ten years from present.
Hong-Kong-Chi

TotaI

ne se

Number=21 6

staying=178

(82%)

Leaving=lg

(18%)

92

Chinese-Canadian

StaYing=l

TotaI

Leav i ng= l4

(8%)

Euro-Canadian

StaYing=l1

( 17%)

TotaI

Leaving=162

(84%)

Number=196

Number=193

(92%)
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Table
Ðegree

of Certainty in leaving the town/city currently living in ten years from present
Hi

Hong-Kong-Chi ne se
Leaving t ota 1= 38
%

11À

ghly

Certa i n

Somevrhat
Certa i n

15

tÞ

Not at aII
Certain
7

leaving in total

sample of 216

3.5%

Chi ne se -Canad i an

Leaving tota
%

1='1 4

2

Ieaving in total

sample of

196

¿

.6%

a

oø/

Euro-Canadian leav i ng

total=162
% Ieaving in total
sample of 193

69

71

36%

37%

22
10%
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) The deqree of S_g_E_lg_ijg¿ in attaininq the chosen occuÞation ten vears from the Þresent
(1

Table 12 contains results of this aspect of the questionna i re.
The analysis f ail-ed to

obtain any significant ethnicity,
gender, and age differences on this aspect of the questionnaire. The finding reflects that all adolescents in the
present study are somewhat uncertain (i.e. approximately 50%
of ceriainty) in attaining their chosen occupation ten years
from the present.
Q) Expectation of social and Þo1itical chanqes
from the Þresent

!_g_B_

yee-E

Table 13 contains results of this aspect of t.he questionna i re.

Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant with F(2,604)=12.65, p<.001 , Omega Squared=0.04.
Of the three ethnic aroups, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se expected most
social and political changes in ten years from now, EuroCanadian were intermediate, and Chinese-Canadian were least.
The g-tests sho¡{ed that the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se group differed
significantly
from the Chinese-Canadian group Hith
!(378)=4.54, p<.001.
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TÀBLE 12

Degree

of certainty in attaining
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N ---------
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E

chosen occupation

MALE

1

in future

.54

oLDER 1.76

.68
.67

YOUNGER 1 .58

OLDER 1.76

.70

YOUNGER 1.52

.54

G

c

c

H

À

FEMÀLE

N
A----------

I

N
E

D

s

]

E

À

MALE

oLDER

1

.70

YOUNGER 2.03

OLDER

1

.19

N

C
YOUNGER 1,43
A
FEMALE _----:-N
oLDER 1 .37
À---------D
YOUNGER 1 ,70
I
MÀLE --------A
OLDER 1.45

E
U
R

o

N

Not.e:.4 score of 1 indicates high certain!y, 2 indicates
certainty, and 3 indicates J.ow certainty.
ÀNOVÀ's

Re

.81

.74
.54

.54
.61

.65
.68

50%

sul. t s

There were no significant
main effects obtained.

ethnicity,

gender, or age-group
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TÀBLE

13

Expectation of socio-political changes l0 years from
MEÀN
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KE

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE
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NE
c

oLÐER 1 .51
YOUNGER 1 .74
OLDER

A

N

A----------

E

D

N

s

I

E

À

1

.62

YOUNGER 2.06

H

i

1.74

FEMÀLE

oLDER 1 .92
YOUNGER 2.15

OLDER

1

.83

now

S.

D.

.77

.66
.68
.53
.82
.81

.83
.76

N

E
U
R

o

C
YOUNGER 1 .89
A
FEMALE -_-----N
oLDER 1.87
À---------D
YOUNGER 1 .88
I
MÀLE --------À
OLDER 1.94

.47

.59
.66
.78

N

Note: 1 indicates expectation of a lot of changes, 2 indicates expectation of some changes, and 3 indicates no changes.

ÀNOVÀ's Results

Ethnicity main effecl:
Squa red= . 04

E(2,604)=12.65, p<.001.

Omega

se expected most social-poJ.iticaI changes,
Euro-Canadian Here intermediate,
Ch i nese-Canad i an were
least, Hong-Kong-Ch i n e se differed significantly from Chinese-Canadian with !(378)=4.54 ¡ p<.001.
Hong-Kong -Ch i ne
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(3) Takinq social and Þotiticat chanqes into consideration
when plannino for the future occupation
Table 14 contains results of this aspect of the guestionna i re.

Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant with F(2,604)=12.88, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.04.
Of the threè ethnic groups, the Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se group had
considered most social and political changes when planning
for future occupation, Euro-Canadian were intermediate, and
Chinese-Canadian were least. The t-tests shor¡ed that the
Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se group differed significantly
from the Chinese-Canadian group with t(408)=4.86, p<.001.
(4) The deqree the expected social and political chanqes
have affected the adolescents' overall planninq of the
future
Tab1e 15 contains
na i

results of this aspect of the question-

re.

Of the the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect
vtas significant with F(2,6041=12.21 , p<.001, Omega
Sguared=O.04. Both Euro-Canadian and Chinese-Canadian groups

reported that expected social and political changes had not
really affected their overalJ. planning of the future;. whereas Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents reported that the expected
changes in Hong Kong had somewhat. affected their overaLl
planning of the future.
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TÀBLE 14

Considering socio-political changes in occupational planning
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I
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,62

N

Ngte: À score of 1 indicates taken changes into considerationr 2 laken changes somenhat into consiåeration, 3 did not
take changes into consideration.
ANOVA I s Results
Ethnicity main effect:
q(2,604)=12.88 p<.001 Omega
Squared=.04

ne se considered most socio-political
changes in
future-pLanning, Euro-Canadian were intËrmediate, ChíneseCanadian were least.
Hong-Kong-Ch i nese differèd significantly fron Ch i nese-Canad i an with !(408) =4.86, p<.001.

Hong-Kong-Ch i

TABLE 15

Changes-expectation af fecting overall future-planning
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oLDER 1.91
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¿.3t
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YOUNGER 2.24
À
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OLDER 2 .69
À---------D
YOUNGER 2.37
I
MÀLE ---------

oLDER 2.61

A

.66
.51

.70
.61

N

1 indicates expected changes had affected ove ra 1l
planning of the future, 2 indicates had somewhat af fected,
and 3 indicates expected changes had not affected ove ra 11
planning at aIl.
ANOVA's Results

Ethnicity

Squared=.04

¡nain effect:

E(2,604)=14.21 p<.001

Omega

ne se reported sociaJ.-political changes had most
affected future-planning, Euro-Canadians Here intermediate,

Hong-Kong-Ch i

Chinese-Canadians were least . Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se di ffered
significantly from Chinese-Canadian with t(412)=4.41 ,
p<.001, and from Euro-Canadian r+ith t(406)=4.34, p<.001.
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The g-tests showed thal

the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se group differed significantly from the Chinese-Canadian group with
L(412)=4.41 , p<.001 and from the Euro-Canadian group with
t(406)=4.34¡ p<.001.
HyÞotheses 12: Ethnic, Gender, and Àqe Differences in Causal

Attribution
The four causaL beliefs (i.e.

other-success, other-failure)

seLf-success, seLf-failure,

¡vere investigated in terms of

each of the four conditions examined in the TÀp. The condi-

(3) luck; and (4) rask
tions are: (1) ability; (2) effort;
difficulty.
Thus, four separate analysis-of-variance procedures were perf orrned on each causal belief.
A) Causal BeIief : SeLf-success
1. Abilitv
Results relating to t.his condition are found in Table

16,

Of the three main effects, only the age effect was sig-

nificant with F(1,604)=73.54, p<.001, Omega Squared=q.10.
The result showed that older adolescents were rnore Iikely to
attribute success to self on the basis of their abilities
than younger adolescents.

TÀBLE 16

Attributing SeIf-Success to Àbility
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Note: This scale has a ninimum score of 3 (Ionest tendency
of attributing self-success to ability), a neutral point oi
9, a rnaximum score of 15 (highest tendency of attributing
seLf-success to ability).
ÀNOVAts Resul t s

effect: F(1,604)=73.54, p<.001, Omega Sguared=.10
OIder adolescents were more likeIy to attribute self-success
to ability than younger adolescents.
Àge main

2.

Effort

TabIe l7 contains results relating to attribution of
self-success to effort.
Of the three mai.n effects,
gender and age-groups Ì¡ere
significant. The gender main effect with F(1,604)=37.95,
p<.001, Omega Squared=O.05 showed that females reere more
Iikely to attribule self-success to effort than males. The
age main effect with F(1,604)=9'l .13,
p<,OOl, Omega
Squared=O.12 showed that older adolescents were more 1ikely
to attribute self-success to effort than younger adol-escents.
Luc k

TabLe 18 contains

results on attributing self-success to

Iuck.
Ànalyses showed that there were no significant ethnicity,
age, or gender differences in the way adolescents attributed

self-success to 1uck. Results showed that alL adolescents
had a moderate tendency of attributing self-success to luck.

TABLE 17

Àttributing SeIf-Success to
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Note: This scale has a rninimum scôre of 3 ( lowest tendency
of attributing self-success to effort),
a neutral point of
9, and a maximum score of 15 (hiqhest tendency
of attributing self-success to effort).
ÀNOVÀ | s Results
Gender main effect: 4(1,604)=37.95 p..001 Ornega Squared=.05
Age main effect: E(1,604)=91.13 p..001 Onega Squared=,12
OIder and female adolescents were more IikeLy to attribute
seLf-success to effort than younger and male adolescents,
respec t i veIy.
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TABTE 18

Attributing SeLf-Success to

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

Luc k

YOUNGER 7.72
O

2.89
a oo

YOUNGER 8.59

3.03

OLDER 9.1

8.64

2

.30

G

c

A

H

I

FEMÀLE

N

YOUNGER 7.64

2.52

OLDER 8.67

2,89

YOUNGER 9.22

3.13

8.37

2 -23

N

E

D

S

I

E

À

MÀLE

N

vouNGER 8.

18

A
FEMÀLE -------N
OLDER 7 .42
À---------D
YOUNGER 8.58
I
MÀLE ---------

E
U
R

o

OLDER ?.87

2.91

2.61

3.02
2.80

N

Ngte: This.scale has a minimum score of 3 (lowest tendency
of
self-success.to luck), a neutral point of 9,
and-attributing
a maximum score.of 15 (highest tendency of attributin!
self-success to luck).
ANOVA t

s

Result

There were no

differences.

s

significant ethnicity, age-group, or

gender
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4. Task Difficultv
TabLe 19 contains results

task difficulty

on attributing self-success to
in adolescents.

The analysis showed that there were no significant ethnicityr âg€, or gender differences in the way adolescents

perceived task difficulty
as a factor contributing to self
success. Results showed that all adolescents had a moderate
tendency of perceiving success of themselves as a result of

task di ff iculty.
S

umma

ry

OIder adolescenLs were more like1y to attribute success
to self on the basis of their ability and effort than young1.

adolescents.

2. Females are more Iikely to attribute success to self
the basis of their effort than ma1es.

3. À11 adolescents

had

on

moderate tendency of perceiving

luck and task dif f icuJ.ty to be factors contributing to selfsuccess.
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TÀBLE

'1

9

Attributing SeIf-Success to Task Dif f icuJ.ty

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER 8.09
FEMÀLE

OLDER 9.07
YOUNGER 8.

13

OLDER 7.93

2

.33

2

.68

2.83

G

c
H

I

8.22

'I

.88

N

OLDER 9.14

1

.90

D

YOUNGER 8.33

2.38

À

OLDER 7.83

2.48

YOUNGER

A

F'EMÀLE

N

E

s
E

I

N

YOUNGER 7.73

c
À
E
U
R

o

FEMÀLE

N

2

,30

OLDER 9.07

A

YOUNGER 9 .42

D
T

OLDER 9 ,45

A

¿.3¿r

N

Note: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (lowest tendency
of attributing self-success to task difficulty), a neutral
point of 9, and a maxirnum score of 15 (higheãt tendency of
attributing self-success to task difficulty)
ÀNOVArs

Results

There were no

differences.

significant ethnicity, age-group, or

gender

B.

Causal BeIief : Other-Success

1.

AÞLI i

tv

Table 20 contains results on adolescents' attributions of
other-success to others' abi 1i ty.

Of the three main effects, ethnicity and age were significant. The ethnicity main effect with E(2,604)=11.64,
p<.001

Squared=0.04 showed that Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se
adolescents were nost likely to perceive abilities of others

,

Omega

as a basis of others' successes, Chinese-Canadian were
intermediate, and Euro-Canadian were least. The t-tests
shor¡ed that Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se differed significantty from
Ch i nese-Canad i an with t(408)=3.91, p<.001,
and from EuroCanadian with t(370)=a.17, p<.001.
Thè age-group main effect with F( f,604)=34.17, p<.001,

Sguared=O.05 showed that oLder adolescents !¡ere more
likely to perceive successes of others as a resuLt of oth-

Omega

ers' abilities
2.

than younger adolescents.

Ef f ort

Table 21 contains result.s on the way adolescents attributed successes of others' to others, effort.

TABLE

2O

Àttributing Other-Success to Ability

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER 12.23

¿.¿+

--9llÏ---13:ll
YOUNGER 12.7 6

2

12.20

2

.30

2

.43

FEMÀLE

.42

2.04

G

c
H

I

YOUNGER 11 .64

c

A

FEMALE

N

OLDER

11

.34

N

E

s

D

I

YOUNGER 10.80

2,76

12.73

2,25

MÀLE

E
N

YOUNGER 10.92

oLDER

E

1 1 .02

I .5¿t

OLDER 10.64

2.06

R

o
À
N

Note: This scale has a mini¡num score of 3 (Ior¡est tendency
of attributing other-success to others' ability),
a neutral
point of 9, and a nraxinum score of 15 (highest tendency of
attributing other-success to others' abi).ity).
ANOVÀ's RèsuLts

Ethnicity effect: E(2¡604)=l1.64 p<,001 Omega Squared=.04
Àge main effect: F(1,604)=34.17 p<.001 Ornega Squared=.05
Hong-Kong-Chi ne se most freguently attributed other-success
to ability, Chinese-Canadian were intermediate, Euro-Canadian nere least. Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se differed fron Chinese-Canadians with !(408)=3.91, p<.001 and from Euro-Canadians with
t(370)=4.171 p<.001.'O1der adolescents attributed othersuccess more to ability than did younger adolescents.
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TÀBLE

21

Àttribut ing Other-Success to Effort
MEAN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

I I .4b

2.92

OLDER 11.71

2.86

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

YOUNGER

11

.19

2.95

OLDER 10.86

G

c
H

I

N

E

s
E

c

YOUNGER

12.54

À
FEMALE ------N
OLDER 1 1 .84
-À----------D
YOUNGER 11.49
I
MÀLE ------A
OLDER 11.29

1.95

2.56
2.40
1.97

N

YOUNGER 12.10
FEMÀLE
E
U
R

o

N

OLDER 12.16

2

.30

A
D

I

À

YOUNGER 8.46

OLDER 12.21

2.ó3
z-46

N

Note: This scale has a rninimum score of 3 (Iowest tendency
of attributing other-success to effort), a neutral point of
9, and a maximum score of 15 (highest tendency of attributing other-success to effort).
ANOVÀ's Results

effect3 F(1,604)=24.96 p<.001 Omega Squared=. 04
Females were more 1ikely to attribute ot.her-success to
effort than males.

Gender main
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Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
with F( 1,604)=24.96, P<.001, Omega Squared=0.04. This main
effect showed that females vrere more likeIy to attribute
other-successes to efforts than maLes.
2

Luc k

Table 22 contains results on attributing other-success to
1uck.

The analyses showed that there vrere no significant eth-

nicityr

â9ê, or gender differences in the way adolescents
perceived luck as the factor Ieading to others' successes.
Results suggested that all adolescents perceived luck to be
somewhat. important in the successes of others.
4. Task Difficultv
Table 23 contains results on at.tribution of other-success
to task-di f f iculty.

Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant witfr g(2,604)=21 .07, p<.001 , Ornega Squared=0.07.
Euro-Canadian adolescents were most 1ike1y to âttribute oth-

ersr successes to task difficutty,
Chinese-Canadian i,rere
intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were least. The !-tests
showed that Euro-Canadian adolescents differed signif icantty
from Chinese-Canadian with !(366)=4.70¡ p<.001, and from
Hong-Kong-Chi ne se with t ( 370 ) =5.98 r p<.001.
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TABLE 22

Attributing Other-Success to

Luc k

s.
HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

FEMÀLE

MALE

c
H

I

FEMALE

À
N

YOUNGER 7 ,67

2.35

OLDER 8.12

2.68

YOUNGER 8.39

2

,15

OLDER 7 ,48

2

.45

YOUNGER 8.66

2

.46

OLDER 7.43

2.02

YOUNGER 7.58

2.21

D.

N

E

D

s

I

E

A

MÀLE

.56

2

.71

YOUNGER 8,22

¿

.4U

OLDER

7

N

c
A

OLDER 8.7

3

2.73

D

YOUNGER 7.96

2.79

A

OLDER 8.55

2.50

E
U

N

R

o

F'EMALE

À

I

N

Ngte: This scale has a rninimum score of 3 (Iowest tendency
of -attributing other-success to l-uck), a neutraJ. point of 9-,
and
a maximum score. of 15 (highest tendency ot ãttributin!
other-success to luck).
ÀNOVÀ I

S RESUIT S

There were no
o1!!erences.

significant ethnicity, age-group, or

gender
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TABLE 23

Àttributing Other-Success to Task Difficulfy
MEÀN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

8.00

2.85

OLDER 6.79

2.36

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

YOUNGER

7

.69

¿.3¿

OLDER 7,98

2

.08

YOUNGER 8.76

2

.04

G

c

H

I

À

FEMALE

OLDER 7.25

N

1.90

N

YOUNGER 7.73

D

s
E

MALE

T

OLDER 8.22

À

N

C
A
E

N

U

A

R

Ð

FEMÀLE

9,57

2.19

OLDER 8.49

2.59

YOUNGER

_-------

YOUNGER 8.94

o

oLDER 9.06

À

2.51

N

Note: This scale has a m:.nrmum score of 3 (lowest tendency
of attributing other-success to task-difficuJ.ty), a neutral
point of 9, and a maximum score of 15 (highest tendency of

attributing other-success to task-difficulty).

ANOVÀ's Resul

ts

Ethnicity ¡nain effect:
Squared=. 07

E(2,604)=21

,07,

p<.001,

Omega

Euro-Canadian adoLescents were most likeIy to attribute other-success to task-difficulty, Chinese-Canadian were intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were l-east likeIy. Euro-Can-

adians differed significantly fromChinese-Canadians lrith
p<.001 and from Hong-Kong-Ch i nese with
!(366)=4.70,
g(370)=5.98,
p<.001.
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Summa r

1.

y

Hong-Kong-Ch i

ne

se adolescents were most 1ikely

bute successes of others to the abilities
nese-Canadian vrere interrnediate,

to attriof others, Chi-

and Euro-Canadian

were

least.
2. Euro-Canadian adoLescents v¡ere most likely to attribute
successes of others to task difficulty,
Chinese-Canadian
were intermediate, and Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se were least 1ikely.
3. Older adolescents were more likely to attribute successes
of others to others' abilities than were younger adolescents.

4. Female adolescent.s were more J.ikely to attribute succèsses of others to efforts of others than lrere male adolescents.

C. CausaI BeLief :Self-FaiLure
1. ¡bilitv
Table 24 contains results relating to adolescents' selffai lure attributions to ability.
The analyses showed that t.here lrere no significant ethnicityr a9e, or gender differences in the attributions of

self-failure

relating to abiJ.ity. Results suggested that aII
adolescents tended to perceive self-failures to be related
to their abilities.
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TÀBLE 24

Àttributing SeIf-Faiture to

c
r

H

Abi 1i

YOUNGER

H

ty

9.14

FEMALE ---_-oLDER 10.75
N --------E
YOUNGER 9.30

o
N
G

K

S

o
N

E

c

c

H

À

I

MÀLE

oLDER 10.86
YOUNGER 9 .46

FEMÀLE

N

OLDER

D

YOUNGER

11

2.64
2.34
2.22
2.59
2.29

.53

N

E

I

S

'I 'I .

04

OLDER 10.07

E

2.29
1

.90

N

YOUNGER 10.55
E

N

U
R

A

OLDER 9.91

D

o

2.91
2

.02

YOUNGER 10.28

2.85

OLDER 9.87

¿.¿t

N

Ngte: This.scale has a ¡ninimum score of 3 (lowest tendency
of attributing self-failure to ability),
a neutral point o?
9, a maximum score. of. 15 (highest lendency of att;ibuting
sel f -f

a

i

lure to ability).

ÀNOVA's Results

There were no

differences.

significant ethnicity, age-group, or

gender

¿.

Effort

Table 25 contains results relating to adolescents' attributions of self-failure to effort.

Of the three main effects,
ethnicity and age-group v¡ere
significant. The ethnicity main effect with F.(2,604)=25.99,
p<.001, Omega Squared=O.08 showed that of the three ethnic
groups, Chinese-Canadian adolescents lrere most 1ikely to

attribute their failures to their lack of efforts, HongKong-Chinese were intermediate, and Euro-Canadian were
least. The t-tests showed that the Euro-Canadian group differed significantly from the Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se group with
t(370)=3.70r p<.001, and from the Chinese-Canadian group
wiÈh t(366)=7.10, p<.001.
The age main effect

r¡ittr n( 1,604)=25.54, p<.001, Omega
Squared=o,04 showed that older adolescents r,rere more Iikely
to attribute self-failures to lack of effort than were
younger adolescents.

TÀBLE 25

Àttr ibut inq Self-FaiIure to Effort

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER

FEMALE

c

H

I

À

FEMÀLE

N

11.11

OLDER 12.79

2

.09

YOUNGER 10.57

2

.48

OLDER

11

.63

2.14

YOUNGER

12

.38

2.10

OLDER 12.73

2.03

N

E

D

s

I

E

À

YOUNGER

11

2.34

.14

13.37

N

YOUNGER 9.80
E

N

U

À

R

D

o

OLDER
YOUNGER

11

2.87

,44

11 .

2.97

OO

oLDER 10.21

2.19

N

Note:This scale has a minimum score of 3 (least attributinq
self-failure to lack of effort), a neutral point of 9, and ã
maximum score of 15 (most attributing selflfailure
to lack
of ef f ort ).
ANOVÀrs Results

Ethnicity

main effect:

Squared =.08

Àge-group main effect:

=

.04

E(2,604)=25.98, p<.001.
F(1,604)=27.54 p<.001

Chinese-Canadians most frequentty

Ome

ga

Omega Squa r ed

attributed self-failure to

lack of effort, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were int.ermediate, and
Euro-Canadians the least. Euro-Canadian differed from HongKong-chinese with g(370)=3.70r p<.001 and from Chinese-Canádian with t(366)=7.10, p<.001. Older adolescents attributed
self-failufes more to lack of effort than Aia voungei-ÀããIescents.
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3.

Luc k

Table 26 contains results relating to adolescents' attributions of seLf-failures as a result of bad Iuck.

Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
with F(1,604)=31.63 p<.001, Omega squared=o.05. This result
showed that male adolescents lrere more likely
to attribute
self-fail-ure to bad luck than were female adolescents.

4. Task Difficultv
Table 27 contains results on attributions of self-failure

to task di f f iculty.
Of the three rnain effects, only the ethnicity effect Has
signif icant with F(2,604)=19.27, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.06.
This result showed that of the three ethnic groups, EuroCanadian adolescents were most 1ikeIy to attribute seLffailures to task difficulty,
Chinese-Canadian adolescents
were intermediate, and Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se were 1east. The
t-tests showed that the Euro-Canadian group differed significantly from the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se group with t(370)=5.96r
p<.001 ,
and from the Chinese-Canadian group with
g(367)=4.64, p<.001.
Sumna

1.

rv

Chinese-Canadian adolescents r,rere most

likely to attri-

bute self-failures to lack of effort, Hon g-Kong-Ch
intermediate, and Euro-Canadian were least.

i ne

se were
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TABLE 26

Attr ibuting SeLf-failure to

c

H

YOUNGER

Luck

6.74

H
FEMALE -----I
oLDER 6.59
N --------E
YOUNGER 7.72
S
MALE
E
OLDER 8.25

o
N
G

v

o
N

2.36
2.49

G

c

A

H

I

FEMALE

N

À---------D

N

E

s

I

E

A

MÀLE

YOUNGER 7.32

2

OLDER 6.49
YOUNGER 7.24

2.05

OLDER 8.07

.41

2.78
)

1't

2

,31

2

.54

N

c

YOUNGER 6.33
FEMÀLE

A
E

N

U
R

À

D

I
À

OLDER 6.71
YOUNGER 8.34

2.97

OLDER 7 .68

3.12

N

Ngte: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (Lowest tendency
of_atÈributing self-faiLure_to luck), a neutral point of 9-,
and a maximum score.of 15 (highest tendency ot ättributin!
sel f-fa i lure to Luck).
ÀNOVA I

s

Resul t s

Gender main

effect:

F(1r604)=31.63, p<.001,

Omega Squared

Males were more likely to altribute self-failure
than vere females.

=

to bad luck

TABLE 27

Àttributing

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE

.SeIf

-FaiIure to Task Difficulty

YOUNGER 7.58
FEMALE

YOUNGER 8.

os
NE
c

À

H

I

FEMALE

N

N

E

OLDER 8.48

I

E

A

2.40
2

,02

7.93

2

.35

58

2

.54

OLDER 8.27

2

.19

YOUNGER 8.

MÀLE
OLDER

2.23
2

N

YOUNGER 8.04
E

N

U
R

À

D

ô

N

.47

15

YOUNGER 8. 16

D

S

2

OLDER 9.62
YOUNGER 9.90

oLDER 10.17

.46

2.79
2.31
1

.89

1

.76

Ngte: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (Iowest tendencv
of.attributing self-failure
task-difficulty), u n;;t;;i
point of 9, and a maximum to
score of 15 (higheåt'te"aã"ãv-ãi
attributing sel f-fa i Lure to task-difficultyi.
ÀNOVA I

s Results

Ethnicity

Squared=.06

main effect

F(2,604)=19.27,

p<.OO1,Omega

most frequentlyattributed self-failure to
Chinese-Canãdian were intermediate, una
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were least.
The Euro-Canadian groui aii_
significantty.
from
rhe
Hong-Kong-chinese
gioup' ;ill,
Içl:i,
p<.001, and fro¡n the Chinese-Canadiañ group
L!i./u1l?:99r.
with
Euro-Canadian

task difficulty,

t(367 )=4.64, p<.001.
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2. Older adolescents were more J.ikely t.o attribute
failures to lack of effort than younger adolescents.

self-

3. Male adolescents were more likeIy to attribute self-failures to bad luck than female adolescents.
4. Euro-Canadian adolescents were most Iikely !o attribute
self-failures to task difficulty,
Chinese-Canadian were
intermediate, and Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se were Ieast.
D. Causal Belief : Other-Failure
1. ebilitv
Tab1e 28 contains results on attributing

to

l-ac

others' failures

k of abi li ty.

Of the three main effects, only the age effect was significant with F(1,604)=11.25, p<.001, Omega Squared=g.02.
Results showed that older adolescents were more Iikely to
attribute failures of others' to lack of ability than were
younger adolescents.

2. Effort
Table 29 contains results on attributing other-failures

to others' lack of effort.

TABLE 28

Attributing Other-Fai lure to Ability
MEAN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER 9.40
FEMALE

OLDER

2.73

11 ,41

3.15

YOUNGER 10.20

1.61

OLDER 10.25

2.28

G

c
H

A

T

N

N

E

s
E

YOUNGER 9.7 4
FEMÀLE

A---------D
I

MÀLE

À

OLDER

11

.06

YOUNGER 10.51

2.54
2.07
2.05

OLDER 10.54

2

.40

N

E

N

U

À

R

D

YOUNGER i0.47

1.75

OLDER 9.64

2.44

YOUNGER 9.40

2.53

OLDER 10.28

A

1

.36

N

Note: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (Ieast attribute
other-failures to ability), a neutral point of 9, and a maximum score of 15 (most attribute other:failures to ability).
ÀNOVÀ's Result

Age main

s

effect:

E(1¡604)=11.25, p<.001,

Omega Squared=.02

Older adolescents were more likeIy to attribute other-fai1ure to ability t.han were younger adolescents.

TABLE 29

Attributing Other-Fai lure to Effort

H
N

H

I

YOUNGER 11.70
FEMALE

G

N ---------

K

E

o

S

N

E

MALE

oLDER 11.69
YOUNGER 10. 67
OLDER

11

.68

2.75
2.99
2.32

G

c

H

I

À

1.81

YOUNGER

FEMALE

N

OLDER 11.73

2.25

N

E

YOUNGER

D

s

I

E

À

11.6

2

2

.20

MÀLE

14

.02

4.38

N

YOUNGER 10.67
E
U
R

N
D

o
À

OLDER
YOUNGER

'1

2

.07

11 .38

2.42

1.30

2.99

oLDER 10.51

2.07

N

Note: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (least attribute
other-failure to lack of effort), a neutral point of 9, and
a maxinum score of 15 (most attribute otherlfailure to lack
of ef fort).
ÀNOVA's Results

Ethnicity main effect
Squared=.03

F(2,604)=10.51,

Chinese-Canadians nost freguently attributed

p<.001,

Omega

other-failure
to lack of effort,
Hong-Kong-Chi ne se were intermediate,
Euro-Canadian were least.
The Euro-Canadian group differed
significantly
from the Chinese-Canadian gróup with
t(367)=4.56, p<.001.
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Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant with F(2,604)=10.51 , p<.001, omega squared=o.03.
Chinese-Canadian adolescents were nost likeIy

to attribute

others' failures to lack of effort, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were
intermediate, and Euro-Canadian were least 1ikeIy. The
g-tests showed that the Euro-Canadian group differed significantly from the Chinese-Canadian group with t(362)=4.56r
p<.001.
.'

Luc k

Table 30 contains resuLts on adolescents, attributions of
others' failures to bad luck.
The analysis shovred that there were no significant ethnicityr â9e, or gender differences on the way adolescents

atLributed failures of others to bad luck. Results shovred
that aLl adol-escent groups had a moderate tendency of
attributing others' failures to bad 1uck.
4. Task Di f f icultv

Table 31 contains results on attributions of othersr
fai Iures to task dif ficulty.
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TÀBLE

3O

Àttr ibuting Other-Failure to Luck

S.
HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE
H

I

FEMÀLE

YOUNGER 6.88

2.88

OLDER 7 .34

2.89

YOUNGER 7.86

2.37

D.

MÀLE
OLDER

A

FEMÀLE

N

7

.25

2.7

4

YOUNGER 7.08

2.20

OLDER 6.96

2. s8

N

E

YOUNGER

D

S

I

¡1

À

MALE

7

,11

OLDER 8. 19

2

.90

2.80

N

FEMALE _._---

A

YOUNGER 7.06

3,42

N

A----------

OLDER 6 .69

2.61

U

R

D

YOUNGER 5.68

2.50

OLDER 7.27

3.26

E

o

I
À

N

Note: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (lowest tendency
of attributing other-failure to bad luck), a neutral point
of 9, and a maximum score of 15 (highest tendenc!' of attributing other-failure to bad luck).
ÀNOVA's Results

There were no
di f f erences.

significant ethnicity, age-group, or

gender

TÀBLE

31

Àttributing Other-Failure to Task Difficulty
MEAN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER 8.

OO

2.39

OLDER 8.34

2.20

FEMALE

YOUNGER 8.89

OLDER

7

.31

1

.86

2

.43

2

.09

G

c
H

I

À

8.74

YOUNGER

FEMALE

OLDER 8.35

N

N

E
S

YOUNGER

D

I

MÀLE

E

7.49

OLDER 8.36

N

2.70
3.04

YOUNGER 9.48
E
U

N

OLDER 8.69

2

.48

R

D

YOUNGER 7.94

2

.37

o

OLDER 9. OO
N

2.06

Note: This scale has a minimum score of 3 (lowest tendencv
of_attributing other-failure to task difficulty), a neutrai
-attributing other-failure to task difficulti).
ANOVÀ's Results

There were no significant
ortlerences.

ethnicity,

age-group, or

gender
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The analysis showed that there were no significant eth-

nicityr â9ê, or gender differences in adolescent attributions of others' failures to task difficuLty. Results showed
that aII adolescent groups had a rather high Èendency of
attributing others' faiLures to task difficulty.
Summa

rv

1. Older adolescents were more Iikely to attribute others'
failures to lack of abiJ.ity than younger adolescents.
2. Chinese-Canadian adolescent.s vere most likeIy to attribut.e others' failures to lack of effort,
Hong-Kong-Chinese
¡rere intermediate, and Euro-Canadian vrere least.
3. All adolescent groups showed a moderate tendency of
attribuling others' failures to bad 1uck; and a rather high
tendency to task difficulty.
Table 32À contains a summary of al-1 stat.istically significant results on attributions of self-success and others'
successes; and Table 328 on attributions of self-failure and
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Table

32À

f and Omega-Squared Values of SeIf-Success and Other-Success
Attribut ions

Se

Ethn ic i

.
Àbi 1i

ì'

ty

ty.

¡Su

'
'

Age

Other -Success
q=

11.

64

Omega=. 04

HKc(most);ec(reast)
F=73.54 Omega= . 10

F=34.17 Omega=.O5

olC(more);young(1ess) old(more);young(Iess)

Ethn ic i

Effort

I f -Success

ty
F=91 . 13 Omega=. 1 2
Young ( less )

old (more )

Gender

F=37.95 Omega=.05
F= 24.96 Omega=.04
Fem(nore);MaIe(less) Fem(more);ttaLe(less)

Luc k

Task
Diff.

Ethn ic i

ty

F=21

.07

EC(nost);

Omega=.0

HKC (

Ieast

7
)

Note: OnIy F-values significant at p-values of <,001 are
reDôr ted

-

Àbbreviations: Fem=Females; Old=OIder adolescents
Young=yel¡¡ter adolescents ; EC=Euro-Canadian
HKC=Hong-Kong-Chinese ; Dif f . =pi f f iculty.
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Table
E and Omega-Squared Values

Àttributions

328

of Self-Failure

Self-Failure
Ethnicity
Abi I i ty.
Àge
.
.'

Ethnicity

Effort

and Other-Failure
Other-Fa i 1ur

e

F=1 1 .25 Omega=.o2
o1d (more ) ; young ( Iess )

F=25.98 Omega=.08
Ec ( teasr )

cC(most);

F=27 .54 Omega=.04
OId (more ) Young ( less

F=10.51 Omega=.03

cc(Most);EC(Íeasr)

)

Gender

Luc k

F=31

.63

Omega=. 05

MaIe(more) ;Fem(less)

Task
Diff.

Ethnic

ity

F=21

.07

Omega=.07

EC(most);UXC(teast)

Nore: onry F-values slgnlflcant at p-values of <.001 are
reported.

Àbbreviations: Fem=Females; OLd=Older adolescents
Young=y6u¡ter adolescents; EC=Euro-Canadian
HKC=Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se ; Diff.=OifficuIty.
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OF FAMI LY-HONORADOLESCENT PERCEPTION OF
ATTRI BUTI ON

,
I.

Socialization:

À.

The Acceptance-Reiection oimension (e-R)

Significant ethnicity differences were obtained in both
maternal and paternal Àcceptance-Rejection dimensions. Of
the three ethnic groups, Euro-Canadian adolescents reported
mos! acceptance from both parents, Chinese-Canadian adolescents nere intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se reported
Ieast acceptânce.
B. Psvcholoqical Autonomv-psycholoqical Control (pÀ-pc)
Significant ethnicity differences were obtained in both
naternal and paternaL psychological Àutonomy-psychological
ControL dimensions. Amongst the three ethnic groups, EuroCanadian adolescents Hong-Kong-Chinese reported most psycho-

J-ogical control

from both parents,

Chinese-Canadians were

intermediate, and Euro-Canadians reported least psychologiconEro

C. Firm Control-Lax ControL

(FC-LC)

Significant age main effects were obtained in both maternaI and paternal Firm Control-Lax Control dirnensions. In
comparison to older adolescents, younger adolescents reported more firm control from both parents.
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II.

Perception of the ImÞortance of Familv-Honor

For Chinese-Canadian adolescents, the famiJ.y-honor was
most important, followed by Euro-Canadian adolescents, and
Iast1y, for Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents, family-honor was
Ieast important.

III.

Locus of Control

Ethnicity, age-group, and gender differences in locus of
controlwere not significant. Data analyses reflècted that
most adolescents in the present study v¡ere externaL in their
belief orientations.
IV. Adolescent Perception of Future-Certaintv
Four trends were observed:

a) À11 adolescents were somewhat uncertain in attaining
their chosen occupations ten years from the present.
b) Hong-Kong-Ch i nese adolescents expected most social--poIitical changes in the city they are living in ten years from
now, !;uro-uanadlan Here tntermedrate, and Chinese_Canadian
were Ieast expected.
c) Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents had considered most socialpolitical changes when planning for their future occupations, Euro-Canadian were intermediate, and Chinese-Canadian
were least considered.
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d) Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents reported that the expected
social-political changes had somewhat affected their overall
planning of the future. Both Euro-Canadian and Chinese-Canadian adolescents did not real.ly perceive social-political
changes to have affected the overall planning of their
future.
V.

CausaI Àttribution

A.

SeI f -Succes s

'L OIder adolescerrts r¡ere more Iikely to attribute self-success to ability and effort than were younger adolescents.
2, Females were more likeLy to attribute
effort than were males.

self-success to

B. Other-Success
1. Hong-Kong-Chinese were most likely to attribute othersuccess to ability, Chinese-Canadians were interrnediate, and
Euro-Canadians were least J. i kety.
¿. !;uro-canadlans t¡ere most l-ikeIy to attribute other-suc_
cess to task difficulty,
Chinese-Canadians were intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were Least 1ikeJ.y.
3. Older adolescents were more likety to attribute othersuccess to ability than were younger adolescents.
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4. Females were more likely to attribute
ef fort than were males.

other-success to

C. Self-Failure
1. Chinese-Canadian adolescents were most 1ikely to attribute self-faiLure to lack of effort, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were
intermediate, and Euro-Canadian were least J.ikely.
2. Euro-Canadian adoLescents were most Iikely to attribute
self-failure to task dif f icuJ.ty, Chinese-Canadian were
intermediate, and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se were least Iikety.
3. OIder adoLescents v¡ere more likely to attribute selffailure to lack of effort than were younger adolescents.
4. Males were more likely to attribute self-failure to bad
luck than were females,
D. Other-Fa i lure
1. Chinese-Canadian adolescent.s were most IikeIy to attribute other-failure to lack of effort, Hong-Kong-Ch i n e se were
intermediate. and Euro-Canadian wêrê leaei lil¡alw

2. Ol-der adolescents attributed other-failure
of ability than did younger adolescents.

more

to lack
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4.3

ACHIEVEMENT BEHAVIOR

HyÞotheses 13: Minimal Standard

.{. Solvable Puzzle #1
Table 33 contains results relating to ninimal standard in
this triaI.
Of the three main effects, ethnicity and gender were sig_
nificant. The ethnicity main effect with F (2,535)=30.06,
p<.001, Omega Squared=O.09 showed that of the three ethnic
groups, Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents set the highest rnini-

standard,

an adolescents were intermediate, and Euro-Canadian adolescents l-owest. The g-tests
showed that the Hong-Kong-Chinese group differed significantly from the Chinese-Canadian group with t(332)=6.0gr
p<.001, and from the Euro-Canadian group Ì,¡ith t(292)=7.03,
maJ.

Ch

i nese-Canad i

p<.001.
The gender main effect e¡ith F(1,535)=39.0, p<.001, Omega
Squared=0.06 showed that male adolescents set higher minimaL

standard than female adolescents.

Table 34 contains results relating to this trial.

Of the three main effects, gender and age group were significant.
The gender main effect with F(1,534)=5g3.g,
p<.001

, Omega Squared=0.46

shov¡ed

that female adolescents

set Ior¡er minimal standard than male adolescents.
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TÀBLE 33

Minimal standard for Solvabl.e puzz]-e

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

FEMALE

#1

YOUNGER 1.02

,48

OLDER 1 .44
YOUNGER .87

,57

.88

.52

G

c
A

H

N

I
N

A----------

E

D

s

I

E

À

.72

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

MÀLE

oLDER 1.69

.85

YOUNGER 1.34

,77

OLÐER 1.26

.b

OLDER

.49

I

N

E
U
R

o

1

.35

N

Note:

utes.

The performance was mea sured
4 minutes was the maximum

1n

!e

rrns of min-

ÀNOVA's Result s

Ethnicity rnain effect:
Squared=.09

Gender main

E(2,535)=30.06 p<.001

effect: F(1,535)=39.0 p<.001

Omega

Omega Squared=.06

set highest minimal standard, Chinese-Canadians internediate, Euro-Canadians Lowest. úong-xong-Chinese differed significantly from Chinese-Canãdian - with
!(332)=6.08, p<.001, and from Euro-Canadian with
L(292)=7.03, p<.001. Males set higher minimal standard than
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se

femaLes.

TABLE 34

Minimal standard for Solvable puzzl-e #2

HC
OH
N]
GN
KE
OS
NE
c
H

À

.61

ol

YOUNGER 1.24

E.'

OLDER

E

À

2

1 . OO

YOUNGER 3.03

FEMALE

s

E

.48

OLDER

N
A---------D
I
MÀLE

I
N

3.65

YOUNGER

FEMALE

oLDER 2.26

E

I

.99
.88

YOUNGER 1.25

.46

OLDER 1.26

.62

YOUNGER 2,59

1.02

N

U

.+

OLDER

2.31

.71

OLDER

1

.44

t¿)

R

A
N

Note: The per formance was measured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes lrâs fhê mav imrrm âm.riiñt- ^f i-iñÃ ãl ì ^,.,^¡
ÀNOVA's Results

Gender Main effect:
Squared=,46

Àge group main effect:
Squared=.04

E('f

,534)=583.g,

p<.001

E(1,534)=52.62, p<.001

Omega
Omega

Males set higher minimaL standard than females. Older adoLescents set higher minimal standard than younger adolèscents.
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Squared=0.04

effect r¡ith F(11534)=52.62, p<.O0l, Onega
showed that younger adolescents set 1ower nini-

maL standard

than older adolescents.

The age main

C. Unsolvable PuzzIe #1
Table 35 contains results rel-atinq to this trial.

Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
with n(1,534)=58"5, Þ<.001, omega Squared=o.09. Female adoIescents set lower minimal standard in the unsolvable puzzle
than male adoLescents.

D. Unsolvable PuzzLe #2 (presented v¡ith Reinforcement)
Table 36 contains results relating to this trial.

Of the three main effects, ethnicity and gender were significant.
The ethnicity main effect with F(2,534)=7.76,
p<.001, Omega Squared=0.02 sho!¡ed that Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
adolescents set the highest minimal standard, Euro-Canadian
were intermediate, and Chinese-Canadian lowest. HoÌ,rever,

the t-test.s shor¡ed thah none of the three orôuos dif f ererl
significantly from one another at the p<.001 levet

TÀBLE 35

Minimal standard for Unsolvable puzzle #l

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

FEMALE

YOUNGER 2.95

.76

OLDER 2.93

.t¿

YOUNGER 3.06

OLDER

'F

.67

1.01

YOUNGER 3.30

.94

YOUNGER

.43

.68

OLDER 2,19

.80

2

G

c

¡-t

I

A

FEMÀLE

N

E

D

s

]

E

À
N

E
U
R

o

MÀLE

2

C
YOUNGER 3.02
À
FEMÀLE ------__
N
oLDER 3.26
A---------D
YOUNGER 2.83
I
MÀLE --------OLDER 2 .47

.82
.78

.77
.63

N

Note: The performance was measured
in terms of minutes. 4 rninutes was the maxi
ÀNOVÀ's Re sul t
Gender rnain effect:
F(1,534)=5g.5, p<.001, omega
Squared=.09

Males set higher rnininal standard than fernaLes.
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TÀBLE 36

Minimal standard for Unsolvable puzzle

#2

MEAN

HC
UH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER 3.34

.64

YOUNGER 3.43

.67

OLDER 3.36

.79

YOUNGER 3.85

.36

YOUNGER 3.49

.62

OLDER 3.50

tÊ

FEMALE

MALE

G

c
H

A

FEMÀLE

T

N

E
S

Ð

I

MÀLE

E
N

E
U
R

o

C
YOUNGER 3.63
A
FEMALE ---*---N
oLDER 3.52
À---------D
YOUNGER 3. 35
I
MÀLE --------À
OLÐER 3.42

,54

.76
.86
.57

N

Note: The perforrnance lras measured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was the maximum amôunt of time allouc¡lÀNOVÀ's Resul t s

Ethnicity main effect:
Squared=.02

E(1,534)=7.76, p<.001,

Omega

nain effect: E(1,534)=13.5, p<.001 Omega Squared=.02
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se set highest minimal standard, Euro-Canadians internediate, and Chinese-Canadians 1o¡rest. fne t-tests
showed that none of the three groups differed signif -icantly
from one another at the p<.001 1evel. Males set ñigher minimal standard than femalãs.
Gender
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F ( 1 ,534 ) =13.5 r p<.001, Omega
Squared=O.02 showed that Iike all previous tríals,
female
adolescents set lower minimal standards than nale adclesThe gender main effect with

cents.
Summa

rv

Ànalyses on minimal slandard yielded the following trends.

I.

Ethnic

Di f

ference:

1. Of the three ethnic aroups, Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se adolescents
set the highest minimal standard in the first trialr
prêsented without reinforcement; and in the fourth trial, presented with reinforcement adninistered after an unsolvable
puzzle trial (i.e. the third trial).
2. In the first trial,

the minimal standard of the ChineseCanadian adolescents was between those of the Hong-Kong-Chinese and the Euro-Canadian groups. In the fourth tria1, the
minimal standard of the Chinese-Canadian adoLescents was the
lowest of the three ethnic groups.
3. Euro-Canadian adoLescents set the lowest minimal standard
in the first trial.
In tÀe fourth trial,
their minimal
standard was in between those of the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and
the Chinese-Canadian groups.
4. There was no significant ethnicity difference in mininal
standards in both the second and the third trials.
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II

Aqe Di f ference

A significant age difference in minimal slandard in the second trial was obtained. The age difference shosed that older
adolescents set higher minimaL standard than younger adolescents. There was no significant age difference in minimal

standard in other trials

(i.e. first,

third, and fourth tri-

aIs).
III.

Gender Diffèrence

Significant gender differences in minimal standard across
aIl four trials were obtained. Thèse gender differences
showed that males set higher minimal standard for performances than females in the present study.
Hvpothesis 14: Level of Àspiration

A. Solvable Puzzle

#1

Table 37 contains resuLts relating to j.evel of aspiration
in thi s triaL.
ree main effects, ethnicity and gender were sig-

nificant.

The ethnicity main effect with F(2,535) =24.87 ¡
p<.001 ,
Omega Squared=0.07 showed that Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
adolescents had the highest leveI of aspiration, followed by
Chinese-CanadÍan, and Iastly by Euro-Canadian adolescents.
The !-tests showeà that the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se group differed
significantly from the Chinese-Canadian group with

TÀBLE 37

Level of aspiration for SolvabLe puzzle

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

.80

.26

OLDER 1 .06
YOUNGER .50

.35

.59

.35

YOUNGER

FEMALE

MÀLE

G

c
H

I

#1

À

YOUNGER

,49
.58

.38

D

s

I

OLDER 1 .15
VOUNGER .89

E

À

.78

.32

YOUNGER 1.11

.4ö

N
E

N

N

E
U
R

o

À.
FEMALE
N
oLDER 1 .21
À---------D
YOUNGER .88
I
MALE --------À
OLDER ,99
N

.63
.25
,29

Note: The performance was measured in terms of minuteS. 4 minuËes was the maximum âmôrni of fimc ¡llnuaÁ
ÀNOVA I s ResuLts:
Ethnicity main effect:
f(2,535)=24.87 p<.001 Ornega
Squared=.07

Gender main

effect:

E(1r535)=59, p<.001, Omega Squared=.09
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se had highest levet of aspiration, ChineseCanadians intermediate, and Euro-Canadiais loweát. HongKong-Chinese differed significantly
from Chinese-Canadiãn
r¡ith l(350)=4.86, p<.001, and ?rom Euro-Canadian with

!{302)=6.52, p<.001.
than females.

MaLes had

higher level of aspiration
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g( 350

)

=4.86, p<.001, and from the

Euro-Canad j.an

group with

t(302)=6.52, p<.001.
The gender main

effect with f( 1,535)=59.0 p<.001 Omega
Square=0.09 showed that females had lower leveL of aspiration than nales in this tria1.
B. SolvabLe Puzzle #2
Tab1e 38 contains

results

on

level of aspiration in this

trial.
Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
with F(1r534)=455.0, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.37. The result
showed that male adolescents had higher leveIs of aspiration
than fenale adolescents.

C. Unsolvable Puzzle

*1

TabLe 39 contains results on level of aspiration in this

trial.
Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
\{1th g(1 ,534)=ð2.5, p<.001, Omega Squared=0.12. The resul-t
showed that male adolescents had higher 1eveLs of aspiration
than female adolescents.
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TÀBLE 38

Level of aspiration for Solvabl e puzzl_e

#2

MEÀN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER 2.58
FEMÀLE

oLDER 1 .95

S.

D.

.62

.87

YOUNGER

.74

.41

OLDER

.52

.33

.86

.88

MALE

G

À

H

I

YOUNGER

N

E

D

s

I

E

A

1

FEMÀLE

MÀLE

YOUNGER .78
.82

OLDER

N

C
YOUNGER 1 .55
A
FEMALE ---_---N
oLDER 1.45
À----------

E
U
R

YOUNGER 1 .05

À

OLDER

1

.03

N

.30

.36
.65
.58
.47

.45

Note: The performance rgas measured in terrns of ninutes. 4 minutes was the maximum amount of tirne aI Ior,¡c¡lÀNOVÀrs

Result:

Gender main effect:
Squared=.37

Males had higher leveI

F(1,534)=455.0,

p<.001,

of aspiration than females.

Omega
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TÀBLE 39

Level of aspiration for Unsolvable puzzle

#.1

MEÀN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER 2.36
FEMÀLE

oLDER 1.66

.82
.78

YOUNGER 1.92
MALE

OLDER

.67

.91

YOUNGER 2.44

,78

YOUNGER 1 .53

.52

1

G

c

c

A

H

I
N
E

FEMÀLE

D

s

I

E

À

MALE

OLDER

1

.47

N

C
YOUNGER 2.33
A
FEMÀLE ------_N
oLDER 2.38
À---------D
YOUNGER 2.04
I
MÀLE --------A
OLDER 1 .81

E
U
R

.81

.69
.67
.47

N

Note: The per f ormance was measured
utes. 4 minutes was the rna x imum amount

1n

Í

terms of nin-

ANOVÀ'S RESUII:

Gender main effect:
Sguared=.

12

F(1,534)=82.5,

Males had higher leve1 of aspi

ration than

p<.001,
females.

Omega
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D. Unsolvable Puzzl-e #2 (presented with Reinforcement)
Table 40 contains results relating to level of aspiration

in this trial.
Of the three main effects, only gender was significant
with F(1,534)=63.0, p<.001, Omega Squared=o.09. The result
that males had higher leveLs of aspiration
than females in this trial.
showed showed

Summa

ry

Analyses on leveI of aspiration yielded the following
t rends

I.

.

Ethnicitv

Di f ference

1. Of the three ethnic groups, Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents
had the highest Level of aspiration in the first trial.
In
this tria1, Euro-Canadian adolescents had the lowest level
of aspiration, and Chinese-Canadian adolescents r¡ere intermediate.

¿. There was no significant ethnicity difference in 1eve1 of
aspiration in the second, third, and f ourt.h trials.
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TÀBLE 40

Level of aspiration for Unsolvable puzzle
MEAN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER 2.68
FEMÀLE

oLDER 3.06

#2

s.

Ð.

. t4

.72

YOUNGER 2.51

.65

OLDER 2.35

,77

YOUNGER 3.09

.77

oLDER 3.17
YOUNGER 2.55
OLDER 2.58

.7 4

G

c

À

H

FEMÀLE

s

N
A---------D
I
MALE

E

A

I

N

E

.68
11

N

C
YOUNGER 3. 15
A
FEMÀLE -------N
oLDER 3.09
A----------

E
U

YOUNGER 2.77

R

o

oLDER 2.74

À

N

re.æ.: The performance r¡as

utes.

4 minutes r¡as the

measured
maxirnum amount

Squared=.09

.75
.78
.54

in terms of minof time aLlowèd.

ÀNOVÀ |

s Resu]t :
Gender rnain effect:

.73

F(1,534)=63.0,

p<.001,

Males had higher level of aspiration than females.
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II

Aqe Difference

There was no significant

age difference in level of aspira-

tion in all four trials.
III.

Gender Difference

MaIe adolescents set higher leve1

ances

of aspiration for perform-

in alL four trials than female adolescents.

Hypothesis 15:

Expec

tancv

À. Solvable Puzzle #l
Table 41 contains results rel-ating to expectancy in this

tria1.
Of the three main effects, ethnicity and gender were sig-.
nificant.
The ethnicity nain effect with F( 2,535)=41 .52,
p<.001 ,. Omega Squared=0. 12 shol¡ed that Hong-Kong-Ch i nese
adoLescènts had the highest level of expectancy ( i . e.
expected to complete task in the least amount of time), Chinese-Canadian intermediate, and Euro-Canadian lowest. The
E-EesEs snov¡ed rnat the Hong-Kong-ch i ne se group differed
signif icant.J.y from the Chinese-Canadian group r¡ith

!(316)=7.20, p<.001, and from the
g( 280 ) =8 .22 , p<. 001 .

Euro-Canadian group with

effect witfr g(1,535)=44.9, p<.001, Omega
Squared=0.07 showed that mate adolescents expected to complete the task in less time than female adolescents.
The gender main
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TÀBLE

41

Expectancy for SoIvable puzzle

#1

S.
HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
OS
NE

.89

YOUNGER

.3t

oLDER 1.25
YOUNGER
OLDER

c

c

A

H

I

D.

.43

.61

.31

.65

20

YOUNGER

1

.28

.56

YOUNGER

1..1 6

.68

.10

.s8

FEMALE

N

E

D

I

s
E

MÀLE

À

OLDER

1

N

C
YOUNGER 1.40
A
FEMÀLE -------N
oLDER 1.49
À----------

E
U

.51

.84

YOUNGER 1.16

R

.49

oLDER 1 .26

.51

N

Note: The performance v¡as measured in terms of minutes. 4 minut.es was the maximum amount of time al I ot¡ertÀNOVÀ's

Results:

Ethnicity rnain effect:

E(2,535)

,

omega

Gender main effect:

E(1,535)=44.9, p<.001,

Omega

Squared=.

12

Squared=.07

=41

.52,

p<.00.1

the highest Ievel of expectancy, Chiinternediate, and Euro-Canadiãns the-Íowest.
Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se differed from Chinese-Canadian with
t(316)=7.20, p<.001, and from Euro-Canadian with
p<.001. Males had higher expecÈancy than
!(280)=8.22,
femLes.
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se had

nese-Canadians
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B. Solvable PuzzIe #2 (presented with Reinforcement)
Table 42 contains results relating to expectancy in this
trial.
Of the three main effects, gender and age-group were sig_
nif icant.
The gender main ef f ect lrith F(1,534)=5.1 .l .7r
p<.001, Onega Squared=O.44 showed that males expected to
complete the task in less time than females,
The age group main effect with f(1, 534)=24.23, p<.001,
Omega Squared=0.02 showed that older adolescents expected to
compLete the task in less time than younger adoLescents.

C. UnsoLvable Puzzl-e

#1

Table 43 contains results reJ.ating to expectancy in this

trial.
Of the three main effects, ethnicity and gender were sig_
nificant.
The ethnicity main effect with F(2,534)=14.5,
p<.001, Omega Squared=0.04 showed that Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
adolescent maintained to complet.e the task in the shortest
Etme-perloo 1n Èn1s trta-l , tolLowed by the Chinese_Canadian
adolescents, and finally by the Euro-Canadian adolescents.
The g-tests showed that thè Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se group differed

significantly
from the Chinese-Canadian group r,¡ith
t(377)=3.68, p<.001, and from the Euro-Canadian group with
g(348)=4.56, p<.001.
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TABLE 42

Expectancy for Solvable Puzzle

#2

MEÀN

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER 3.03
FEMÀLE

S.

D.

.64

OLDER 2.30
YOUNGER .89

.39

.74

,34

YOUNGER 2.50

o?

MALE
OLDER

.

öv

G

A

H

FEMALE

T

N

E

YOUNGER

D

I

S

À

E

1

.11

,52

1

.08

.55

MÀLE
OLDER

N

C
YOUNGER 2,11
À
FEMALE -------N
oloen
2.04
À---------D
YOUNGER 1 .43
I
MÀLE --------À
OLDER 1 .31

E
U
R

U

.80
.68
.56

N

. :

Note: The performance was measured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was the maximum amount of time allo¡red.
ANOVATs

,
:
:

;
:
.

Results:

effect: F(1,534)=511.7 p<.001 Ornega Squared=.44
Àge main effect: F(1,534)=24.23 p..001 Omega Squared=.02
Males had higher level of expectancy than females. Older
adolescents had higher leve1 of expectancy than younger adoGender main

lescents.

TABLE 43

Expectancy for Unsolvable puzzle #l

C
YOUNGER 2.58
H
FEMÀLE -----r
oLDER 2.00
N --------E
YOUNGER 2.49

H

o
N
G

K
U

E

N

c

.74
.1

. 03

3.04

.77

N

OLDER 3.22

?o

A

I

.99

oLDER 2.25

G

H

.58

YOUNGER

FEMALE

N

D

s

I

YOUNGER 2.29

.62

E

À

2.06

.69

YOUNGER 2.91

.79

E

N

OLDER

E
U

3.

.79

OO

R

À

OLDER 2,35

to

N

Note:
utes.

The
4

performance vas measured
minutes was the max i

in terns of

min-

ANOVÀ |

s Results:
Ethnicity_.main effect:
Squared=.04

Gender main effect:
Squared=.06

E(2,534)=14.5, p<.001,
E(1,534)=40.6, p<.001,

Omega
Omega

se had the highest expectancy, Chinese-Canadian intermediate, and Euro-Canadian- Iowestl ' Hong-Kong-ChiHong-Kong-Ch i ne

nese . differed
L\377 =3.68r

significantly from Chinese-Canãdianp<.001, and from Euro-Canadian with
with
!(348)=4.56, p<.001. Males had higher expectancy than
females.
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The gender main effect with F(1,534)=40.6 p<.001 showed
that males expected to complete the task in this trial in a

shorter t ime-period than females.
D. UnsoLvable puzzl.e #2 (presented with Reinforcement)
Table 44 contains results relating to expectancy in this

t.rial.
Of t-he three main effects, only ethnicity and gender were
significant.
The ethnicity
main effect F(2,534)=20.g,
p<.001, Omega Squared=0.06 shot¡ed that Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se
adolescents expected to use the least amount of time to completê the task, Euro-Canadian were intermediate, and Chinese-Canadian the most. The t-tests showed that the Hong-

Kong-Chinese group differed
significantly
from the
Chinese-Canadian group with t(358)=5.91 r p<.001, and from
the Euro-Canadian group r+ith g(344)=3.61, p<.001.

effect with F(1r534)=12.9, p<.001, Omega
Squared=o.02 shor+ed that males expected to complete the task
in a shorter time-period in this trial than females.
The gender main
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TÀBLE 44

Expectancy for UnsolvabLe puzz:-e

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE
c

A

H

FEMÀLE

N

N
A----------

E

D

I

s

I

E

À

#2

YOUNGER 3.05

.75

YOUNGER 3.08

,74

3.07

.87

YOUNGER 3.70

L1

oLDER 3.67
YOUNGER 3.40

.68

3.40

.54

YOUNGER 3.55

.55

MÀLE

N

À
FEMÀLE ------_N
oLDER 3.47
À---------D
YOUNGER 3.25
I
MALE --------À
OLDER 3.42

E
U
R

.51

N

.75
.84
.57

Note: The performance was ¡neasured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was Lhe maximum amount. of Ëime allowed.
ÀNOVA's

Results:

Ethnicity

main effec!:

Squared= .06

Gender main effect:
Squared=.02

q(2,534)=20.8, p<.001,
F(11534)=12.9, p<.001,

Omega
Omega

the highest expectancy, Euro-Canadian
Ch i ne àe-Canadi an towãát.
Hono-KonoChinese differed significantly fron Chinese-Canadiañ wiitr
p<.00t,
and- from Euro-Canadian r¡ith
!(358)=5.91 ,
!{344)=3.61 , p<.001. Males set higher leve1 of expectancy
than females.
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se had

were intermediate, and
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Analyses on expectancy yielded the fotlowing trends.

I.

Ethnic

Di f ference

1. Of the three ethnic groups, Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents
had the highest expectancy in the first,
third, and fourth
trials.
Euro-Canadian adolescents had the lowest expectancy
in the first and third trials, and intermediate in the
fourth triar. chinese-canadian adorescents were intermediate
in the first and the third trials, and the lowest in the
fourth triaI.
2. There was no significant ethnicity differences in
tancy in the second trial.
II.

expec_

Àqe Difference

1. Older adolescents had higher expectancy in the
tr iaI than younger adolescent.s.

second

2.

There v¡as an absence of significant age difference in
expecrancy Ln the tlrst, th j.rd, and fourth trials.

III.

Gender Difference

Males set higher expectancy for performance in
than femaLes in the present study.

alI trials
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HvÞothesis 16: Realism

A. Solvable

Puzzl-e

in Expectancv Estimates

#1

Table 45 contains results on realism in expectancy estimates.

Of the three main effects, only the ethnicity effect was
significant with f(2,534)=24.91 p<.001, Omega Squared=0.06.
Hong-Kong-Chinese group were most realistic

in their expectancy estimates (i.e. least discrepancy between level of
aspiration and expectancy), Euro-Canadian sere intermediate,
and Chinese-Canadian were l-east. The !-tests showed that the
Chinese-Canadian group differed significantly from the EuroCanadian group with !(339)=6.48, p<.OO't .
B. Solvable Puzzle #2 (Presented with Reinforcement)
Table 46 contains results relating to this tria1.
Of the three main effects, ethnicity and gender were significant. The ethnicity main effect with F(2,534)=1.1 .lB,
p<.001, Ornega Squared=0.06 showed that Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
adolescents vrere most realistic,

Euro-Canadian were interme-

diate, and Chinese-Canadian were Ieast. The t-tests showed
that the Euro-Canadian group differed significantly from the
Chinese-Canadian group with t(33)=6.35, p<.001.

effect with f(1,534)=59.4, p<.00.1 , Omega
showed that males adolescents were more reaLis-

The gender nain
Squared=0.05

tic than female adolescents.
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TÀBLE 45

Realism in Expectancy Estimates for Solvable puzzle

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER
FEM,ALE

I

OC

#1

3.80

oLDER 0.21

.36

YOUNGER 1 .96

MALE

t

ô?

0.07

G

c

H

I

A

FEMÀLE

N

YOUNGER O,34

.43

OLDER 0.38

.39

N

E

YOUNGER

D

I

E

O.3O

.44

0.33

.37

YOUNGER 2.13

? 70

À
N

OLDER

E
IT

1.8.1

3.57

OLDER 2.26

3. 96

R

o
N

Note: The performance vras measured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was the maximum amôunt of timc ¡ì lowc¿t
ÀNOVÀ's ResuL t

Ethnicity

Squared=.06

s

main effect:

F

(2,534)=24,91

p<.

OO

1

Omesa

se adolescents were most realistic, Euro-Canadian were intermediate, and Chinese-Canadian were feãil.
Chinese-Canadian differed significarrtly from ¡uro-Canadiãñ
with g(339)=6.48, p<.001. Chinese-canaåian diffe.èa-silniif
icantly from Euro-Canadian r¡ith g(339)=6.48r p<.001. Hong -Kong-Ch i ne
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TABLE 46

in Expectancy Estimates for SolvabIe puzzi.e

ReaLism

MEAN

HC
OH
NT
GN
KE
OS
NE

YOUNGER 2.07
FEMÀLE

MÀLE

OLDER

#2

S.
3

D.

.71

O. 32

.41

YOUNGER 2 .39

3.79

OLDER 0.73

.55

YOUNGER O.60

.61

YOUNGER 0.82

tÔ

0.82

.62

YOUNGER 2.16

3.77

G

c
H

I

A

FEMALE

N

E

c

E

D

I

MALE

À

OLDER

N

c
À

FEMÀLE

OLDER

1.87

3. s6

D

YOUNGER 2.42

3.84

À

OLDER 2.58

3.82

E
U

N

R

À

I

N

i

:
:

i
,
,
,

Note: The perfornance lras measured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was the maxinum amount of time allowed.
Ethn ic i ty
Sguared=. 06

main effect:

cender main

effect: F(1rs34)=59.4 p<.001 omega Squared=.05

F(2,534)=11.18 p<.001

omega

most realistic,
Euro-Canadians were
intermediate, Chinese-Canadians were least. Euro-Canadian
differed
significantly
from Chinese-Canadian with
t(339)=6.35, p¡.001. Maies more realistic than ienales.
Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se were

,
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C. Unsolvable PuzzIe f!
Table 47 contains results reJ-aling to this lriaI.
Of the three main effects, onJ.y the ethnicity effect was
significant with f(534)=20.48 p<.001, omega squared=o.07.
This main effect showed that Chinese-Canadian adolescents
were most realistic
in their expectancy estimates, HongKong-Chinese were intermediate, and Euro-Canadian v¡ere
least. The t-tests showed that the Chinese-Canadian group
differed significantly from the Euro-Canadian group with
t(339)=6.53, p<.001.

D. Unsolvable PuzzIe #2 (Presented with Reinforcemen!)
Table 48 contains results relating to this trial.

Of the three main effects, only ethnicity and gender were
significant.
The ethnicity main effect r¡ith F(2 ,534)=7.89,
p<.001, Omega Squared=0.05 showed that the Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se
group lras most realistic in their expectancy estimates,
Euro-Canadian was intermediate, andChinese-Canadian was
least. The t-tests showed that the Chinese-Canadian orouo
differed significantly from the Euro-Canadian group with
t(339)=5.81, p<.001.

effect with f( f,534)=34.3 p<.001, Ornega
Squared=0.03 showed that. females were less realistic in
their expectancy than maIes.
The gender main
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TÀBLE 47

Realism

in

Expectancy Estimates

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

for Unsolvable puzzle #1

3.76

YOUNGER

FEMALE

OLDER 0.34

.58

YOUNGER 2.39

? 'to

0.58

E.)

0.63

.57

YOUNGER 0.73

,43

EO

.45

.33

3.69

G

c

c

À

H

I

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

N

E

D

S

I

E

A

^

N

YOUNGER
E
U
R

OLDER 2.08

N

A
D

o

2

3

YOUNGER 2,54

OLDER

2

3.79
3.87

.47

N

Note

:

utes.

The performance r¡as

measured
amount

4 minutes was the maximun

.46

in terms of

min-

of t ime aIlowed-

ANOVÀ's Resu1 t s

Ethnicity-_ main effect:
Squared=. 07

E(

2,534)=20.49 p<.001

Omega

Chinese-Canadians were most realistic,
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
¡vere intermediate, and Euro-Canadj.ans ;ere Ieást. -Chinesèl
Canadian differed significantly from Euro-Canadian roiti,

t(339)=6.53, p<.001.

TABLE 48

Realism in Expectancy Estimates for UnsolvabLe puzzle

HC
OH
NI
GN
KE
os
NE

YOUNGER

FEMÀLE

2.16

3.66

oLDER 0.35
YOUNGER

2

MALE

.07

#2

.41

3.92
.26

G

c

c

A

H

I

YOUNGER

FEMALE

N

N
E

D

s

I

E

A

OLDER

0.77
O

,67

.67

.b

YOUNGER 0.34

.39

0.29

.36

N

c
A

FEMALE

YOUNGER 2.33

I

3

.69

E

N

OLDER 2,06

U
R

3. 16

D

YOUNGER 2.30

2 00

A

OLÐER 2.28

3.96

I

N

Note: The perfornance eas rneasured in terms of minutes. 4 minutes was the maximum amount of time al ]aúrc.lÀNOVÀ's

Result:

Ethnicity

Squared=.05

main effect:

Gender main effect:
Squared=.03

l(2,534)=2.89,

p<.001,

E(1,534)=34.3, p<.001,

Omega
Omega

ne se were most realistic,
Euro-Canadians were
intermediate, Chinese-Canadians r¡ere Ióast. Ch i nese-Canadi an
differed
significantly
from the Euro-Canadian witfr
g(339)=5.81 r p<.OOl.
MaLes nere more reaListic than

Hong-Kong-Ch i

femaLes.
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Analyses on the realism in
folJ.oving trends:

I.

expectancy estimates

yi

eJ.ded the

Ethnic differences

. Of the three ethnic groups, Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents
Þrere most realistic in their expectancy estimates in the
first, second, and fourth trials;
Chinese-Canadian adolescents Ì,¡ere least realistic in these trials; and Euro-Canadi'1

an adolescents were intermediate.

2. Chinese-Canadians were most reaListic in the third triaI,
followed by the Hong -Kong-Ch i nese , and lastIy by the EuroCanadian adoLescents.

II Àqe Difference
There was an absence of

significant age difference in realism in expectancy estimates across aI1 trial.s.

III

Gender Ði f ference

r. 'r'¡lere was a slgnltlcant gender difference in the second
and fourth trials showing that mal-es ¡rere more realistic in
their expectancy estimates than females.

2. There

significant gender difference in realis¡n in
expectancy estimates in the first. and third trials.
was no
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4.4

STJMMÀRY

ON ÀCHIEVEMENT BEHAVIOR

contains a summary of al1 statisticalJ.y significant results on achievement behavior in the first and second
trials. Table 498 contains results on the third and fourth
trials,
TabLe 49À

Minimal Standa rd

1.

adolescents set the highest minimal
standard in both the first and fourth trials.
Euro-Canadian
adolescents set the lowest minimal standard in the first
Hong-Kong-Chi ne se

trial but in between the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian adolescents in the fourth triaI.
Chinese-Canadians,
minimal standard was in between those of the Euro-Canadian
and Hong-Kong-Chi ne se adolescents in the first trial but the
lovrest in the fourth trial .
set higher minimal standard than younger adolescents in the second trial.
2. OIder adole sc en t s

3. MaIes set higher minirnal standard i.n aII

trials than

females.

IL

Level of

ÀsÞi rat i on

1. In the first Èrial-, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se had the highest
leveI of aspiration, Chinese-Canadian intermediate, and
Euro-Canadian lowest.
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Table 49À
F and Omega-Squared Values of Àchievement Variables for the
1st
and 2nd frials.

First
Ethn ic i

ty

Tr

ial

Second

F=30.06 Omega=.09
HKc(H);Ec(L);cc(M)

î=52.62

'
'

Gender
Ethnic ity

L,

À.

Gender

'

Ethnicity
EX.

À9e

'

Gender

r¡rrr¡¡ r,c r

R.
'

EX.

Gender

Trial

Omega=.0 4

old(H) ; young(L)'
F=5g3.a Omega=.iO¡

F=39.0.omega=.06.
Mate(s);reñale(r.) uur"iúj;F;;å1"¡;i.
F=24.87

Omega=.07

HKc(H);Ec(L);cc(M)
F=59.

0

Omeoa=.09

Ma1e(u);Femãte(L)
F=41

,52

F=455.0 Omeqa=.37
t'raLe(s);remãte(r,)

Omega=. 12

HKc(H);EC(L);cc(M)

F=24.23 Omega=.02

old(H); young(L)'
F=44

.8

Omega=.07

Male(H);Fernale(L)

E.y

r =¿+ . >v (Jmega=. ub

HKc(H);cc(L);Ec(M)

F=511.7 Omega=.44
MaIe(H);Female(L)

F=ll.1E

Omega=.05

HKc(H);cc(L);Ec(M)
F=59.41 Omega=.05
Male(H);Female(L)

Note: Only F-values significant at p-values of <.001 are
reported.
Abbreviations:
HKC=Honq-Konq-Ch i ne se .
C-C-=.Chinese-Canadian, Ee=Euro-Canadian. ulUigh,
f=ton,
M=Middle. M.S.=Minimal Standard L.À.=Level of-eópirationi
Ex=Expectancy; R.Ex=ReaIism in Expectancy Estimatäs. Omel
ga=Omega Squared Value. OId=OIder adolescentsi young=yeu¡g.,
adoLescents
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Tabl

e

498

f and Omega-Squared Values of Achievement Variables for 3rd
and 4th TriaIs.
Third TriaI
Ethn ic i

ty

E=7

F=58 . 5 Omega=.09

t'tate(H);Female(L)

À.

Gender

F=82.5

Gende

r

Ethnicity

Gender

F=13.5 Omega= . 0 2
tqale(H);Fenale(L)
F=63. 00 Omega=.09
uale(H) ;Female(L)

F=14.50 Omega=.04
HKc(H);Ec(L);cc(M)

F=20.8 Omega=.06
HKc(H);cc(L);Ec(M)

F=40.6 Omega=.06

F=12.90 Omega=.02
tqale(H);Femate(L)

t'ra

.

Omega=. 12

Male(H);Fema1e(L)

Ethnic i ty

,76 Onega=.02

HKc(H);Ec(L);cc(M)

M.S.

L.

Fourth Trial

I e (H) ; Fema Ie (L)

F=7.89

Omega=.05

HKc(H);cc(L);Ec(M)

F=34.30 omega=.g3
t'lale(H);r'emale(t )

!-g-E: enry !-varues srgnltlcant at p-values of <.001 are
HKC=Hong-Kong-Chinese,
lgported.
.Àbbreviations:
CC=Chinese-Canadian ,
EC=Euro-Canad i an .
H=High, f,=low
M=Middle. M.S.=MinimaI Standard, L.A.=Level of-eápiration,,
EX=Expectancy, R.EX=ReaIism in Expectancy Estimatès. Omega=Omega Squared Value. O1d=O1der adoLescents, young=younger
adolescents.
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2. There was an absence of significant ethnicity difference
in level of aspiration in the second, third, and fourth tria1s.

3. There was an absence of significant age difference in
leveL of aspiration across aIl- trials.
4.

MaLes had

higher level of aspiration in aIl trials than

females.

III.

ExÞectancy

1.In the first and the third trials, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se had
the highest expectancy, followed by the Chinese-Canadian,
and finally by the Euro-Canadian adolescents.
2. In the fourth trial, Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents maintained to have the highest level of expectancy, followed by
the Euro-Canadian adolescents, and finally by the ChineseCanadian adolescents.

3. Older adolescents had higher level of expectancy than
r adol

4.

MaLes had

higher leveL of expectancy than females.

Iv. Realism in
'1

.

Hong-Kong-Ch i

ExÞectancv Estimates
ne

se $rere most realistic in expecÈancy esti-

in the first, second, and fourth trials.
dians were most realistic in the third trial.
mates

Chinese-Cana-
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2.

least realistic in the first, second, and fourt.h trials, In these trials, Euro-Canadians were
in the middle. Euro-Canadians !¡ere least realistic in the
thi rd triaI.
Chinese-Canadian were

3. There lras an absence of significant age difference in
realism in expectancy estimates across aLl trials.
4. Mal-es r,¡ere more realistic
than females.

in their expectancy estimates

Correlations between TÀP and Achievement Behavior

I.

Correlations bett¡een Causal Àttributions
each Achievement TriaI

in

TÀp and in

Ðata of boLh TÀP and information on how adolescents
attributed their performances in the four interviews in the
achievement behavior session were correlated (pearson-product-Moment Correlations).
AIl
significant correlations
between TÀP and attributions in the achievement session are
reporEeo 1n l'.aD.re bu. 'r'hree Èrends are dertvèd from the cor_
relations:

1,

Àttributinq achievenents to abilitv:
Àdolescents i{ho
have attributed self-success to ability in TAp also attributed their achievement outcomes to ability in the first
(r=.18) and the third (r=.16) trials in the achievement-
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TABLE

5O

Correlations in Causal Attributions between TÀp and each
Àchievement TriaI
Àchievement Trials

'

Trial 1(À) rrial

SSÀ r=.

1(TD) Triat 2(L) TriaI 3(e) rrial
r=.

18

SSE

r=.

'l 5

SSTD

r=.

15

SFL

r=-.16

16

r=- ,16

OFÀ

r=.

Only correlations that were significant at the
ì¡ote:
Level are reported here.

åÞbJeyiationg:
OF=Other -Fa i Lure.
¡=ebil.ity;

TD= Task

SS=ie1f-Success

Difficulty;

i

4(e)

16

p<.001

SF=Se1f-Failure;

L=Luck; E=Effort.
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behavior session. Àdolescents who attributed others' failures to 1ow ability
in the TÀp also attributed their own
achievement perforrnances to

ability in the fourth triaL in
lhe achievement behavior session (r=.16).

2. Attributinq achievements to task difficulÈv: Àdolescents
who attributed their performances in the first Lrial to
task-difficulty
in the achievement behavior session also
attributed sel-f-success to task-difficulty (r=.15) and to
effort (r=.15) in the TÀP. Àdolescents who attributed selffailures to bad luck in the TÀp were less like1y to attribute their achievement outcomes in the first trial to taskdifficulty in the achievement behavior session (r=-.16).
3.
AtÈributinq achievements to Iuck: Adolescents who
attributed other-failure to low ability in the TÀp h,ere less
likely to attribute their achievements in the second trial
to luck in the achievement behavior session (r=-.16).
There was an absence

attribut ing achi evement
II.

s

of sign i f icant correlations
to effort and the TÀp.

betvreen

Correlations between achievement trials

Data on how adolescents attributed their performances in
each trial in the achieve¡nent session were correlated (pea-

Correlations). Significant correlations
achievement trials are reported in Table 51. Four

son -Pr oduc t -Moment

belween

trends are derived from these correlations:
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TÀBLE

Correlations in

Causa1

51

Attributions between Achievemen! TriaIs

Achievement Trials
11

(À)

11 (E)

11

(rD)

11

(L) 13(À) 13(E) 13(rD)

T3

(L)

(À) r=.33
T2 (E)
r=.16
12

T2(TD)

¡= )?

12 (L)

r=.

14(À)

r= )1

14(E)
T4 (TD

19

r= .27
r= ,34

)

14 (L)

r=,25

OnJ.y correJ.ations that were signif icant aL the
l.lote:
l-evel are reported

here.

Àbbreviations: T=Tria1.
e=AbiIity; TD= Task Difficulty;

L=Luck; E=Effort.

p<.001
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1, Attributinq Þerformances to abilitv across trials: Significant positive correlations were found in the attributions of performances to ability in the first and second
trials (r=,33) and in the third and fourth trials (r=.21).
These correlations indicated that subjects who attributed
their performances t.o ability in the first and the third
trials also tended to do so 1n the second and the fourth
tr iaLs, respect i veIy. There was an absence of significant
correlation between the sec ond and the thi rd trials.
2. Àttributinq Þerformances to effort across trials: The
significant positive correlations between the firsL and second trials (r=.16) and belween the third and fourth trials
Ir=.27) in the attribution oi pe.formances to effort showed
that adolescènts lrho attributed their performances to effort
in the first and the third triats would also do so in the
third and the fourth trials,
respectively. performance on
the second and third trials did not correlate significantty.
3. Àttributino Þerformances to task-difficultv across trials: The significant Þositive correlations betr¡een fhê f .irer
and second trials (r=.23) and between the third and fourth
trials (r=.34) in the attribution of performance to task-

difficulty

that adolescents vrho attributed their performances to task-difficulty in the first trial
would also
do so i.n the second trial. Adolescents who attributed their
performances to task-difficulty to the third trial would
showed
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also do so in the fourth trial. performance on the
and third LriaIs did not correlate significantly,

second

4. Àttributina performances to luck across trials: There
existed positive correlations in the attribution of performance to Luck in the first
and second trials (r=.19) and in
the third and fourth triats (r=.25). These correlations
showed that adolescents who attributed their performanceS to
luck in the first trial woul,d also do so in the second tria1. Si¡nilarIy, adolescents r¡ho attributed their performances
to luck in the third triaL v¡ould also do so in the fourth
trial.
Performance on the second and third trials did not
correlate signif icantly.
III.
CorreLation between TÀP and the oooled
Àttribution Data

Achievement

In view of the positive correlation between first and
second trials and between third and fourth trials in the way
adolescents attributed their performances in the achievement
behavior session, data on these correlated trials were
p()erea \ r.e.
pooreo tlrsE Èr1al wrth second trlaL;
and
pooled third trial
with fourth trial)
and correl-ated with
each condition in the TAp. Results of the correlation procedure revealed a significant positive correlation of r=.,l8
betÌreen attribution of self-success to ability in the TÀp
and attribution of performance to ability in the pooled
first and second ÈriaIs. Such a correlation indicated that
adolescents who perceived self-success to be a result of
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ability also perceived their performances in the sol vabl e
puzzle trials ( i.e.
first and second trials)
in the the
achievement behavior session to be a result of their abilities.
There was an absence of significant

the

TÀP and

sessions.

other pooled trials

correlation

beLt¡een

in the achievement behavior

Chapter
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tv-related Difference

The significant

difference in socialization practices
among Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se , Chinese-Canadian, and Euro-Canadian
parents as reported by their adolescent children in the
CRPBI gives rise to two major findings in the present study.
First, there exists a cultural difference in socializat.ion
techniques between Chinese (both Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and Chinese Canadian) and Euro-Canadian parents with Chinese
parents utiJ.izing Lo!¡ acceptance and high psychological control- and Euro-Canadian parents utilizing high acceptance and
low psychological control. to control their adolescent children. Second, the finding that Chinese-Canadian parents are
pefceived to utilize more ãcceõtãnce and 'lcqq r.rqvôÌì.rt¡rnì¡¡l
controL in their socialization practices than Hong-Kong-Chinese parents reflects that Chinese-Canadian parents have
relaxed the traditional Chinese socialization practice to
some extent and have adopted sorne \{estern socialization
techniques to control their adoLescent children in the contemporary Canadian society. The discussion
fol lows.

-249-

of these findings
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1. CuIturaI difference in socialization technioues: The
significant difference in the perceived parental acceptance
and psycho].ogical control as reported by the Euro-Canadian
and Chinese adolescents reflects that the pattern of parentchild interactions and socializa!ion goal-s are different
betr¡een Euro-Canadian and Chinese parents. The CRPBI data
cJ.earIy point out that within Euro-Canadian families,
parent-chi1d interactions are characterized by the parental
use of nurturance and Love-oriented techniques; and r¡ithin
these interactions,
self-reliance and individualism are
encouraged in the children. within Chinese families (both
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian), parent-child interactions are characterized by the parental use of guiJ.t and
power to control children; and within these interactions,
conforning to parental wishes as weII as controlling aggression and unwanted wishes are expected of the children. Consequently, while Euro-Canadian adolescents perceived their
parents as varm and accepting, Chinese adolescents perceived
their parents as restrictive and distant. In sum, the tradition pattern of exercisinq authoritv verticallv and strietlv
from top to bottom or from parents to chiLdren in Chinese
families is plainly revealed in the CRPBI data in the
present study.
2. Socialization practice of Chinese-Canadian Þarents: The
implication,
that Chinese-Canadian parents have somewhat
reLaxed the traditional Chinese socialization practice and
have incorporated some Euro-Canadian socialization tech-
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nigues in

the practice, is based on two reasons. First,
since most of the Chinese-Canadian parents have resided in
Canada for more than fifteen years (based on the fact that
most Chinese-Canadian adolescents in the present study were
born in Canada), it is Iikely that they have been influenced
by the views and goals of child-rearing in the dominant
Euro-Canadian culture.
With these influences, they âdopt
some of the Euro-Canadian socialization techniques by granting their children the acceptance and psychological control
which differs from the traditional Chinese sociaLization
practice. Second, in vier¡ of the fact that most ChineseCanadian adolescents in the present study were born and
raised in Canada, it is likely that they had acguired and
accepted some of the Euro-Canadian values as a basis of
their beliefs and behavioral standards. As integrating some
of the Euro-Canadian values, especial-ly independence and
individuality, into the traditionaL Chinese culture can al-so
help these Chinese-Canadian adotescents to gain acceptance
from their Euro-Canadian peers, Chinese-Canadian parents
must. adiust their socialization oractiee in qrr¡h â rnânñar
that these Euro-Canadian values can be practiced by their
adolescent children.
Since Chinese-Canadian parents stilJ.
perceive the preservation of traditional Chinese cultural
values as their socialization goal,7 they can only grant
7 The view that Chinese-Canadian parents would like to preserve Chinese cultural values is based not only on findings in CRPBI; but also on locus of control , cauËal attribution, and adolescent' perception of t.he importance of
the fami Iy-honor.
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their children the 1evel of acceptance and psychological
control that is just adequate for them t.o develop the extent
of independence and individuality for gaining acceptance
from their Euro-Canadian peers. Consequently, while the
CRPBI data refLected that Chinese-Canadian parents had
reLaxed the traditional Chinese socialization practice on
their children when compared with the Hong-Kong-Ch i nese
parents, Chinese-Canadian adolescents stiIl perceived their
parents as distant, restrictive,
and authoritative in compar i son to Euro-Canadian adolescents.
B. Aqe-related difference in firm-contre.
The finding that younger adolescents perceived their
parents to exercise more firm control on them than older
adolescents suggested that children's age or level of cognitive maturity constituted an important factor in determining
the type of discipline parents wouLd need to employ to control their chil-dren. Such a finding clearly shows that the
use of physical means to control children is more frequently
practiced by parents when their children are in the staqe of
early adolescence than in later adolescence. Based on the
age-difference in cognitive capabilities between younger and
older adolescents, the rationale for parents to exercise
rnore firm control on their younger adolescents than older
adolescents can be observed. That is, as younger adolescents
have not acquired the leveL of setf-discipline to control
their impulses and have not developed the cognitive level to
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understand rules and to perceive possible conseguences of
their behaviors, parentaJ. use of firm control appears to be
necessary to

curb undesirable behaviors in these children.
However, as older adolescents have reached the cognitive
leve1 by which verbal reasoning can be used to help them
perceive the principles of the rules and restrictions as
welL as the negative aspects of their misbehaviors, the use
of physical means to control their behavior becomes unneces-

sary. Consequently, while parents have to use firm controL
as a disciplining technique on their younger adoLescent
children, the use of psychoJ.ogical control is more effective
in controlling their oLder adolescent children.
Summarv

'
.
:
ì
.

.
;
,
j

:

Data of the CRPBI yielded three major trends in the
present study. First, patterns of parents-child interactions
and socialization goals are different between Euro-Canadian
and Chinese families. Euro-Canadian parents encourage selfreliance and independence; and utilize nurturance and loveoriented technigues in their child-rearino oraetice- chinese parents expect their chiLdren to conform to parental
vrishes; and utiLize guilt and power to control their children. Second, Chinese-Canadian parents have adopted some
Euro-Canadian values in their socialization practice while
still perceive the preservation of traditional Chinese values as the socialization goa1. Third, younger adolescents
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receive rnore firm control from their parents than older ado-

lescents ds a result of their cognit.ive immaturity or
inabiJ.ity to understand ruLes and to perceive consequences
of their behavior.
5.2 PERCEPTION OF FAMI LY -HONOR- I MPORTANCE
The finding that Chinese-Canadian adolescents perceive
their family-honor as of most importance, followed by EuroCanadian adolescents, and finally by Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se adolescents can be seen as a result of the contrast-group
effect which generally occurs in a society containing different ethnic groups which treasure values tha! are different not only from one another but also from those of the
majority group. In general, the greater the difference
betv¡een an ethnic group and other groups (including the
majority group), the greater the contrast-group effect
between these groups. À direct resuLt of this effect is to
encourage members of each ethnic Aroup to observe and to
preserve its unique cultural characteristics in society.
The tendency that both Chinese-Canadian and Euro-Canadian
adolescents perceived their family-honor to be more important than their Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se counterparts in' the
present study clearly shons that the contrast.-group effect
is more salient in the multicultural Canadian society than
in the mostly Chinese-populated society of Hong Kong. Furthermore, the finding that Chinese-Canadian adolescents per-
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ceive their famiJ.y-honor to be more important than the EuroCanadian adol.escents also reflects that the cultural difference between the Chinese ethnic Aroup and the majority group
is greater than the cultural difference between the EuroCanadian group (composed Iargely of Ukrainian-Canadians in
the present study) and the majority group in the Canadian
society. These cultural differences in turn affect the way
Chinese-Canadian and Euro-Canadian adolescents develop their
sense of cultural identity and belongingness in Canada.
The finding that Chinese-Canadian adolescents perceive
their family-honor with more importance than their HongKong-Chinese counterparts reflects the role of the familyhonor in helping Chinese-Canadian adolescents deveJ.op and
preserve their cultural identity and values that are distinctly different from those of other groups in Canada. Such
a tendency of the Chinese-Canadian adolescent.s to utilize
their fanily-honor as a lool to develop t.heir cultural identity is obvious when one considers the vaLue of farnily-honor
in the traditional Chinese culture and observes the fact
ÈnaÈ Enese ado.t escents are reslding Ín a society in r¡hich

the cultural values of other groups are different fron
theirs and in which the availabilily of means and activities
that would help them deveJ.op and rnaint.ain their cultural
identity is Low. Since the family-honor is seen as the root
of one's ancestry and is always seen as a source of pride in
the Chinese people, it becomes natural for the Chinese-Cana-
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dian adolescents to utilize their family-honor as a means to
preserve their ties with the traditional Chinese culture.
Moreover, such a need of the Chinese-Canadian adolescents to
observe the vaLue and role of their family-honor is more
intense h'hen thèy do not have the traditional Chinese family
and kinship system to relate thenselves with. ConseguentLy,
unlike the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents who can establish
their cuLtural identities through their relationships with
their peers, relatives, and their extended kinship ties as
well as through the various activities relating to the Chinese culture (e.g.
ceJ.ebrating Chinese New year) in Hong
Kong, Chinese-Canadian adolescents can mostly reJ.y on their
family-honor to establish their cultural- identity.

Like the case ôf the Chinese-;Canadia.n adolescents, the
reasons why Euro-Canadian adolescents utilize their familyhonor to establish their cultural. identity could again be a
result of their cultural difference from the majority group
in Canada. Although these Euro-Canadian adolescents are
largely Ukrainian-Canadians and are also residing in the
rarnranthest number
Canadians in the province whereupon they can identify themselves with their onn cultural group without much awareness,
it is their cultural difference from the majority group
residing in other parts of the province that make them realize their cultural uniqueness. Since the culturaL difference

the rna jority Canadian host
group is smaller than that of the Chinese-Canadian and the
between Ukrainian-Canadian and
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najority group, it is likeJ.y that. these Ukrainian-Canadian
adolescents would perceive their cultural identity to be
Iess different from the majority group than the Chinese-Canadian adolescents. With these perceived culturaL differencêsr the result that Chinese-Canadian adol.escents perceive
their family-honor with greater importance than their EuroCanadian counterparts becomes a finding that one would
expect in the present study.
Summa

ry

The contrast-group effect between the majority

and the

Chinese-Canadian groups and between the majority and the
Ukrainian-Canadian groups offers an explanation on the sig-

nificant cultural difference in the perception of familyhonor-inportance among the Chinese-Canadian, Euro-Canadian,
and Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents in the present study. Chinese-Canadian adolescents perceive their family-honor as of
rnost importance because of their distinct cultural difference from other ethnic groups in Canada (i.e. a strong contrast-group effect)
and the fact that their familv-honorbeing perceived as the roots of their ancestry, offer them a
means to help them develop their sense of cul-tural identity.
Euro-Canadian adolescents perceive their family-honor with
less importance in comparison to Chinese-Canadian adolescents because the cultural difference between Ukrainian-Canadian and the najority group in Canada is not as strong as
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that between Chinese-Canadian and the rna jority group (i.e.
weaker contrast-group effect).
FinalIy, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
adole.scents perceive their family-honor $'ith least importance because they can establish their sense of cultural
identity not only by means of their family honor but also by
their relationships r+'ith their peers, relatives, and kinship
ties.
LOCUS OF CONTROL

The finding that

most adolescents in the present study,

irrespective of age, gender, and ethnicity, are bilocaL in
their belief orientation can be explained in terms of:
(1)
the cognitive development that usually takes ptace in adolescence; and (2) the effects (i.e. social reaLity) of environment on the development of locus of control in these adolescents.

1. Coqnitive development in adolescence: The bilocaL belief
of the adolescents as observed in the present study leads to
an examination to the cognitive capabilitv of these adolescents and the extent that their capability would enable them
to develop a sense of personal control in the areas of edu-

cation, polit.ics, home-Iife,

community

affairs,

and inter-

personal relationships as covered by the Multicontent Locus
of Control Measure. In this examination, the adolescents,
ages

and their levels in the formal operations stage

are
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considered. Being departed from the concrete operations
stage and entered into the initial formal operational stage,
younger adolescents are likely to have timitaticns on their
capability and can only perform hypothetical thoughts on
events closely relating to their daily-1ife experience.
Since the Multicontent Locus of Control Measure gathers
information on hov, adolescents perceive control of events
that are beyond their concrete experience, it becomes difficult for these adoLescents to utilize their newly-developed
formal operationaL thinking to understand and to perceive
control of these events. Consequently, with their cognitive
Linitations, they experience difficulty in conceptualizing
the exact nature of these events as well- as perceiving cont. rol- of these events.
Lacking of opportunities to practice

formal operational
thinking in real-life situations as weII as dependency on
parents in areas of financial support and daiLy Iiving in
oLder adolescents are seen as factors S,eading to their bilocal beliefs.
ÀIthough these adolescents are well in the
rormal- operattonal stage and have the abr.llty to conceptualize and reason abstract.Ly in order to deal with the increasingly complex academic subjects at school, they may not have
the opportunity to apply their cognitive ability to solve
actual problens reJ.ating to the social, political,
and educational systems in their society. Às a result, these adolescents tended to have fairly strong external beliefs in
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areas that required their cognitive and decision-making
abilities.
2. EnvironmentaL effects on locus of control: The bilocal
belief of the adolescents can also be explained in terms of
the impact of their environment on thèm. The finding that
both Hong-Kong -Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian adolescents have
fairly strong external beliefs reflects the presence of the
traditional Chinese cultural values in these adolescents and
the need of these adolescents to conform to the expectations
placed on them in these values. Às Hong Kong is a society in
which the practice of the Chinese culturaL values j.s performed by almost everyone, it is likely that adolescents of
the Hong Kong society are more affected by the Chinese va1ues than Chinese adolescents in Canada in which the practice
of the Chinese culturaL values is performed only by the Chinese members in the Canadian society. Since Chinese culture
emphasizes on conformity to authority, parental wishes, and
group-goal to maint.ain harmony j.n interpersonal relationships, Hong-Kong-Ch i nese adolescents, being more affected by
L¡¡eÞe v¿lrue!r, wouro De more

srEuaÈtonaIly-oflented than Ch1_
nese-Canadian adolescents. With such a difference in the

situation-centered orientation between Hong -Kong-Ch i ne se and
Chinese-Canadian adolescents, the difference in the degree
of bilocality between the Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se and the ChineseCanadian respondents in the present st.udy is explained.
Indeed, the relationship betpeen the practice of the Chinese
cultural values and the bilocal- belief orientation of the
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Chinese-Canadian adolescents is clearly

shown

after

compar-

ing the Locus of control scores of the Chinese-Canadian adolescents in t.he Greater Vancouver area (i.e. present study)
and in Winnipeg (i.e. Mak, 1983); and finding that the Chinese-Canadian adolescenLs in the Greater Vancouver area are

less externally-oriented than those in Winnipeg. The reason
for the difference in externality between these adolescents
is clear. Unlike winnipeg, Vancouver is more urbanized and
exposes its people to more modern western influences (e.g.
modern cJ.othing and music in teenagers). Às a result of this
continued exposure to these infLuences, it is i.ess Iikely
for the Chinese-Canadian adolescents in Vancouver to conform
to all cultural expectations of the Chinese tradition. ConsequentLy, these adolescents have a less external locus of
control in comparison to their Chinese-Canadian counterparts
in Wi nn ipeg.
Àgricultural life in rural Manitoba may be the factor
responsible for the fairly strong external belief of the
Euro-Canadian adolescents in the present study. Àtthough
mooern macnrnery rs used þy today's tarmers, much of their
success in, farming is sti1l dependent on positive weather
conditions and cooperation of the famiJ.y members. Today, the
elements of "togetherness" (Rosenblatt & Ànderson, 19Bl) and
of subordinating one's personal goal to that of the family
or group (Schumm & Bollman, 1981) are still essentiaL to
ensure the continuity of farming in future generations and
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to overcome difficulties

associated with farning. Since
these Euro-Canadian adolescents r+ere born and raised in the
rural farning communities, the value of these elements would
be imposed on them early in life.
They would be expected to
observe or solve problems and to share responsibilities
relating to farming. Having learned early in life to undèrstand the importance of group-goals in farming and the fact
that success in farming is dependent on external factors,
such as good weather, farn children are generally external1y-oriented individuals.
The finding of the present study
that Euro-Canadian adolescents are bilocal in their Locus of
control clearJ.y reflects the presence of externality in
addition to internality in the belief orientation in farm
children in Manitoba. Indeed, the relationship belween agricultural life and externality is clearly observed after comparing the l-ocus of control scores of the Euro-Canadian adolescents in rural Manitoba (i.e.
present study) and the
city of winnipeg (i.e. Mak, 1983); and finding that the
Euro-Canadian adolescents in the city of Winnipeg are less
externalLy-orienteii than those in rural Manitôba. Sinr:e
children in the city are Less bound by responsibilities and
external factors directly affecting their survival or quality of Iife, they perceive themselves to be 1ess controlled
by the environment. Having a less situationally-oriented
belief, Euro-Canadian adolescents in the city are Iikely to
have a less external locus of control than their Euro-Canadian counterparts in rural Manitoba.
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Cognitive changes, opportunities to apply the abilities
arising from the cognitive growth and environment are seen
as major factors responsible for the bilocal locus of control of the adolescents in the present study. The fairly
strong external belief in adolescents is seen as a result of
a lack of opportunities Lo futly apply formal operational
thinking to soLve reaL-l-ife problems as well as social reality (e.9. dependency on parents in essential areas of Iife)
being imposed on these adolescents. Ðifference in externality between Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian adolescents is seen to be related to the expectation of practicing
Chinese cuLtural values in both Hong Kong and Chinese communities in Canada. External beliefs in Euro-Canadian adolescents is believed to a result of the agricu).tura1 life in
Canada.

Ê^

ADOLESCENT PERCEPTION OF FUTURE-CERTÀT NTY

1. Attaininq chosen occuÞation ten yeãrs from Dresent: The
finding that aLl adolescents of the present study, irrespective of age, gender, and ethnicity, report moderate leveLs
of uncertainty in att.ai.ning their chosen occupations may
indicate that ten years from now, these adolescents will
still be at school (e.g. attending university) or in a position in which they wilt be receiving training for their cho-
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sen future occupations. Since most occupations in the rnodern
world require an extended period of training,
most young
people must prepere themselves for the training relating to

their chosen occupations before they can assure themselves
of secure employment in the competitive worLd. Às the adoLescents in the present study vri1l be in their twenties and
in their training processes ten years from now, it is difficult for them to foresee with fuII certainty that they wiIl
attain their chosen occupations without the compJ.etion of
their training. Consequently, they can only report with a
moderate degree of certainLy that they r,¡ilL attain their
chosen occupations ten years fron the present.
2. Exoectations of social/politicaL chanqes and considerino
these chanqes in future-planninq: The findings that HongKong-Chinese adolescents have: (1) expected most social and
political changes ten years from the presents; (2) considered most of these changes in the planning of their future;
and (3) perceived these changes as barriers affecting their
future-pLanning support the predictions as hypothesized in
the present study. With the takeover of Hong Kong by the
Communist Chinese government ín 1997, people in Hong Kong
wil-I be Iiving in a social-political system which differs
from that of the present Hong Kong society. They will have
to practice a ner¡ set of sociaL-political values and ideology as well as to adjust their present way of life to that
which is typically found in most communist societies. Since
nost people in Hong Kong have never lived in a communist
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society and have little underst.anding of the communist system, it is difficult for the younger generation to seek guidance on i.he planning of their future in a new society which
begins in JuIy 1997. without adequate help, future-planning
becomes an extrenely complex and chal.J.enging task to the
Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents. The difficulties
they experience can be seen in the present sLudy from the way t.hey
expect social-political changes in Hong Kong, consider these
changes in their future-planning, and perceive these changes
as barriers affecting their overall planning.
are gathered to explain why Chinese-Canadian
adolescents of the present study expect the least social-political changes in their future and have least considered
these changes as barriers affecting the overall planning of
their future. First: these adolescents may be compar:ing the
relatively stable social-political situation of the present
Canadian society with that of the Hong Kong society.
Although rnost. Chinese-Canadian adolescents nere born and
raised in Canada, nost of them st.ill have relatives in Hong
Áong and marntaln contact w j.th them. Through these contacts,
Two reasons

,

the Chinese-Canadian adolescents could cJ.early observe the
social-political changes that are taking pLace in Hong Kong
and the difference in social-political situation between
Canada and Hong Kong. Their awareness of the changes in Hong
Kong further increases when they realize in Vancouver the
presence of a high number of new inmigrants from Hong Kong.
with the knowledge that Hong Kong is undergoing social and
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political

changes, Chinese-Canadian adolescents could be
comparing themselves with their Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se counterparts when reporting expected social and political changes
in Canada. Since the present Canadian society is more stable
socially and politically than the present Hong Kong society,
it becomes appropriate for Chinese-Canadian adolescents to
expect least social-politicaJ. changes in Canada and have
least considered these changes as barriers affecting their
future-planning.
Second: Iiving in a J.arge metropolitan city with more job

opportunit.ies may constitute a reason why Chinese-Canadian
adolescents do not perceive social-poLitical changes as a
major problem affecting their future. As success of one's

future is partly dependen! on the availabiLity of enployment
and the opportunity to challenge one's abilities,
the presence of more job opportunities in Vancouver enables these
adolescents to develop a sense of confidence that they wiII
experience less difficulty in accomplishing their goals in
the future. As a consequence, they do not perceive the need
o! leavrng vancouver t'o other pLaces for their future and do
not perceive social-political problems in Canada as major
problems af fect ing their future-ptanning.

difficulties associated with today's farming in
Canada and Low employment opportunities in rural communities
are believed to be reasons why Euro-Canadian adolescents
expect more social-politicaJ. changes in their future and
Economic
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consider more of these changes as barriers affecting their
fut.ure-planning than their Chinese-Canadian counterparts in
Vancouver. In addition to the fact that low economic oppor-

tunities in rural communities usually make finding appropriate employment difficult for young people, such a difficulty
further increases when the major industry in these communities (i.e. f arrning) is affected by low grain prices as a
result of the competitive foreign market in recent years. In
view of low job opportunities and difficulties in the farming industry, most young people in ruraL Manitoba are leaving their communities for employment or better job opportunities in big cities, As they have to move to other places
to establ-ish their future, they r¡i11 also experience more
changes and adjustrnents in Iife. with these foreseeable difficulties in their future, it is reasonable for these EuroCanadian adolescents to report that they expect much social
and pol-itical changes in their Iife;
and that these changes
are also barriers to the overall pi.anning of their future.
Summa

rv

The moderate uncertainty of the adolescents to attain
their chosen occupations ten years from the present indicates that they may still be attending school at tha! point
and they cannot predict wit.h fuII certainty at present t.hat
they will attain their chosen occupations in the future. The
perception of social-political changes as a source of prob-
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lem to their future by the Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se adolescents
reflects the major changes these adolescents may have to
undergo in order to adapt to the new society of Hong Kong
after the takeover by the Communist Chinese government in
1997. Chinese-Canadian adolescents consider social-political
changes in Canada as a relatively small problem to their
future as they may have compared the social-political situation of the present Canadian society with that of the Hong
Kong society. More job opportunities in a large metropolitan
city also enable them to have higher chances of securing
empLoyment, Euro-Canadian adolescents perceive some socialpolitical changes in their future due to economic difficulties in today's farming and the need of most adolescents in
rural areas to move to big cities for empLoyment..
tÈ

A.

CAUSÀL ÀTTRI BUTI

ON

CuIturaI differences in attribution style

The significant cultural difference in the vray Euro-Canadian and Chinese (i.e. both Honq-Könq-Ch i ne se and Chinese-

Canadian) adolescents attributed successes of others and
failures of lhemselves in the present study clearly reflected the tendencies of making self-serving attributions to
maintain self-esteem in the Euro-Canadian culture and of

self-effacing attributions to maintain harrnony in
interpersonal relationships in the traditional Chinese cu1ture. The findings that Euro-Canadian adolescents attributed

making
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self-failures to high task difficulty and others' successes
to low task difficulty;
and that Chinese adoLescents ( i.e,
both Hong-Kon g-Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian) attributed
self-failures to their lack of effort and others' successes
to others' abilities demonstrated that Euro-canadian adoLescents blaned others for their failures and did not give others the credits for successes; and Chinese adolescents took
responsibility for their failures and perceived the capability of others as a cause of others' successes. Such a cultural difference in the way Chinese and Euro-Canadian adoperceived causes of
Iescents
self-failures
and
other-successes must be examined in the context of cultural
values as practiced by these adolescents. As the Euro-Canadian culture treasures independence and individuality, feelings of self-reliance and seLf-sufficiency for the developnent of a strong sense of self-esteem are fostered in
Euro-Canadian children early in J.ife. These children also
learn to enhance the growth of self-esteem and avoid obstacles that would negatively affect its grolrth. By making
external attributions in the case of failures. Euro-Canadian
adol-escents do not have to accept personal responsibiJ.ity
for their own failures and can also alleviate themselves
from some of the negative affects associated r¡ith failure
(e.9. shame, enbarrassment). By doing so, they protect themselves as well as their self-esteem from the unpleasant consequences of failure. Such a tendency to protect their selfesteem is further observed from the way these adolescents
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perceived successes of others. They do not accept otherst
successes as due to others' abilities or efforts but attribut.e success to external factors

such as task difficulty.

These Euro-Canadian adolescents protect their personal pride

from the embarrassment arising from the fact that they do
not work as hard and utilize as much of their abilities as

others in their achievements. Thus, Euro-Canadian adolescents tend to perceive those causes that are 1east threatening to their personal pride and self-esteem in both seLffaiLure and other-success attributions.
The attribution

style of the Chinese adolescents in the
present study can be explained in terms of the Chinese cuttural values which treasure interdependence and cohesiveness
between group members as well as placement of group goals
before personal goals. By attributing their own persona]
faiLures to their lack of effort, Chinese adolescents practice their culturaL expectation of not blaming others but
accepting responsibility for failures. Based on this cultural expectation, Chinese adolescents practice humili!y and
express graEr.tucte !or arr good thlngs others, especiall]t
their parents, have done for them. By being humble, responsible for their own failures, and grateful for the good
deeds from others, Chinese adolescents gain group-approval
and maintain harmony in the group. Such a tendency of
strengthening group cohesiveness and acceptance from the
group is also observed from the internal attributions of
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othersr successes by Chinese adolescents. Unlike Euro-Canadian adolescents who do noL give others the credit for success by perceiving successes of others as results of easy
task difficulty, Chinese adolescents give others the credit
for success by perceiving abilities of others as causes for
othersr successes. Consèquently, by accepting successes of
others and giving others the credit for successes, Chinese
adolescents accept others within their groups and do much to
naintain the harmony in their groups.
B.

Àqe Differences

1.

Attributinq success and failure to abiJ.ie:

in

CausaL

Attribution

The finding

that older adolescents are more Iikely to
perceive ability as a deÈerminant for their personal success
as well as others' successes and failures than younger adoLescents can be explained in terms of t.he difference in cognitive capability between younger and older adolescents. The
belief of the oLder adoLescents that abil-ity is crucial to
success and failure suggests the presence of cognitive
expanslon rn the l-a t.e
escence stage and the awareness of
the older adolescents that they must utilize their ability
in order to attain success and to avoid failure. Since
younger adolescents are Iess capable than older adolescents,
younger adol-escents generally receive help in their work
(u.9. teachers' and parents' heJ.p in problem- soI vi ng ) and
are encouraged to overcone their cognitive Iimitations by
spending nore

efforts in their work. With less capability,
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external help, and the encouragement to try hard in
work, it is difficult for younger adolescents to sort out if
the cause of their successes and failures is on their abiLity, effort, or external factors, such as help from parents.
Às a resull,
while older adolescents can clear).y perceive
the effectiveness of their ability as a determinant of their
successes and failures, younger adolescents fail to identify
the exact cause of their successes and failures. Since older
adolescents realize that their successes and failures are
dependent on the extent they utilize their ability,
it is
appropriate for them to attribute success of themselves as
well as success and faiLure of others to ability.
more

2. Attributinq success and failure to effort:
The perception of the older

adolescenLs that their per-

sonal success and failure are reLated to the amount of
effort they spent can be seen as a result of the increasingly complex work at school and the awareness that they must
try their best as well as to utilize the most of their abilities in order to accomplish success. Since môst academic
work in senior high school years require adolescents to perforn independently in individual work and to contribute personal efforts and capability in group work, older adolescents clearly observe t,he effectiveness of their efforts in
achievement. with the understanding that their success is
partly determined by the amount of effort they spent, it
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for these adolescents to attribute their
personal success and failure to their efforts in the present
becomes reasonable

study.

C. Gender Differences in CausaI Attribution

Àttributinq success to efforts:
The finding

that female adoLescents are more likely to
attribute success of themselves and others to effort than
mal-e adoLescents supports most research findings on how
societal sex-role expectations determine gender differences
in achievenent. Às early as infancy, a child's identification is shaped by the societal definition of masculinity and
femininity.
In general, independence and autonomy are
expected of boys; and conformity, dependence, and passivity
are expected of girIs. These sex-role characteristics are
expected to be stabilized in an individual during adolescence in which preparation for adulthood takes pJ.ace. To
carry out the feminine traits and to gain social approval,
femaLe adolescent.s generally are less aggressive and set
or¡er sfandard rn achlevement sltuations than male adolescents. In some cases, f emal-es may even deny success and
ability in order to maintain a feninine image that is acceptable by society. By humbly attributing success to effort
rather than to ability,
female adolescents practice the
socialized trait of dependabiJ.ity which, in turn, helps them
to gain acceptance from both peers and society.
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2. Àttributinq failures !o bad luck:
The attribution

of self-failures to bad Iuck in male ado(1) the tendency of the maLe adolescents

Iescents refLect:
to rnake self-serving attributions in the case of failure in
order to protect self-esteem; and Q) their belief that
abiJ.ity and effort are important for success. Since these
adolescents are brought up in a society (i.e.
both Hong
Kong and Canada ) in r,¡hich males are expected to be achievement-oriented individuals, these adoLescents are likety to
experience the pressure of accomptishing success in achievement. In view of the fact that faitures are often results of
not spending enough effort and/or not utilizing most of
their ability,
male adolescents tend to avoid t.he shame or
uncomfortable feelings in achievement by attributing selffailures to exLernal or unstable factors (e.g. bad Luck).
Consequently, male adoLescent.s protect their self-esteem by
âttributing their failures to bad Iuck, an uncontrollable
cause.

D.

Causal Àttribution and the Inadeouacv of Locus of côn-

trol
Despite the fact that the Multicontent Iocus of Control
Measure showed thaÈ there was an absence of significant cultural, age, and gender difference in locus of control in the
present study and thal most of the adolescents had fairly

strong external

beliefs in their belief orientation, the
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Trent Attribution Profile showed that these adolescents did
not merely attribute success and failure outcomes to externaI factors. Instead, they attribuied outcomes to both
internal-external as ¡rell as stable-unstable factors depending on the nature of the situation (e.g, success/failure of
seLf vs. success/failure of others). In vie!¡ of the fact
that individuals with rather strong external beliefs
(assessed by a Locus of control scale) do not always perceive externaL factors as causes of outcomes, the adequacy
of explaining hurnan behaviors simply in terms of locus of
control becomes questionable. On the basis of the present
findings, locus of control is seen as inadequate in terms of
tv¡o aspects; namely: (1) human beings cannot be categorized
sinply into internal-s and externals; and (2) human beings do

not attribute event outcomes simply in terms of internal/externaL factors.
1. Cateoorizinq human beinqs into internals and externals:
In view of the fact that the adolescents attribute event
outcomes to both internal-external as well- as stable-unstable tactors and the tact that thelr scores in the MultÍcontent Locus of Control Measure fall close to the mid-point of
the internality-externality dimension reflecting a low level
of externality, these adolescents can be classified as bilocals whose belief orientations are not in the extremes of
the internality-externality dirnension. Às these adolescents
have a flexible belief orientation r¡hich can be sr+itched
betr¡een

internality and externality,

it is inadequate to
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study their locus of control simply by relying on their
scores in the Mutticontent Locus of Control Measure which
classifies belief orientation of human beings as either
internal or external. In view of the fact that much of the
information reveaì.ing thepresence of bilocally-oriented
individuals in t.he present study would be lost if only the
scores in the Multicontent Locus of Control Measure were
used to interpret the belief orientation of these adolescents, it is suggested that a more thorough examination of a
locus of controL score must be performed in order to determine the belief orientation of an individual. FinaIly, it is
also suggested that Locus of control exists beyond the categories of internals and externals. It can be categorized
into internal, externals, and biLocals,
2, Attributinq event outcomes bevond internal/external factors: The way adolescents attribute success and failure outcomes in the present study clearly reflects how the variability in attribution styles in adolescents is affected by
culture, sex-role expectations, and age-difference. Since
all human beings are socialized according to their cultural
and social expectations, it is likely that they would develop an attribution style that is acceptable by both their
culture and society. To rnaximize acceptance f rorn culture and
society, human beings must caref uJ.ly examine event ouÈcomes
and assign appropriate causes to outcomes. As causes can
occur along the dimensions of internaLity-externality and
stability-unstability,
an externally-oriented individual rnay
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assign causes that are both internal and stable (e.g. ability); and an internaLly-oriented individual may assign causes

that are both external and unstâble (e.g. luck). In view of
the fact that the assignment of causes to an event outcome
is often governed by the nature of the event outcome (e.g.
self-failure situations) and the consequences following the
assignment of the causes (u.g. to reduce ernbarrassment ),
attribution styles cannot be predicted simply in terns of
Iocus of control
lnslead, factors such as cultural background, social expectations, and cognitive capacity must be
considered. Consequently, it is suggested that locus of control aLone is not sufficient to provide the necessary information for the understanding of how human beings attribute
event outcomes.
Summary

The cultural. difference in attribution style betlrèen
Euro-Canadian and Chinese (both Hong -Kong--Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian) adolescents is sèen as a result of their cu1tural- values. The self-serving attributions of the Euro-Canadian adolescents reflected the ímportance of maintaining
self-esteem in the Euro-Canadian culture. The self-effacing
attributions of the Chinese adolescents reflected the irnportance of maintaining group-harmony in the Chinese culture.
Older adolescents attributed event outcomes to ability and
effort because of their cognitive expansion in late adoles-
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cence and the need to work hard to meet demands placed

on

them at

school. FemaLe adolescents atlributed success to
effort more than mùIe adolescents because females tended to
downplay cognitive capabililies to gain social approval and
acceptance. Male adolescents att.ributed failure to bad luck
in order to protect their self-esteem in case of failure. Àn
examination of the locus of controL scores and the attribution styles of the adolescents reflected the need of categorizing human beings beyond the categories of internals
and externals. It is suggested that the categories of
internal, externals, and bilocals should be considered. Furthermore, the attribution styles of the adolescents also
pointed out the insufficiency of locus of control as a predictor of attribution styte. In addition to locus of control , factors such as cultural background, sex-roIe expectations, cognitive capacity, nature of the event outcome, and
consequences following the assignment of causes to the event
outcome are also determinants of how an individual would
attribute event outcomes.
5.6

ACHI EVEMENT BEHAVI OR

T.

Ethnic itv-related Di f ference

À.

Honq-Konq-Ch i

ne

se Àdolescents

The ach i evement -or i ented tendency of

the Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents as reflected in their high minimal stan-
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dard, level of aspiraÈion, and realism in expectancy estimates can be explained in terms of: (1) the education systen
of Hong Kong-; and (2) the attribution style of the HongKong-Chinese adolescents.

l.
Education svstem of Honq Konq: The high levei- of expectation of the Hon g-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents in aLl achievement trials in the present study clearly reflects their
serious attitude in perforrnance and their need of achieving
well in competitions. In Hong Kong, the pyramidal education
system provides these adolescents with extremely Iimited
opportunities for higher training. In addition, Hong-KongChinese adolescents are required to pass extremely competitive examinations in order to enter schools and programs of
their choice. Therefore,
Hong-Kong-Ch i n e se adolescents
learn at an early age the importance of achieving excellence
in school work. To attain the goal of accomplishing success
and avoiding failure in competitions, they would Iikely
observe the demands of each competiÈion and carefully estimate their abilities in reJ.ationship to the demands. Since
the achievement tasks of the present study are within their
abilities and since they learn to set high Levels of performance in competitions at an early age, it is likely that
they also set high minimaL sÈandards in all achievenent trials in the present study. Furthermore, by expecting of themselves to utilize the best of their abilities
in achievements, these adolescents use their ability as a basis to
calculate the amount of time they nay need to use in order
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to complete tasks in achievement situations. In the present
study, as these adolescents estimated their task-performance
accorCing to their ability levels, they not only were realistic in their expectancy estimates in alI achievement trials but also had the highest expectancy and level of aspiration in comparison to their
Chinese-Canadian and
Euro-Canadian counterparts.

2. The attribution of the Honq-Konq-Ch i ne se adolescents:
The perception of the Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents thal
sei.f-failures are not results of task difficulty but of
oners not trying hard enough in the achievement situation (a
tendency reflected in the Trent Attribution Profile) also
explai.ns their achievement-oriented tendency in the present
study. With the perception that utilizing the best of their
abilities and efforts is important for the accomplishment of
success, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents set out to challenge
their abilities and efforts in aIl achievement situations.
By placing on themselves the demand of doing llell and
beLieving that they should be responsible for their or¡n
faiLures in achievenent, Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se strive for excellence in achieve¡nent as rve1l as accept difficulties
in
achievement by performing their best to solve and to overcome them. Indeed, such an achievement tendency is clearly
reflected in their high minirnal standard, expectancy, and
level of aspiration in achievement tasks in the present
study.
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B. Chinese-Canadian Àdolescent

s

The achievement-oriented tendency of the Chinese-Canadian

adolescents can be seen as a result of the Canadian education system which pJ.aces less emphasis on examinations in
comparison to the Hong Kong education syst.em. Being educated

in a more relaxed educat.ion system, Chinese-Canadian adolescents are less like1y to engage in competitive situations in
which they have to chalJ.enge their abilities in order to
avoid failure in these situations. As Chinese-Canadian adolescents also have more educational opportunities in Canada,
they do not have to participate in as many competitive examination as the Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adolescents before they can
enter college and universities for higher education. Consequently, with Iess exposure to competitions which challenge
their abilities, Chinese-Canadian adolescents do not have to
demand highly of themselves in achievement situations. They
may also pJ.ace a Lower level of expectation on their perf orrnance and place less value on achieving welI in achievement situations. Thus, in comparison to the .Hong-Kong-Chinese adolescents, the Chinese-Canadian adolescents set lower
rninimal standard, expectancy, and level of aspiration in all
achievernent triaLs in the present study.
The achievement-oriented tendency of the Chi

ne se-Canad i an

adolescents may also be explained in terns of their inade-

quate understanding of the importance of achieving
striving for excellence in order to gain upward nobitity

and

and
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higher socio-economic status in the Canadian society. Their
inadequate understanding could directly be related to their
belief that the expected social-poJ.iticaI changes in Canada
do not really interfere v¡ith their future-planning and to
their perceived certainty in attaining their future occupations in vancouver ten years from the present (findings f rorn
the "Adolescent Perception of Future-Certainty" questionnaire). By comparing the concurrent sociaL-political situation of Canada with the possible social-political changes
in Hong Kong ten years from the present and by having an
optimistic vier,¡ of their future in Canada, Chinese-Canadian
adolescents may not be aware of the subtleties existing in
the soc io-economic system in the Canadian society. Some of
the subtleties include strengthening of abiliLies in order
to secure employment and to raise socio-economic status in
society, and the ability to function as well as to explore
opportunities on one's own. With the simplistic view of the
socio-economic system of the Canadian society and with the
perception that they will not have to experience as much
difficulties in attaining their future occupations in Canada
as adolescents in other countries (e.g. Hong Kong), ChineseCanadian adoLescents are i.ikely Lo be less serious in their
achievements in comparison to adolescents in countries which
do not have as much job opportunities as in Canada. with a
less serious attitude in achievement, Ch i nese-Canad i an adolescents are like1y to exhibit a weak approach tendency in
achievernent situations. Indeed, their weak achievement ten-
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dency is plainly reveaLed

standard, expectancy, and

in their 1ow estinates in minimal
leve1 of aspiration in the present

study.

C. Euro-Canadian

ÀdoLescent s

The achievement-tèndency of the Euro-Canadian adolescents

can be explained in terms of their atlribution style as
reflected in the data of the Trent Àttribution profile.
Their attribution of sel-f-failure to task difficulty
not
only indicates their tendency of making self-serving attributions in the case of failures so as to protect their selfesteem in thèse situations but also points out their reluctance of accepting responsibiJ.ity for failures and of
challenging their abilities to overcome difficulties
in
achievement. Since setting high standards of performance
for oneself usually involves the yielding of greater effort
to meet the standards, more chances of faiting the standards, and greater likelihood of facing undesirable consequences associated t¡ith f ail-ures, it is generally easier for
oneself if Lor¡er standards of performance are set for
achievenent. In the case of the Euro-Canadian respondents
whose goal in achievement is to avoid failures (as inferred
from the Trent Attribution profile data), setting l-ower
standards for achievement becones a means to help them fulf ii. this goal. Extending from this goal, they set loeer min-
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imal standard, expectancy, and Ievel of aspiration
achievement tasks in the present study.
II.

Àqe

Difference in

on

Àchieve¡nent

The difference in approach tendencies between younger and

older adolescents in achievement with older adoLescents setting higher minimal standard than younger adolescents supported the age-reJ.ated or stage-reLated concept in achievement. As a risk-taking behavior, achievement behavíor
requires people to challenge their abilities so as to naximize success and to minimize failures in achievement situations. Thus, to attain success, individual must possess
self-confidence as r¿e11 as the skilLs reguired for the
accomplishment of the task.
Since the achievement tasks of
the present study requires visual-spatial ability (an ability that deve].ops over time), it is within the expectation
that the older adolescents r¡ould set a higher level of
expectation on their performances than their younger counterparts. Indeed, the self-confidence and the perceived capability of the older adolescents are clearly reflected in
their responses in the Trent Àttribution profile. By reporting that success and failure are directly related to ability
and effort in the Trent At.tribution profile,
older adolescents imply that they have nore skil,ls and capabílities as a
result of their cognitive deveLopment in the late adolescence stage and that they are aware of the inportance of
using their ski11s and capabilities in achievement situ-
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ations in order to attain success and to avoid faiLure. Consequently, with greater a\,¡areness of their cognitive capability, greater self-confidence that occurs along with this
awareness, and the realization of util-izing their capability
to do weLl in achievement, it is likely for the older adoIescents to be ¡nore achievement-oriented than the younger
adolescents in the present study.
III

Gender Di fference

in Àchievement

Gender difference in achievement as observed in the
present study could be a result of tt¡o factors; namely: (i)

task preference and perceived importance of the task;
(ii) effects of socialization on achievement.

and

Task Þreference and perceived imÞortance of task:
Research on Developnental Psychology that finds difference
in cognitive performance between male and female children is
due to difference in task preference rather than cognitive
abilities betrreen the two genders supports present study.
Results of the present study show that the observed gender
difference in achievement behavior is largeJ.y a resuLt of
task preference rather than differences in problem-solving
strategies betv¡een the male and the female respondents.
Responses relating to the attainment values indicated that
the achievement tasks of the present study were strongly
preferred by the male respondents. Since the achievement
tasks were composed of geometric puzzles requiring visual1

.
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spatial reasoning skiIIs, they tended to favor ¡nale adolescents and not female adolescents. Indeed, studies have shown
that as early as infancy, girls seem to have a relative
advantage in verbal tasks and boys in visual-spatiat tasks;
and such a difference in tendencies have led to much difference in academic aoals and occupational choices between
males and females. In general, girJ.s are expected to concentrate on verbal skills and social relations; and boys on
¡nechanicaL and scientific matters. Since male adolescents
have learned to perf orrn well in visual-spatial task and to
perceive these tasks with irnportance since early Iife,
it
becomes natural for nales to expect good performance by
means of setting high rninimal- standard, expectancy, and level of aspiration in these tasks. Such a tendency to expect
high performance in these tasks was plainJ.y revealed in the
present study. In sum, the gender difference in achievement
as observed in the present study supported the view (i.e.
the CrandalI model) that there exists a positive relationship between approach-t endency and attainment value in
achievement.

2.

Effects of socialization on achievement: The low
achievement-oriented tendency of the female adoLescents in
the present study can also be seen as a result of sex-role
expectations in society. Having socialized since early life
that femininity means being less competitive in achievement
situations, being conforming to rest.rictions and authority,
and being modest of one's ability,
f emal-es learn to be pas-
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sive and less achieving in order to gain social approval and
acceptance. They also place Iower expectations on their performances and tend to deny success in achievement (Horner,
1976). Since female adolescents do not expect high achievement for themselves generally (due to culturaL stereotypes),
it is reasonable for them to set low minimal standard,
expectancy, and level of aspiration in the achievement tasks
in the present study. Indeed, the effasiveness of the female
adolescents in achievement situations is cIearJ.y reflected
in their attribution styles as examined by the Trent Attribution Profile. UnIike male adolescents who attributed selffailures to bad luck, fernale adolescents claimed responsibility for their failures by att.ributing their failures to
their lack of ef f ort.s. By perceiving self-failures as their
own failures,
female adolescents imply that they woutd take
a passive role in achievement situations and would accept,
rather than reject, blames for failures. In order to minimize failures so as to reduce chances of self-bJ-ames, it is
likely that females would avoid situations in which competitions and evaluations rnay occur. Consequently, the lor+
achievement-oriented tendency of the female adoLescents can
be seen as a result of theii avoidance of achievement situaÈions.
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Summary

The high achievement-oriented tendency of the Hong-KongChinese adolescents is seen as a result of their attribution

style and the education system of Hong Kong. The low
achievement tendency of the Chinese-Canadian adoLescents is
believed to be a result of the more relaxed education system
of Canada and the inadeguate understanding of the ChineseCanadian adolescènts about the socio-economic system of the
Canadian society. Since Euro-Canadian adoLescents are reluctant to accept r e spon s i b i I i t i e s associated with failures in
achievement situations, ít would be easier for them to set a
low leve1 of expectation on their performance in order to
avoid chances of failures. The age difference in achievement
is seen as a result of cognitive growth in late adolescence.
Sex-roIe expectations in society and task preference are
believed to be reasons for the gender difference in.achievement.

5.7

SI'MMÀRY ON

ALL FINDTNGS OF THE PRESENT

STUDY

Several trends emerged from the present study pointing
out the presence of an interactive framework essential for

in adolescence. within this framework,
parental socialization practice, adolescent perception of
fami Iy-honor - impor tance ,
perception of future-certainty,
locus of control , style of attributing success and failure
of self versus others, task preference, nature of achieveachievenent behavior
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ment task, cognitive capability in relationship to the
achievement task, and goals to be reached in the achievement
situations have all played an inportant role in achievement
behavior in adolescents. within the area of socialization,
parents employ socialization techniques that help them to
curb undesirable behaviors from their children as weIl as
enable their chiLdren to practice traditional values that
are treasured by their cultures. CRPBI data showed that. Chinese parents (both Hong-Kong-Chinese and Chinese-Canadian)
use guiJ.t and power to controL their children and expect
their children to conform to their wishes. Euro-Canadian
parents use love-oriented techniques on their children and
encourage self-reliance and independence in their children.
Such a difference in socialization practice between Chinese
and Euro-Canadian parents leads to much difference in areas
of identity development and belief orientation in their adolescent children. These differences in turn affect achievenenl behavior in their adolescenÈs.
In the area of identity deveLopment, the distinct culturaL influences transmiLted through the process of socialization shape the cultural identity of adolescents and encourage them to exercise those values that are perceived to be
inportant by their own culture. The awareness of culturaL
distinctiveness is strong in the nulticuLtural society of
Canada in which contrast-group effect is present. The
present study shows thaÈ cultural values as well as adolescentsr perceived importance of their family-honor are essen-
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tial to the function of culturaL identity in adolescents
residing in the Canadian society in which activities crucial
to the preservation of their culLuraL values are rare. Cultural identity has sho!¡n to play an important role on adoIescent behavior and belief orientation. Being influenced by
the traditional Chinese cultural values and by their perceived irnport.ance of their family-honor, Chinese adolescents
(both Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and Chinese-Canadian ) place groupgoals before their orrn personal goals and achieve so as to
bring credit to their own families. The tendency of conforming to group goals in Chinese adolescents leads them to
develop a beLief orientation that event outcomes are controlled by external factors rather than by themselves. Their
practice of maintaining group-harmony as rveII as bringing
credits to the group leads them to develop an attribution
style of perceiving self-failures to be their own faul.ts of
not trying hard enough in achievement situations and others'
successes as results of others' abilities.
ConsequentLy,
while there exists a difference in achievement tendencies
betr¡een Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se and Ch i nese-Canad ian adolescents
in the present study (the difference is explained below),
much of their achievement behavior can be understood in
terms of their attribution styles.
The maint.enance of the cultural identity of the Euro-Can-

adian adolescents by practicing lhose aspects of the cultural values which involve the development of individuality and
achievement to attain credits for themselves leads Euro-Can-
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adians to practice self-reliance

and to develop a bei.ief

orientation that event outcomes are partly within their controL. They also develop an attribution style of attributing
seLf-failures and others' successes to external factors
(e.9. task difficulty)
and failures of others to internal
factors (e.g. Iack of effort). with such an attribution styIe, Euro-Canadian adoLescents protect their self-esteem in
situations where others are performing better than them as
welI as prevent themselves from shame and embarrassment in
the case of self-failures.
Thus, with the goal of avoiding
failures in order to maintain their self-esteem, Euro-Canadian adoleseents set lower rninimal standard, expectancy, and
Ievel of aspiration in their achievement tasks in the
present study. Indeed, their achievement-oriented tendency
is c).early unders!ood in terns of their attribution styles.
Besides cultural vaLues, environment also plays an essen-

tial role on achievement. In the present study, environrnent
has shown to have an irnpact on adolescent achievement in
terms of three areas; namely, (1) sex-role expectations; (2)
social-politicat stability;
and (3) education system. The
societal expectations that femaLes are to be less competitive than males in achievenent situations has led to significant gender differences in attribution style and achievement tendencies in the present study. The Trent Attribution
Profile has shown that female respondents have a rnore passive attribution style than male respondents. UnIike nale
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adoLescents who attributed self-failures to bad luck and
other-success to easy task-difficulty,
female adolescents

attributed self-failures to their lack of effort and othersuccess to others' effort. Being socialized to be less
aggressive in competitive situations,
females hold lower
internal expectations on their achievement. Such a low
expectation is clearly reflected i.n the lot¡ minimal standard, expectancy, and Ievel of aspiration in achievement in
the prèsent study.
The perception of the Chinese-Canadian adolescents that

Canada is a more stabilized

society and offers more job
opportunities than Hong Kong contributes to the difference
in achievement behavior betHeen Hong-Kong-Chinese and Chinese-Canadian adolescents in the present study. Despite the
fact that both Chinese-Canadian and Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se adofescents are being influenced by the traditionaL Chinese
cultural values and have similar beLief orientat.ions and
attribution styles, they do not have similar approach tendencies in achievement situations. The low achievement tendencies of the Chinese-Canadians in the present study can be
seen as a result of their optimistic view of the socio-economic system of the Canadian society. By perceiving Canada
to be more stabilized and to have a less competitive job
market than Hong Kong, Chinese-Canadian adolescents exhibited lower achievement tendencies than their Hong-Kong-Ch i ne se
counterparts who understand that achievement and hard work
are the keys to a good future in the competitive and less
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stabilized society of Hong Kong. In sum, socio-political
stability of a country and availability of opportunities for
future advancerrent seem to have an impact on achievement
orientation of adolescence.
The difference in

the Hong Kong and the Canadian education systens is also a factor responsible for differences in
achievement tendencies of the Hong-Kong-Chinese, ChineseCanadian, and Euro-Canadian respondents. Being educated in
an education system which focuses on competitions and does
not of fer adeguate educational opportunities, Hong-Kong-Chinese adoLescents learn the importance of achieving weII by
setting standards for thernselves in each achievement since
their early life.
Their high standards of performance are
clearly revealed in the achievement task in the present
study.

Cognitive rnaturity is another factor which has an impact
on achievement in adolescence. The age difference in

the present study shows that
achievement in adolescents is not only affected by socialization and environmental factors but also by the cognitive
capacity of the adolescent.s. Since younger adolescents had
less cognitive capability for the achievement tasks than
older adolescents, younger adolescents set l-ower standard
for their performance and expected to compJ.ete the tasks in
Ionger time-periods than oLder adolescents. By doing so,
achievement tendencies in
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younger adolescents displayed

a

weaker achievement tendency

than older adolescents.
Task preferences, influenced by early socializat.ion and

abilities lend to favor certain cognitive tasks, and therefore are determinant.s for achievement behavior in adolescence. The low achievement tendency of the female respondents is seen as a result of their low preference of the
achievement task. Àlong with the societal expectation that
females are to be Less competitive in achievement situations, their low task preference simply further reduces
their approach tendencies in the achievement situation in
the present study,
Fina1ly, the satisfaction of the self-imposed standard of
excellence is also seen as a factor affecting achievement
behavior in adolescent.s. The performance of the adolescents
in the achievement-task session of the present study clearly
reflects that achievement behavior was a result of a series
of cognitive processes, In these processes, adolescenÈs set
for themselves limits on their performances as weII aS targets to be attained in achievement situations. In this
study, replies of the adolescents in response to the experinenter's questions rei.ating to their expectations of their
performances showed Èhat before the actual execution of the
tasks, adolescents had already made carefuL calculations on
their performances based on their own skills and capacities
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in the achievement tasks. They set a time Limit for the completion of task (i.e. minimal standard), established a selfi.rnposed standard to gauge their ovrn performance (i,e.
Ievel
of aspiration), and set for themselves the expected performances in the achievement situation (i.e. expectancy). persistence and a change of strategy in solving the puzzles
occurred when the actual performance failed to reach the
self-inposed standards. In sum, setting up a standard for
oneself and challenging the standard in the achievement
situation so as to maximize the affective value of success
and to acguire a new sense of effectiveness forms a basis of
achievement behavior in adolescence.
In summary, findings of the present study clearly demonslrated a Link between achievement behavior in adolecents
and factors affecting the overall development of adolescents. Some of these factors have their impact on the adolescents since early childhood. These factors include: cu1tural
values and identity,
parental socialization
techniques, sex-ro1e expectations of society, belief orientation, and attribution styJ-e. Other factors include: adolescents' perceived social-political
stability ând job
opportunities in their future,
task preference, cognitive
capability, as welI as self-inposed standards in achievement
situations and the extent they can reach their standards in
these situations.
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5.8

TMPLTCATTONS OF THE FrNprNcS ANÐ LrlBECrIgNg SUGGESTED
FOR FUTURE RESEÀRCH

implications r.¡ere derj.ved from the findings of
the present study. Ej_r s!: achievement behavior is a highly
conplex phenomenon which is determined by several factors.
In disagreement !¡ith the postulations of the achievenent
rnodeLs, the findings show that achievement behavior is not
determined simoly by the interaction between the motive to
approach success, incentive value of the task, and probability of success (i.e. the Àtkinson modet), the perceived
controlLability of event outcomes (i.e. the locus of control
nodel), nor by the interaction betr.reen the attainment value
of the task and the discrepancy between the minimal standard
and expectancy (i.e. the CrandaIl model). Instead, achievement behavior is also strongly governed by cultural values,
societal expectalions, parental socialization techniques,
and attribution styles which have an impact on an individual
sincè earLy Iife. When the adolescence stage is reached,
achievement behavior is further governed by the perceived
future social-political
stability and job opportunities in
society. Despite the fact that the present study has shown
that these factors have played a significant role in
achievement. behavior in adolescents, it does not eliminate
the possibility that there may still be other factors ¡rhich
are essential to adolescent achievement behaviors. The
exploration of these factors has to be performed in future
Two major

research.
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Second: the achievement models fail to adequately explain
achievement behavior in adolescents. Since the achievernent
models did not include those variables which have been shown

to have an impact on achievement behavior in adolescents,
explaining achievement-oriented tendencies strictly in terms
of the postulations of the achievement models will only give
rise to a partial understanding of the concept of achievement behavior in adolescents. Both the Crandall and the
Atkinson models place heavy emphasis on the impact of
achievement situations on achievement behavior and neglect
those variabLes which occupy an egualJ.y important role on
adolescent achievement. Specificatly, they overLook the role
of culture and environmental influences on adolescent
achievement. In addition to those weaknesses which the CrandalI and the Àtkinson modeLs have, the locus of control model ignored how stability-unstability
factors could affect
achievement behavior. By postulating that achievernent behavior is a function of interna).ity-externality, the 1ocus of
control model cannot thoroughly explain achievement behavior
in adolescents. In sum, aII three achievement models have
been shown to have a very narrow view of achievement behavior.

In view of the implications derived from the findings, it
is the thrust of the present study to suggest that achievement behavior of different cultural groups should be studied
in the future in order to explore achievement factors that
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are not included in the achievement models. Since achievement behavior begins early in life
and continues through
1ife, a longitudinal study on achievement. behavior would
also be fruitful to the understanding of the concept. Final1y, as achievement behavior is also influenced by social-political
stability,
comparisons in achievement behavior
between people from different societies in future research
would yield vaLuable information toward the understanding of
achieve¡nent behavior.

5.9

CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study has two major contributions.

They are:

(1) it broadens our view of achievement behavior; and (2) it
reminds educators to observe the cultural background of
their students in order to gain a meaningfuJ. understanding
of the achievement tendencies of their students.
i ) Broadeninq our view of achievement behavior: The
present study can be seen as of value to future research in
the area of achievement behavior. The findings pinpoint the
(

importance of looking beyond the limited dornains of the
achievement models and exploring other achievement-related
variabl-es that are not included in the models.

Considerinq cuLtural backqround of students in
achievement i The present study can be seen as of value to
the Canadian education system r¡hich has a student population
(

ii

)
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of different cultural backgrounds. Since cultural value is a
determinant of achievement behavior, understanding of the
cultural- background of each student by teachers would enable
teachers to understand their students' attitudes, approachtendencies, and goals in achievement situations. They would
also utilize appropriate teaching methods to facilitate the
learning process of the students (e.g. team-work versus
individual lrork). Such an approach to understanding students' cultural backgrounds by teachers is particularly
important in today's Canadian education system due to the
increasing number of nen immigrant children in the education
system, By understanding the cultural backgrounds of these
immigrant school children, teachers not only help these students adjust to the Canadian education system but also help
these students to reduce cultural. conflicts which usually
occur when they have to adjust to a ner¡ society.
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Appendix

,

À

INFORMÀTION ON INSTRUMENTS OF PRESENT STUDY

:

Instruments:

(a) Questionnaires; and
(b) Achievement-related tasks.

:
:

,
:
:
:
:
:

,
,
:
i
j
,

1. Children Report of parent Behavior Inventory (CRpgf):
gender, and age-group di fference in
-measures ethnic ity,
socialization along the dimensions of:
(i) perceived maternal and paternal acceptance;
(ii) percei.ved maternal and paternal psychological control;
(iii) perecieved maternal and paÈernaI firm control.
2. Multicontent Locus of ControL Measure (¡qfC):
gender, and age-group differeences in
-measured ethnicity,
Locus of control . MLc classifies 1õcuõ of-control in terns

of

i

(i ) internality; and
,... externality.
(ii)
3. Trent Attribution profile (r¡p):
gender, and age-group differences in
-measured ethnicity,
causaL attribution.
TÀp identifies
how hunan beings attribute sel-f-success, self-faiture,
other-success, añd otherfuiLure to:
(") ability;
(O) effort;
(c) luck; and
(d) task difficulty.
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4. À Ouestionnaire on the PerceÞtion of the ImÞortance of
FamiIv Honor:
-measured ethnicity, gendèr, and age-differences in adolescent perception of the importance of fanily honor.
5.. I Ouestionnaire on Adolescent Perception of Future-Certaintv:
gender, and age-group differences in
-measured ethnicity,
perception of futurê-certainty in terms of:
(a) certainty in attaining chosen occupation ten years from
the present;
(b) expectation of social-potitical
changes ten years from
the present;
(c) considering social-political changes in planning of the
future; and
(d) the degree that the soc iaI-political
changes have
af fected overall future-plann i ng.
6. Achievement-related @þ.:
The achievement-related were two solvable and t\,¡o unsolvable
puzzles. Àdolescents were given a time-limit of 4 rninutes to
solve each puzzl-e. In these tasks, ethnicity, gender, and
age-group differences in four achievement-related variables
r{ere measured. These variables included:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

minimal standard;

level of aspiration;
expectancy; and

realism of expectancu estimates.

Àppendix

B

CHILDREN'S REPORT OF PARENT BEHAVIOR ] NVENTORY

I nst

ruct i ons

PLease read each statement on the foLLov¡ing pages and
circle the answer that most cLosely describes [trä iay your
parents acts toward you. BE SURE TO MARK EACH ÀNSWER FOR
EACH PÀRENT.

lf you think the statement is LIKE your parent, circle !,
If you think the statement is SOMEWHÀT LIKE your parent,
circle SL.
If you think the statement is NOT LIKE your parent, circle

NL.

FORM

A: Form for

MOTHER

Some-

what Not

Like Like Li ke
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

feel better after talking
over my worries r,¡ith her.
Isn't very patient with me.
Sees to it that I know exactLy what I
may or may not do.
Wants to knor¡ exactly where I am and
what I am doing.
Soon forgets a rule she has made.
Is very easy with me.
Makes me

-332-

L
L

SL
SL

NL

L

sL

NL

L
L
L

SL
SL
SL

NL

NL

NL
NL

333

7. Doesnrt talk çith me very much
8. WiIl no! talk to me when I displease
her.
9. Is very strict with me.
10. Feels hurt r¡hen I don't follow advice.
11. Is always telling me how I shoutd
behave,
12. UsuaIIy doesn't find out about my
mi sbehavior.
13. Spends very litt1e time vrith me
14. ÀInost al-ways speaks to me with a
r¡arm and friendly voice
15. Is always thinking of things that
will please me.
16. Believes in having a lot of ruLes
and sticking to then.
17. TeIIs me how much she loves me.
18. Is always checking on what I've been
doing at school or at play.
19. Punishes me for doing something one
day, but ignores it the next.
20. ÀIlows'me to telI her if I think my
ideas are better t.han hers.
21. Lets me off easy when I do something
wrong.
22. Sometimes when she disapproves, doesnrt
say anything but is cold and distant

L

SL

NL

L
L
L

SL
SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL
NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

Nt

NL
NL

NL
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,
:

.
:

,
,
ì
:

I

:
'.
'
,
:
i

:
:
:

for awhiLe.
L
23. Forgets to help ne when I need it.
L
24. Sticks to a rule inslead of allowing
a lot of exceptions.
L
25. Tells me exactly how to do my work.
L
26. Doesn't pay much attention to my
misbehavior.
L
27. Likes me to choose my own way of
doing things.
L
28. If I break a promise, doesn't trust
me again for a long tirne.
L
29. Doesn't seem to think of me very often L
30. Doesn't tell me what time to be horne
when I go out.
L
31. Gives me a lot of care and attention.
L
32. Believes that aII my bad behavior
should be punished in some way.
L
33. Àsks me to te1I everything that happens
I'm away from home.
L
"hen
34. Doesn't forget very guickly the things
I do wrong.
L
35. wants me to telI her about it if i don't
Iike the way she treats me.
L
ta. Worries about ne when I'm away.
L
37. Gives hard punishments.
L
38. Believes in showing her love for ¡ne. L
39. Feels hurt by the things I do.
L

SL
SL

NL

SL
SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
SL

NL

SL
SL

NL
NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
SL
SL
SL
SL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL
NL
NL
NL
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40. Lets me help to decide how to do things
we're çorking on.
41. Says some day I'1I be punished for my
bad behavior.
42. Gives me as much freedom as I !¡ant.
43. Smiles at me very often.
44. fs always getting after me.
45. Keeps a carefuL check on me to make
sure I have the right kind of friends.
46. Depends upon her mood whether a rule is
enforced or not.
47. Excuses my bad conduct.
48. Doesn't show that she loves me.
49. Is less friendly with me if I don't see
things her way.
50 Is able to make me feel better vrhen I
am upset.
51. Becomes very involved in my 1ife.
52. A1most always complains about what I
do.
53. Always listens to my ideas and
opinions.
54. would like to be able to tell me what
to do all the tirne.
55. Doesn't check up to see whether I have
done what she told me.
56. Thinks and talks about my misbehavior

L

SL

NL

L
L
L
L

SL
SL
SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L
L

SL
SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL
NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

NL
NL
NL

NL
NL
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Iong after its over.
57. Doesnrt share many activites with ne.
58. Lets me 9c any place I please without

asking.
,
i

Sg. Enjoys doing things with ne.

,
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L
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L

SL
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sL
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NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
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NL

SL
SL
SL
SL
SL

NL

NL

gO. Makes me feel like the most important

person in her life.

'
,

L
L

61. Gets cross and angry about little things
I do.
L
62. OnIy keeps rules when it suits her.
L
63. Really wants me to tell her just how I
feel about things.
L
64. WitI avoid looking at me when I've
disappoint.ed her.
L
65. UsuaIIy makes me the center of her
attention at home.
L
65. Often praises me.
L
67. Says if I loved her, I'd do what she
me to do.
L
"ants
68. Seldom insists that I do anything.
L
69. Tries to understand how I see things. L
,0. Complains that I get on her nerves.
L
71. Doesn't work with me.
L
72. Insists that I must do exactly as I'm
told.
L
73. Àsks other people what I do away from
home.
L

NL

NL

NL
NL
NL
NL

SL

NL

sL

NL
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74. Loses her temper with me when I don't
help around the house.
L
75. DoeG not insist I obey if t complain
or protest.
L
76. Cheers rne up when I am sad.
L
77. Sees to it that I obey when she te1ls
something.
L
78. TeIIs me of all the things she has
done for me.
L
79. Wants to control whatever I do.
L
80. Does not bother to enforce rules.
L
81. Thinks that any misbehavior is very
serious and will have future
consequences.
L
82. Is aLways finding fault vrith me.
L
83. Often speaks of the good things I do. L
84. Makes her whole life cent.er about her
chi ldren.
L
85. Doesn't seem to know what I need or
want.
L
86. Is happy to see me when I come home
from school or play.
L
87. Gives me the choice of what to do
whenever possible.
L
88. If I¡ve hurt her feelings, stops
talking to me until I please her
again.
L

SL

NL

SL
SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
SL
SL

NL

NL

NL

NL

SL
SL
SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

NL
NL
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89. Worries that I can't take care of
myself unless she is around.
L
90. Hugged or kissed ne goodnight whên I
was small.
L
91, Says if t realIy cared for her, I would
not do things that cause her to worry. L
92. Is always trying to change me.
L
93. Is easy to talk to.
L
94. Wishes I were a different kind of
person.
L
95. Lets me go out any evening I want.
L
95. Seems proud of the things I do.
L
97. Spends almost aLl of her free time
with her children.
L
98. I have cerlain jobs to do and am not
allowed to do anything else until they
are done.
L
99. Is very interested in t¡hat I am
Iearning at schooL.
L
100. Doesn't like the way I act at home. L
101. Changes her mind to make things
easier for herself.
L
102. Can be talked into things easily.
L
103. ytishes I would stay at home ¡rhere she
could take care of me.
L
104. Makes me feel I'n not loved.
L
105. Has more rules than I can remember,

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
SL
sL

NL

SL
SL
SL

NL

SL

NL

SL

NL

SL
SL

NL

SL
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NL

SL
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NL
NL

NL
NL

NL

NL

NL
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so is often punishing me.
106. Says I make her'happy.
107. will talk to me again and again about
anything bad I do.
108. Lets me do anything I like to do.

Form
'1

.

2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.

LSLNL
LSLNL
LSLNL
LSLNL

q: Form for Father

feel better after talking
over my worries with him.
Isn't very patient r,¡ith me.
Sees to it that I knon exactly what I
may or rnay not do.
Wants to know exactly where I am and
what I am doing.
Soon forgets a rule he has made.
Is easy with me.
Doesn't talk with me very much.
WiIl not talk to me when I displease
Makes me

him.

LSLNL
LSLNL
L

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

LSLNL

9. Is very strict with me.
LSLNL
10. Feels hurt when I don't follow advice. LSLNL
11. Is always telling me how I should
beha ve .

12. Usually doesn't find out about
mi sbehavi

or

my

LSLNL

.

13. Spends very litt1e time with

me.

LSLNL
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4. Àlmost speaks to me !¡ith a warm and
friendly voice.
15. Is always thinking of things that will
please me.
16. Believes in having a lot of rules and
sticking to them.
17. Tells me how much he loves me.
18. Is always checking on lrhat I've been
doing at school or at play.
19. Punishes me for doing something one
day, but ignores it the next.
20. ÀIlows me to tell him if I think my
ideas than his.
21. Lets me off easy when I do something
r¡rong.
22. Sonetimes v¡hen he disapproves, doesn't
say anything but is cold and distant
for awhile.
23. Forgets to heLp me when I need it.
24. Sticks to a rule instead of allowing
a 1ot of exceptions.
25. Tells me exactLy hor¡ to do my work.
26. Doesn't pay much attention to my
misbehavior.
27. Likes me to choose my own way of
doing things.
28. If. I break a promise, doesn't trust
'1

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL

L
L

SL
SL

NL

L

SL

NL

L

SL

NL

NL

NL

NL

again for a long time.
L
29. Doesn't seem to think of me very
often.
L
30. Doesn't tell me what time to be home when
I go out.
L
"hen
3l.Gives me â lot of care and attention.
L
32. Believes that aII my bad behavior should
be punished in some way.
L
33. Àsks me to tell everything that happens
!¡hen I'm away from home.
L
34. Doesn't forget very guickly the things
I do wrong.
L
35. wants me to tell him about it if I don't
like the way he treats ne.
L
36. Worries about ne when I'm away.
L
37. Gives hard punishment.
L
38. Believes in showing his Love for me. L
39. Feels hurt by the things I do.
L
40. Lets ne help to decide how to do things
we're working on.
L
41. Says sorneday I,Il be punished for my
5ad behavior.
L
42. Gives me as much freedom as I want.
L
nt. Smiles at me very often.
L
44. Is alnays getting after me.
L
45. Keeps a careful check on me to make
sure I have the right kind of friends. L
me
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46. Depends upon his mood whether a rule is
enforced or not.
L
47. Excuses my bad behavior.
L
48. Doesn't show that he loves me.
L
49. Is less friendly with me if I don't
see things his way.
L
50. Is abLe to make me feel better when I
am upset.
L
51. Becomes very involved in my ì-if e.
L

I
.

SZ. Almost always complains about what

'

53. ÀIways listens to my ideas and
opinions.
54. would like to be able to teII me
\,¡hat to do all the tine.
55. Doesn't check up to see whether
I have done what he told me.
56. Thinks and talks about my misbehavior
fong after it's over.
57. Doesn't share many activities with ne.
58. Lets me go any place I please without

,
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ì
:

,
,
:
:

.

.

I dO.

"sking.

59. Enjoys doing things with me.
60. Makes rne feel like the most important
person in his life.
61 . Gets cross and angry about little
things I do.
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62. Only keeps rules when it suits hirn.
63. ReaIJ.y lrants me to teII him just how
I feel about things.
64. will avoid looking at me when I've
disappointed him.
65. Usually makes me the centre of his
attention at home.
66. Often praises me.
67. Says if I love him, I'd do what he
wants me to do.
68. Seldom insists that I do anything.
69. Tries to understand how I see things.
70. Complains that I get on his nerves.
71. Doesn't work with me.
72. Insists that I must do exactly as I'm
to1d.
73. Àsks other people what I do away from
home.
lE. Loses his temper with rne when I don,t
e1p around the house.
75. Does not insist I obey if I complain
or protest.
76. Cheers me up when I am sad.
,r. Sees to it that I obey when he tells
me something.
78. Tells ne of alL the t.hings he has done
f.o r me.
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L
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L
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L
L
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L
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79. Wants to control whatever I do.
L
80. Does not bother to enforce rules.
L
81. Thinks that any misbehavior is very
serious and will have future
consequences.
L
82. Is always findings faul! r,¡ith me.
L
83. Oftèn speaks of the good things I do. L
84. Makes his whole Life center about his
children.
L
85. Ðoesn't seem to know what I need or
!¡ant.
L
86. Is happy to see me when I come home
from school or play.
L
87. Gives me the choice of what to do
whenever possible.
L
88. If I hurts his feelings, stops talking
to me until I please him again.
L
89. Worries that I can't take care of
myself unless he is around.
L
90. Hugged or kissed me goodnight when I
was snall.
L
91. Says if I rea1J.y cared for him, I would
not do things that cause him to worry. L
92. Is always trying to change me.
L
93. is easy to talk to.
L
94. Wishes I were a different kind of
person
L
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SL

NL
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95. Lets me go out any evening I want.
L
96. Seems proud of the things I do.
L
97. Spends al¡nost aIl of his free time with
his children.
L
98. I have certain jobs to do and am not
allowed to do anything else until they
are done .
L
99. Is very interested in r¡hat I am Iearning
at sc hoôl .
L
100. Doesn't like the way I act at home.
L
101, Changes his mind to make things easier
for himsel f .
L
102. Can be talked into things easily.
L
03. Wi shes I v¡ou1d stay at home where he
could take care of me.
L
104. Makes me feel I'm not loved.
L
105. Has more rules than I can remember,
so is often punishing me.
L
106. Says I nake him happy.
L
107. will t.aLk to me again and again about
anything bad I do.
L
08. Lets rne do anything I J-ike to do.
L
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C

MULTICONTENT LOCUS OF CONTROL MEASURE

This questionnaire is a series of attitude statements.
Each represents an opinion held by some people.
In the
development of the questionnaire no attempt-waé made to create statements which had right or errong answers. I expect
you to disagree with some items and agiee with others. My
interest is in the extent to which you agr.. or disagreê
with such matters of opinion
Read each statement carefully.
Then indicate whether you
agree or disgree by checking the appropriate space in frõnt
of each statement. First impressions are usuãIIy best so
you needn't ponder any item. you nay feel that sóme staternents require qualification
before añ answer can be given.
In such cases choose the best answer based on your intãrpretation of the statement. In any case, qive- an ans*ei to
each statement.

Agree
()()

Di sagree

1. If I ever got elected !o any office in
t.his comrnunity it would be due more to
my effective canpaigning than to lucky
c

i rcumstances.

2.' In most schools the grading syst.em is
so unfair that it has no relation to
to \,¡hat the student s know .
3. PubIic acceptance or rejection depends
to an important degree on the important
people a person knows.
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) ¿. By taking an active part in political
and social. affairs people can improve
the quality of l j.fe in their community.
) 5. My personal goals in Iife certainly
can be dominated by people who control
things important to me.
) 6. I feel that my degree of popularity is
primarily a matter of the looks and
temperament I happened to be born t¡ith.
) 7. Às far as events in this city are
concerned, most of the people are the
victirns of decisions by others.
) 8. tn the future, how much money I make
will depend on how hard I work and how
cornpetent I am and much less on the
Lucky breaks I might get.
) g. Not everybody can Learn to get along
r¡ith others.
) 10. If people are dissatified with their
society they should blame themselves
more than the past history of their
country or bad l-uc k.
) 11. In the case of the well-prepared
student there is rareJ.y, if ever, an
unfair test.
I12. It one wants to be a social success it
more important to develop social skills

348

than to have puII with i.nf luent.ial people.
13. Social systems in our society are so
complex that even with the best of social
techniques and knowi.edge people cannot

eradicate soc ial problems .
14. Whether I obtain good or poor marks
depends not so much on the teachers but
on what I do or do not do.
15. In my experience I have found that rny
not being as popular as I would like to
be should noÈ be looked upon as a chance
misfortune but as a stimulus to improve
my social per sonal i ty ,
16. If I made a determined effort I could
help to irnprove the loca1 conditions in
our comrnunity, evèn though my efforts
would probably meet r¡ith strong local
opposition.
17. Many grades obtained by students on

are influenced significantly by
accidental happenings.
18. The number of friends I have depends
nore on the crowd I am with than on what
I am like or what I do.
19. Each country has its onn historicat
destiny and I donrt think I could
influence developments in our country
exams
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one way or the other.

20. when I set out on a task I usually
acconplish the goals implied in it.
21 . In school I found that my social success or failure was very rnuch dependent
on ¡+hether I was in or out of tune with
the sociaL leaders of the c1ass.
22. I feel that is I really wanted to I
could contribute to making this
country a better place to live in.
23. Most often peopJ.e become professionally sucessful because they have
rich and powerful relaÈives to help
them.

24. tthether neighbors like a person or
not is largely a fate that cannot be
easily altered.
25. The leaders of this cornmunity are
not as all-porverful as many people
think: if their policies are not liked,
the peop].e can get rid of them.
26. Personal achievements of mine are often heavily influenced by chance factors.
27. How many friends I have depends on how
niceapersonlam.
28. The kind of government ¡{e get depends
primarily on chance factors because

3s0

political developments are impossible to
predict and to control.
29. UsualIy there is no direct connection
between how hard I study and the grades
I get.
30. In the past I found that it was not
necessary to have influential friends in
order to be accepted by the socia]- group
as long as I held the right attitudes
tovra rds other people .
31. When I look at the problerns of my
community, I usually fèel that I cannot
do anything to improve the situation.
32. It is not at all important to have
influential relatives in order to be
admitted into selective educational
programs such as medicine or law.
33. PopuLarity is not so nuch a maLter of
good or bad Iuck but something which one
can do much about by developing social

skills that appeai. to others.
34. I can do littl-e to improve things in my
city because aII the important decisions
are made by a smal1 but powerful group of
people.

35. If people do not succeed in their
careers they should blarne themselves

3 5'1

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

rather than chance causes.
36. Others can become more popular by improving social ski11s and by developing
thei r personality.
37. Just because I do not like the way this
cily is governed does not entitle me t.o
accept it as inevitable in my J.ife.
38. The idea that people ger ahead in life
by doing good work is an iLlusion.
39. Knowing influential people is an extremely important way of being socially
acceptable.

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

) 40. In the long run people are responsible
for bad government on a national as weII
as on a loca] Level.
) 41. I think that my chances of getting high
grades depend primarily on who my
teacher is.
) 42.If I am not as popular as I would like
to be, it is because my chances of
get!ing into the right crowd were always
smaLl.

(

)

(

(

)

(

) 43. The democratic system of government is
an illusion because much of the
decision-making power lies in the hands
of a powerful f ew.
) 44. If I fait on a test I tend to blame
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(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

myself rather than unfortunate
c i rcumstances beyond my control.
45. People who try hard to make many social
contacts are wasting their tine because
many of these efforts are counterproductive.
46. A severe economic depression in our
country would be more the result of bad
judgments by its citizens than the
effects of chance factors.
47. Capable people who fail to succeed
have not made maximum use of their
abilities.
48. If one wants to avoid social rejection
it's more important to know holr to get
along with other people than to have
one or two inf Iuenti.al friends.
49. It is difficult for people to change
anything through the politicaì.
processes.

(

)

(

(

)

(

) 50. Getting good narks primarily depends
on how hard I work rather than v¡hat
kind of a teacher I get.
) 51. I have found that social success is
not so much a matter of good or bad luck
as it is of the social skilts I have
developed.
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52. If I decided to stand up for rny righls
to the people in power, I would not have
put up with many disliked government
pol ic i es.

53. Àttaining success in studies or in a
profession is primarily a matter of the
J-ucky breaks people get at the right
t imes.

54. Whether other people ignore me or
appear to desire my company is sonething
about which I can do littl-e.
55. There is little I can do about
inflation, unemployment or other undesirabLe economic conditions because
the economic system is determined by impersonal laws beyond the control of any
individual or government.
56, I think that success in schooL primarily depends on how well I study.
57. I can make many friends if only the
group J.eaders do not rnake a deliberate
effort to exclude ne.
58. With enough effort I could wipe out
some of the political corruption in
this city.
59. Entrance into high paying occupations
depends prinarily on knowing the right
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people and Iittle

on your abilities.

60. SociaI rejection is primarily a matter
of luck and depends on the kind of cror¡d
the person happens to be with.
61 . The argument that a society is usually
controlled by sorne powerful clique is an
excuse for people l¡ho are t.oo unmotivated to exercise their rights and responsibilibies.
62, In the past I found that my educational successes and failures were primarily
a matter of chance,
63. People who reject me as a person !¡ou1d
change their attitudes if I attempted to
influence their feelings.
64. Society's structure today is prirnarily
the result of historical and economic
processes which are beyond the control of
any individual or small group of ci.tizens.
65. My success in any job is unLikely to
be determined nostly by ny effort.
66. whether I am liked or disliked depends
on how friendly I am towards others than
on how I get along with the important
people in my group.
67. In our mass society I t.hink that as an
individual there is very little that I
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do which could contribute to the solut-

ions of any social problems.
68. Students do not have to depend on a
teacher's whim in order to get high
grades.

69. People who are unpopular are the ones
with wrong attitudes toward others and
its no use blaming chance circumstances
for their unpopularity.
70. There is little chance of my doing
any better in life because the people
who are on t.he top of our social system
effectively keep me down.
71. People who argue that luck is very
importan! for educational success are
Iazy people who want to have an excuse
for lheir fa i Iures.
72, People are lonely because they don't
try to be friendly.
73. I cannot blame history, fate, or anything else if I do not Like some things
in our society because I can change the
present if not the past.
74, People today have little chance to advance in their jobs by doing good hard
work.

75. If the parents of classmates cannot
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approve of a person's family background,

there is liLtIe that an individual can
do to make friends.
76. The average citizen can have an
influence in government decisions.
77. If I studied to become a teâcher,
scientistror doctor and failed, it would
probably be because I needed some help
and important people did not give it to
me.

78, There is not much use in trying to
please people. If I am lucky they like
me; if I am out of luck then they don't.
79. The poor people in this society can't
have a better deal simply because the
people at the top keep them down.
80. When making decisions about my future
I found that making a decision to make
definite course of action turned out
better than trusting fate.
81. No matter how hard a person lries,
some people just never wil,l like that
individual.
82. The "historical des!iny" of a country
is shaped more by lhe decisions of its
citizens that by sorne historical fate.
83. If people worked harder they would
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get better jobs and would

make more

money.

84. The popularity or unpopuJ-arity one
experiences is primarily a matter of
one's personality and not a matter of
whether one knows important people.

85. There is very 1ittle that parents
can do to improve the guality of life
for their children in their cornmunity.
86. If I am capable, I can get ahead in
rny job even if my boss is against me,
87. I do not think that I vras born r¡ith
the characteristcs which people like
or dislike in me, so I can improve
them.

88. If I do not accept unquestioningly
the prograrns laid down by politicans in
office but work for improvement in my
community and district, I can influence
these programs and their outcome.
89. PeopJ-e often succeed at chosen tasks
because they are meant to succeed.
90. If I ever run into a situation where
I have very few friends, I think there
is little that can be done.
91 .
I do not think that I can do anything
about war or peace in the worLd but I

3s8

have to Iive with whatever chance might

bring.

92. Most of my failures in schooL or work
r¡ere the result of ignorance or laziness, or, lack of ability, or all three.
93. If I am accepted by my social group,
it is primariì.y because the group
Ieaders 1i ke

me.

94. If I made an effort, there are many
things I could do in order to improve
the life in my community.
95. Getting good marks depends primarily
on what kind of teachers the students
gef

96.

.

friends are hard to come by; a
person has to wait J.argely for chance
to br ing them along.
97. If people are sufficiently eager to
exercise their political rights, t.hey
can get rid of many strong political
leaders they do not like.
98. The career I end up in probably will
be chosen more fron uncontrollable
events in my background than from anything eIse.
99, I can pretty well influence the number
of people who like me or disLike me by
Good
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(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

the things I do.
) 100. the political activiries of the lasr
twenty years have convinced ne that
luck more than anything has determined
governnent solutions to pressing soc ietal and economic problems.
) 101. I found that hard work usuaLly does
not pay of f .
) 102. Even when I am out of tune lrith the
social leaders of ny peer group, I can
still be popular with others if I make
an effort to get to know them well.
) 103. Even if I devoted all my time and energy to political and social goals
there is little chance that my efforts
could make an impact.
) 104. Peop1e do not need to have influentiat
connections in order to get ahead in
1ife.
) 105. People who have an unatLractive
personality need not resign themselves
to an uripleasant fate, but can become
more likeable by changing their
attitudes and habi t s.
) 106. I do not hope for any improvement in
our community because people with
vested interests resi st change.
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) 107.

)

)

)

)

Many poor people would be

better off
if thèy stopped blaming their unfortunate circumstances and showed a willingness to improve their situation.
108. People who want to know why others
like or dislike the¡n need only make the
effort.
109. Luck, chance, or fateful processes
have not been a major variable in the
decisions of society that have been
relevant to me,
110. Society's acceptance of an individual
is seldom determined by a person in a
posit ion of prestige.
111. Peop]e v¡ho want to accomplish a large
problem of unique interest to
themselves do not have to depend on

support from others.
) 112. I do not think that it is purely

natter of luck if I

am

a

liked or not

I i ked.

) 113. I am not obliged to simply foltow the
policies set by leaders of any
inst itut ion or organization.
) 114. Luck doesn't influence very much the
outcome of tasks I do.
) 115. Uncontrollable or fateful causes
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seldom determine social changes for
people.

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

) 116. Student leaders don't determine the
approval others give me.
) 117. I can usually succeed in a task even
if important people work against. me.
) 118. People r¡ho have an unattractive
personality need not resign themselves
to an unpleasant fate.
) 119. Potit.ical and business leaders do not
real1y control" this country or its
peopl

(

)

(

e.

) 120. Successes of any sort are seldom the
result of fate.

Àppendix

D

THE TRENT ATTRIBUTION PROFILE (TÀP)

Instructions: For each of the f oJ-lowing statenents, please
rate the importance of each of the five reasons according to
your judgment. Please circle the appropriate number.
Note that:
5 means very important
4 means somewhat inportant
3 means undec ided
2 means somewhat un impor tant
1 means not at aIl important

For example, consider the following item:
One's height is the result of:
Nutrition
..........1
2 3 4 5
Exercise.
.....1
2 3 4 5
Parents' height
.....1 2 3 4 5
Climate.
2 3 4 5
.....,1
Thus, if you believe that parents' height is very important
you would circLe number 5; if you believe that exercise is
somewhat irnportant you would circle number 4; and so on.
'I

. Most scientific inventions are the result of :
a. chance
..........1
2345
b. the inventor's intelligence..
......1 2345
c. easy, routine scientific work.
.....1 2345
d. much time and effort by the inventor.....1
- 362
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2. My good ¡narks in school were due Lo:
a. easy marking by the teacher
........1
b. hard work on my part
.........1
c good 1uck..
.......1
d. my academic abilities....
..........1
3. When a person is popular, it is because:
a. the person is lucky.
.........1
b. the person tries hard.
.......1
c. the person gets well with others. . . . . . . . .l
d. it's easy to be popular....
........1

2345
2345
2345
2345
'>7.¿C

2345
2345
2345

4. When I did not do well in a class in school
because:

a.
b.
c.
d.

I didn't try hard enough
.....1
the teacher gave low marks.
........1
I was not good in that subject
.....1
I sas unlucky
...,......1

,

it

2
2
2
2

3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4

was

5. If I did not have enough money, it was because of:
a. difficult circumstance...
..........1
2 3 4
b. rny poor judgment
........1
2 3 4
c. rny bad luck..
.....1 2 3 4
d. my lack of effort
.......1
2 3 4
6. When people fail school , it is because of:
a. Iack of academic abilities.
.........1
b. bad luck..
........1
c. Iack of effort
..........1
d. 1ow marks given by the teacher
......1

2345
2345
2345
2345

5
5
5

5

5
5
5
5
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7. Most wealthy people are rich because:
a. of their skiII at making money.
.....1
b. they r¿orked very hard.
.,......1
c. they are lucky
.........1
d. it's easy to make money.
......1
I enjoy myself in a party, it. is because:
a. it was a good party.
..........1
b., I get along with others
...,..1
c. it was a lucky day...
.........1
d. I make an effort to have fun...
.....1

8.

2345
2345
2345
2345

When

9. If I succeed in my future, it is
a. I work hard..
b. I am lucky.
c. of my skiIl to make money.
d. it's not hard to make rnoney.

poor people have little
of bad luck.

..,..1
.......1
..........1
........1

4
4
4
4

2345
2 3 4
2345
2345
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

money because:

it's difficult to get ahead in the world..1
c. they don't nor k hard enough
.........1
d. they don't have the skill to make noney. . . .1
b.

3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

because:

10. When people dislike me, it is usually because:
a. I don't try hard enough to be friendly....1
b. I am not Iucky.
.........1
c. it's hard to be liked by everyone. . . . . . . . . 1
d. I lack the skills to sociali2e....,.......1
11. Most

2
2
2
2

2345
2345
2345
2345

4
4
4
4

5

5
5
5
5
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12. The fact tha! some people are not well-liked is because:
a. they don't know how to get along l¡ith others

12345
b. it's hard to be popular....
2 3 4
.........1
c. they don't try to be friendÌy.............1
2 3 4
d. they are unlucky
2 3 4
........1

5
5
5

Àppendix
A

E

OUESTIONNÀIRE ON THE PERCEPTION OF THE
IMPORTANCE OF FAMILY NAME

Please circle the most appropriate answer for each question
below

:

important is your schooL performance to your famiJ.y ?
very
Inportant
Not Very
Not Important
Important
Important
at aII
2) To what extent do you think your family name might be
ruined if you caught stealing ?
very
a little
Not at
much
bit
aLl
3) Your personal success/failure affects your family pride.
1234567
Ði sagree
Agree
4)Everyone should have a sense of responsibility to keep the
family name good.
1234567
Disagree
Àgree

1)

How

5) Making the family nane good should be seen as the goaÌ of

personal achievements.

:1234567
Di sagree
:

Àgree

-366-
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Appendix F
A

QUESTIONNÀIRE ON ADOLESCENT PERCEPTION OF THE
CERTAINTY OF THEIR FUTURE

aIl of the following guestions and statements.
Please do NOT skip any statement or guestion.
PLease ans¡,¡er

P1ease indicate the name of the city and the name of the
country that you spent most of your childhood:
a) from birth to 5 years of age:.....
(name of the city)
(name

of the

count ry

)

b) from 6-years-oId to 9-years-o1d:..
(name

(

name

c) from 1O-years-old to 12-years-old:

of the city)
of the country)

.....

(name

of the city)

(name

Ðo you expect to
years from now ?

of the

cöuntry

live in the citv that you are J.iving in

YES
NO
If no, which city will you expect to be living in?
..... (please narne the city)
Hov certain are you about that ?
-367-

)

10

a) very certaín
b) not very certain
c) not certain at all
Do you expect to live
'1
0 years f rom now?

in the country that you are living in

YES
NO
If no, which country will you expect to be living in ?
.. (please name the country)
How certain are you about that ?
a) very certa i n
b) not very certain
c) not cerlain at all
IF you have ÀNSWERED "NO" to any of the ÀBOVE oUESTIONS,
please give REÀSONS for your CERTAI NTY/UNCERTÀI NTY .
Reason 1:....
Reason 2i.,..
Reason 3:....
Reason 4i,...
What do you expect to do in the future (i.e.
10 years from
nor,l ) ?
certain are you that the choice of your future occupation can be attained in the country that you are living in
10 years from now ?
a) very certain
b) not very certain
c) not certain at all
Please state reasons for your certainty or uncertainty:

How

Reason

1
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2 ....
Reason 3 ....
Reason 4 ....
Reason

Do you expect any major changes
living in 10 years from now ?

in the country that you are

a) Yes, I expect a lot of major changes.
b) Yes, I expect some major changes.
c) No, I do not expect any major changes.
If you have answered YES to this question, pl.ease PROVIDE
INFORMÀTION for the following questions:
What mãjor changes do you expect would occur in the country that you are living in 10 years from now ?
Please name the major changes:
1.....
2.....
3.....
Have you taken these changes into consideration in planning your future occupation ?
a) Yes, I have taken these changes into consideration.
b) No, I have not taken these changes into consideration.
c) Yes, I have somer{hat taken these changes into consideration.
How rnuch have these expect.ed changes affected your planning for the future ?
a) These expected changes have affected my planning a
Iot.
b) These expected changes have sornewhat affected my planning.

c) These expected changes have not affected my planning.

Àppendix c
ÀCHI EVEMENT-RELATEÐ TASKS

'

SoIvable Figures

r
.E

-
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Unsolvable Figures

r

n

Àppendíx

H

THE-PRÀCTICE FIGURE

0+
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Àppendix I
SUBJECT'

S

BACKGOUND INFORMÀTTON

Please give aIl the information in the spaces provided:
What is your name ?. . . . .
How

old are you ? . ..

.

What is your date of birth ? Month....Date....Year,.,.

Àre you male or female ?. . . . . . .
What grade are you

in ?..

What is the name of your homeroom teacher ?,.,....
Where do you

live

?. . . . .

what was your place of birth ?.....

Questions

to be ansnered by aII subjects in

were your parents born

in

Canada

were your grandparents born

in

Canada.

?.....

Canada

?.....

If you were not born in Canada, please indiciate the number
of years you have lived in Canada
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